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Abstract of Thesis

In this thesis, the theory of markov processes is used to

develop models for animal populations which are subject to migration:

that is, animals are capable of moving among a number of discrete areas.

Models are developed for populations that are closed to birth and death,

but may migrate back or forth between two areas. Models are developed

for situations where the probability that an animal migrates is density

dependent, or time dependent, or when migration occurs independently

of either of these factors. The models are then generalized to consider

stochastic birth, death and immigration, and to include migration among

many areas. For some of these models the distribution of animals is

more conveniently represented as the convolution of multinomial dis¬

tributions. This representation of the models is developed and its

relation to the equivalent markov process model is completely specified.

The properties of all the models are developed and some comparisons

of the different models are given by means of tables and graphs.

The second half of the thesis is devoted to the development

of estimates for the parameters of the models (including, in some

instances, population size). For populations subject to migration

between two areas, estimates are derived for use with step function

observations (the times at which each migration occurs). This method

of estimation is investigated for the situation where initial population

sizes are known, and where they are not known. Estimation procedures

based on complete counts, (with and without identification of each

individual in the two populations) are also developed using least

squares methods.
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A likelihood expression (after the manner of Jolly (1965))

is developed for estimates of population size, survival and migration

rates, using mark-recapture sampling on n occasions in 2 populations

subject to interchange. It was not possible to derive estimates for the

general case, but estimates were derived for the 3-sample case.

A critical review of the literature both of markov process

models, and of estimation procedures applicable to markov processes and

to animal populations is provided. In particular it is shown that the

only extant method for forming estimates from the 3-sample experiment

(Iwao, (1963)) incorporates assumptions which make its use inappropriate

in certain circumstances. These assumptions are not inherent in the

3-sample estimates derived in this thesis.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

There is a great deal of literature, developed mainly over

the last thirty years, devoted to mathematical models for animal

populations, and to methods of estimating the parameters of these models

using various types of direct observations or data from sampling

experiments. One of the characteristics of animal populations is

their mobility: their ability to move about within the area under

observation, to move into and out of the area during the course of

observation, or to move among discrete observation areas. The emphasis,

in much of this work in statistical ecology has been on obtaining

estimates for population size, birth rates and death rates. The

presence of animal movement such as that described above complicates

the estimation procedures considerably, so most workers have ignored

the problem by assuming it away, or in the very few cases where the

problem has been confronted, the attempt is to keep assumptions about

the nature of movement to a minimum and derive estimates of population

size which take account of these assumptions.

Increasingly, however, animal ecologists are becoming interested

in animal behaviour with a view to applying such knowledge to questions

of management and control. In such situations, the nature of animal

movement is itself of interest. Biologists may be concerned to

discover the rate and extent of movement or population interchange,

and will not be content simply with estimates of other features of the

population even if they are "robust" to certain types of animal
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movement. Except for a few notable exceptions, (outlined in section

2.3) there has been little attention paid to the development of a

fairly general representation of populations subject to movement. This

thesis is an attempt to carry out just such an investigation: to

develop a class of models representing animal movement, and to see how

well such models could be extended to cover a wide range of types of

migration that might occur in animal populations: where animals move

independently of one another, where movement is density dependent, or

time dependent, and extensions to many dimensions (movement among

several areas). As well, the models should be able to take account

of birth and death.

Naturally there are many ways of representing animal movement.

The models may be deterministic or stochastic; in the latter case,

the models may be based on diffusion processes, or markov processes or

a matrix representation might be used. It is not possible, in one

thesis, to investigate all these approaches. Therefore, we chose to

concentrate only on the markov process models. A discussion of this

and other approaches; to what extent they have been developed by

others and how they might be extended further, is given in section

2.3. Even within the class of markov process models, it was not

possible to investigate many types of models that might be relevant to

animal populations. These models are not really appropriate, for

instance, for describing movement within an area, but are most readily

adapted to describing movement among distinct areas. This type of

movement is what is meant, in this thesis, by migration. Even within

this more restricted class of models, there are situations which were

not investigated in this thesis (e.g. "flow" models, where the probability
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that an individual moves from one area to another is dependent upon

the number of individuals in the area to which the animal might migrate).

That statistical ecologists have not developed models for

migration to any great extent does not mean that such models have been

entirely neglected. There is a large and growing literature on

migration models, both as a development of markov processes in their

own right, and as an application as models of actual phenomena (mainly

in statistical mechanics, epidemiology, immunology and compartmental

analysis). A brief survey of these developments is given in section

2.2. For the most part, however, these models are not suitable for

application to animal populations, or they require some adaptation or

elucidation of the properties of the model before they can be applied

to animal populations. The only useful models that have been exten¬

sively developed are the simple linear model (Ehrenfest model) and the

n-dimensional linear model with death (evolutionary model). For

completeness, these models are described in sections 3.3 and 4.3

(respectively), though their development is not original to this thesis.

However, the reasonably complete investigation of their properties,

the delineation of their relevance to animal populations, and the

later development of estimation procedures for these models, justifies

their inclusion.

Thus, the first half of the thesis is devoted to an inves¬

tigation of the suitability of markov processes for describing migration

of animal populations. It was found that these models can conveniently

be used to describe several types of migration: independent, or

density dependent migration between two areas; they are easily adapted

to account for death, with more difficulty, to account for birth, and
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with extreme difficulty to account for stochastic immigration. It

would seem that birth and immigration can most easily be introduced

into migration models in some deterministic fashion (as in Jolly (1965),

for example). It is a simple matter to extend the markov process

models to several dimensions (in the absence of birth or immigration),

but difficulties are encountered when death rates differ from area to

area. It was also found that it is difficult to investigate, analy¬

tically, the properties of most models where migration is time

dependent. The difficulties of both these situations are overcome

by an alternate formulation of the models as convolutions of multi¬

nomial distributions. This formulation is developed in section 4.3 and

the relation of such models to the equivalent markov process model is

completely specified. The importance of this formulation for estimation

from sampling experiments is outlined.

It appears, then, that markov process models, or equivalent

"convolution" models can be used to describe a wide range of migration

mechanisms. However, it is not sufficient for the animal ecologist

to know that such models can be constructed and manipulated analytically.

He must be able to test if the models are appropriate for describing

particular aspects of an actual population, and he must be able to

estimate all unknown parameters of the model. The problem of testing

the appropriateness of the model was too large a question to be

undertaken in this thesis, but we have devoted the second part of the

thesis to the investigation of how the parameters of the models can be

estimated (a prerequisite, in any case, to undertaking the problem of

model testing).

It was felt that estimation procedures should be developed
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keeping in mind a number of considerations. First, it is important

to investigate the traditional problem of deriving estimates for

population size, survival rates etc.; the situation where migration

essentially constitutes a nuisance which must be accounted for, but is

not itself of great interest. Second, there may well be situations

where the nature of migration is the question of primary interest,

and it is desirable to get very precise estimates of migration rates,

or to investigate the way migration rates vary over time. In such

cases, it might be reasonable to assume that population sizes are

known, or that complete counts or estimates of population size can be

obtained. Third, one must keep in mind what sorts of observations

can be made on animal populations. Traditionally, the methods used

have been complete counts and various sampling schemes, with or without

some means of identifying individual animals (usually by means of

marking) as they are observed. Fourth, estimation should be looked

at from the point of view of the models used, rather than from the

point of view of the data which is usually available. There may well

be means of deriving very precise estimates, or estimates which are

eminently suitable for revealing the nature of the migration process

but which require observations which are more extensive than or

different from the observations usually obtained. The models should

be investigated to see what sort of information they might be able to

provide, and how much data must be collected to give useful estimates.

It is then up to the biologist to determine whether the type of

observations demanded can feasibly be obtained, and whether he can

afford to obtain enough data to get the precision he requires.

This last consideration prompted the work of Chapter 6,
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where estimates from step function observations are developed. This

type of data is not usually obtained by biologists, and it is questionable

whether such data could be obtained for many types of animal populations.

However, step function observations, given population initial sizes,

provide complete information about the markov process, and so this

type of estimation can hardly be neglected. It is also important to

know if step function observations are useable in the absence of

knowledge of population initial sizes.

Estimation procedures using the more common types of

observation (complete counts, marking, sampling) are developed in

Chapters 7 and 8.

The estimates developed in these chapters (6, 7 and 8) are

entirely new, though in some cases, based on well known techniques.

These techniques are described in section 5.2. Few techniques of any

real use for animal ecology have been developed by workers in other

fields, but a brief review is nevertheless given in section 5.3.

There are only two main methods of estimation developed to deal

specifically with animal populations subject to migration. Of these,

one incorporates implicitly a number of assumptions that were not

pointed out by the original author (Iwao, (1963)), and so section

5.4 includes not only a review of extant techniques, but also a

detailed reworking of the method of Iwao to reveal its shortcomings.

In the absence of real data (and in the absence of tests

to determine whether real data can be considered to come from a

particular model), investigation of the properties of the estimates

has been carried out using simulated data, whenever analytic

investigations proved impossible.
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This thesis is by no means an exhaustive study even of the

limited problem that I have outlined above. In particular, the work

of Chapter 8 could be extended considerably. The problem of forming

estimates when migration occurs among m areas, from sampling and

marking data at n sampling occasions, remains to be solved. Only a

general likelihood expression is given in this thesis. Much of the

work that remains to be done, however, demands considerable "algebraic

heroics". Nevertheless the thesis does tend to show that the markov

process model is a tractable and adaptable representation for migrating

animal populations, and that the parameters of these models can be

estimated using a wide variety of observational data.
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CHAPTER TWO

MIGRATION MODELS:

SURVEY OF PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Introduction

The phenomenon of a population of individuals that is

subject to migration among a number of distinct areas is a commonly

occurring situation in nature. As a result, a great deal of work

has been done in constructing probabilistic and deterministic models

to describe this situation, usually adapted to incorporate the

essential features of some particular population. In addition,

other influences may be operating on the population simultaneously:

birth and immigration may be adding to the population, death and

emigration depleting it; the population may be composed of several
t

different classes of individual which interact in some way. Depending

on the application, the investigator will want to manipulate these

models to answer different questions. Usually interest centres on

making statements about the numbers of individuals to be found in

each area or class after a given time lapse, and given specific

initial conditions. However, other questions such as the probability

of extinction of a given class or area, or the limiting behaviour of

the system may be of interest.

In order to construct adequate models and manipulate them

to answer such questions, investigators have developed and used a

wide variety of techniques. Section 2.2 is a brief review of work

that has been done in applying migration models to fields other than
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animal ecology. This will serve to illustrate the widespread use of

migration models, the particular questions that arise in the various

fields of application, and the techniques that have been developed

to cope with these problems. In section 2.3, there is a more

detailed review of the development of models which are suitable for

application to animal populations. Even within this more restricted

field, it will become evident that a wide variety of models has been

used. In this thesis, we are concerned mainly with stochastic

models and their properties, particularly when small numbers of

animals are involved. Therefore the most detailed review will be

reserved for similar work that has been carried out in the past.

2.2 Migration Models Applied to Fields other than Animal Ecology.

Perhaps the first use of a stochastic model to describe a

system involving migratory behaviour was the model, derived by

Ehrenfest (1907) in an application of statistical mechanics to

molecular diffusion. Ehrenfest describes a conceptual experiment

in which N molecules are distributed between two containers, A

and B . At discrete points of time, one of the N molecules is

chosen at random and moved to the other container. Thus, after n

such steps, the state of the system can be described by the number

of molecules in A , and probability statements about this number,

given any specified initial division of the N molecules between

A and B , and after any specified number of steps n , can be

derived using the theory of markov chains. The theory for the

Ehrenfest model has been worked out in detail by Kac (1947) and is

described in many standard text books (Feller, chapter XV,
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Cox & Miller, chapter III). The analagous situation in continuous

time is a markov process. In fact, it is a finite birth and death

process with X = (N-x)a p = xg for 0 £ x £ N . As this
X X

model is particularly suitable for describing animal populations, it

is developed again in chapter 3, along with some properties of the

distribution.

The continuous time analogue of the Ehrenfest model for use

in chemical kinetics has been included in a comprehensive review of

stochastic models in chemical kinetics by McQuarrie (1967). It

arises in describing the reversible, unimolecular reaction

A B .

He shows that the distribution of A molecules at time t ,

P^(t) , has the binomial distribution, given the initial condition:

Px (0) = 1
o

Px(0) =0 X J* xQ

McQuarrie's review also considers unidirectional migration

systems: A -> B , but these have been treated in more detail with

reference to animal populations by Pyke (1956), and will be discussed

in the next section. McQuarrie considers an interesting initial

condition for the unidirectional system; that is, when xQ is

binomially distributed with given mean and variance. This allows

for indeterminacy in ascertaining the initial state, as would happen

if xQ is determined by some process (such as weighing) which is

subject to error. This may also be the case in animal population

work where the initial size of a population may have been determined

by some sampling procedure. For this model with xQ known, X(t)
is binomially distributed. If xQ is also considered to be
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binomially distributed, the binomial form of X(t) is preserved,

the mean is the same (if xq is replaced by E(xq)), but higher
moments are altered.

McQuarrie's review then goes on to consider more complex

reactions involving two or more molecules:

e.g. A + B C (2.2.1)

More often than not, these lead to markov processes whose p.g.f.

is defined by a differential equation of second or higher order.

These models have little relevance to animal populations, but the

difficulties of solving the equation for the p.g.f. of such systems,

or even of finding analytic expressions for the mean and variance,

lead him to a review of standard approximating techniques. These

include

(i) The Deterministic Analogue.

The deterministic analogue of a markov process may be

obtained by assuming that the variance (and higher cumulants) of

X(t) , the state of the system at time t , is zero for all t .

Thus all terms in the c.g.f. except for those involving first moments

disappear. The differential equation for the c.g.f., thus simplified,

can usually be solved easily to give the deterministic solution for

the state of the system at time t . The deterministic analogue of

a process can also be derived by defining a differential equation for

rate of change of the system; e.g. for the system in (2.2.1) above,

the rate of formation of C molecules is proportional to the number

of A and B molecules (given appropriate independence assumptions)

which leads to the deterministic expression for the expected number
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of C molecules at time t :

M£i = kAB
dt

where k is a rate constant, and A and B the number of molecules

of each type. Deterministic descriptions of a system may be of

interest in their own right when it is known that stochastic variation

about the mean is very small in relation to the size of the mean

itself, or when this variation is very small when compared to variation

about the mean introduced in estimating the rate constants. The

first situation may frequently occur when very large populations are

involved. This, of course, is frequently the case in chemical

kinetics and other applications of statistical mechanics, and may be

true of some animal populations (insects, fish). In this case, another

approach to describing the population is to make use of the theory of

Diffusion Processes (markov processes in continuous time with

continuous state spaces). A great deal of work has been done on the

application of these techniques to migrating systems in physics and

biology (e.g. genetics), and one is referred to Bharucha-Reid (1960)

for a review of the theory and applications. However, as this thesis

is concerned with small or moderate sized populations, diffusion

processes will not be resorted to.

McQuarrie found, in applying deterministic methods to

processes defined by first order partial differential-difference

equations for the p.g.f., that the deterministic analogue gives the

exact equation for defining the mean of the equivalent markov process.

This is probably true in general, but no general proof seems to be

known. McQuarrie describes such deterministic analogues as being

"consistent in the mean" with the related markov process. A process

whose p.g.f. is defined by a partial differential-difference equation
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of second order, known as a second order process or system, does not

appear to have a deterministic analogue that is "consistent in the

mean".

(ii) Approximations for the variance.

Using standard techniques, one can convert the partial

differential-difference equation for the p.g.f. of a markov process

to a differential equation for the mean or for the second moment

of X(t) . These equations, especially those derived from second

or higher order systems, may involve other moments and be very difficult

to solve unless approximation is resorted to. McQuarrie suggests,

on empirical grounds, that the equations be simplified using relations

between the moments: e.g.

var(X(t))

[E(X(t))]
= exp(pt) - 1

where p is a constant determined from the initial condition

E[(X(0)]n = xQn .

Ishida (1960) suggests that a second order system with

constant rate parameters may be approximated, for purposes of

deriving the mean and variance, by a first order system with time

dependent rates.

Since the distribution of X(t) may quickly approximate to a

normal distribution (convergence is related to the expected number

of changed of state up to time t and, so, the approximation improves

with increasing elapsed time, population size, and transition rates),

it may be reasonable to assume that third and higher cumulants are zero,

In working with any such approximations, of course, one

must ascertain, by simulation if necessary, that the approximations

are satisfactory for the range of population sizes, and other
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parameter values likely to be encountered.

Another very early application of migration models was the

work of Bateman (1910) to represent the Rutherford theory of

radioactive transformations. An unstable atom will disintegrate, in

time 6t , with probability ASt to form a new atom. This may in

turn be unstable to form a one way, multidimensional migration

system, which terminates in a stable state at the n1-*1 stage. If

there are N^(t) atoms of the i1-^ type at time t , this may be
represented as

n-1
NJt)

Bateman solved the deterministic equations for this process, using

various appropriate initial conditions. [E.g. N^(0) = xD

Nj(0) =0 j ^ 1] Bharucha-Reid (1960, chapter 6) has pointed
out that the same equations define the probability that a single

atom that started in state 1 at time 0 is in state i at

time t , if xq = 1 and N^(t) is interpreted as this probability
instead of as the deterministic number of atoms of the i*"*1 type.

Neither Bateman nor Bharucha-Reid attempted to deal with

the stochastic model implied by Rutherford's theory. This has been

treated, in another context, by Ishida (1960). He uses the same model

to describe a volume of gas whose molecules have been excited to a

th
higher energy state than the basal internal energy (the n state),

but the molecular energy degenerates, in order through the lower

states, to the basal state. Ishida has to consider a more general

initial condition [N.(0) = x . j = l,...,n] and his interest is to
J oj

n-1
derive an expression for X(t) = E N.(t) , the number of molecules

i=l 1
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in excited state at time t . He is able to derive this expression,

even for the case that A_^ is a time dependent function and finds that
the result accords well with accepted empirical laws.

Stochastic migration models have been widely used by workers

in the field of epidemiology. An early paper by Bartlett (1949)

illustrated a wide variety of techniques for developing markov chains

and markov processes with particular reference to epidemics. Among

the markov processes which he develops, is a multidimensional

generalisation of the Ehrenfest process: that is, individuals

move independently of each other from one state to another, the

probability of moving from state r to state s in a time interval

<5t being ^g^t (r>s = l,...,n and A^ = 0). Death may be
incorporated as a further state from which no return is possible.

Immigration can also be provided for but not births. He is able to

write down the partial differential equation for the P.G.F. of this

system and to give the form of the solution. The solution involves

til
the latent roots of the matrix whose i,i element is A..

ij
til

(i ^ j) and whose i diagonal element is -EX..
3 1J

The use of migration models in describing epidemics arises

because two or more states may be recognized in an infected

population. In the simplest models there are two states: "infected"

and "resistant". Migration is one way, from the susceptible to the

infected state, but individuals may pass through a number of inter¬

mediate "incubation" states, and in some diseases may, after infection,

revert to the susceptible state. A lot of early work was devoted to

the properties of deterministic models describing this situation (for

example, Kermack and McKendrick (1933)) and to using these properties
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to fit values for the parameters of the models (e.g. Soper (1929)).

However, as Bartlett (1949, 1956) has pointed out, these are not

entirely satisfactory. Deterministic models may adequately describe

the growth and spread of epidemics when numbers are large, but may not

be satisfactory when numbers are small, as in the early states, or in

endemic situations. Thus, more recent work (Bartlett (1956), Dietz

and Downton (1968)) has concentrated on markov process representations

of epidemics, and the intractibility of such models has been eased by

the use of computers for investigating the properties of the models.

Models such as the one described above are of little use in

describing animal populations because the migration probability, being

a result of contact between infecteds and susceptibles, is taken as

proportional to the product of the numbers in these two classes.

Models with more possibility of application to our study have arisen

out of work in immunology and bacteriology. Armitage (1952) gives

a review of early work and develops a number of models to describe

changes in a population of bacteria which are subject to birth and to

mutation. Mutation may be considered to be migration to a different

class, this class also being capable of birth (growth) and of mutation

backwards to the original state. In all his models, Armitage uses a

deterministic growth model but allows for stochastic mutation.

Although this facilitates the derivation of analytic expressions for

mean size of the two classes, it leads to difficulties with the

boundary conditions (there is a non-zero probability that one population

may have negative size). Armitage develops these 'mixed' models to allow

for different growth rates in the two populations, and for forward

mutation or forward and backward mutation. Because of the difficulties

with the boundary conditions, these models are only suggested for

situations in which the mutation rate is very small in comparison with
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the growth rate. Armitage also devotes a large part of the paper

to estimation methods. These will be referred to in chapter 5.

The restriction of no death in the Armitage models is

overcome in a paper by Nissen-Meyer (1966) which also deals with

populations of bacteria subject to mutation. In this study, death

becomes important as bacteria are assumed to be exposed to an

antibiotic which inflicts a heavy death rate on the population of

unmutated bacteria (susceptibles). Mutation may occur, however, to

a resistant strain, which is largely unaffected by the antibiotic,

though still subject to natural birth and death. Migration is taken

to be unidirectional and extremely low in intensity. As drugs are

administered in varying doses over time, birth and death in the

susceptible population must have time dependent rates. The concern

of these studies is with extinction probabilities, particularly of

the resistent strain, under different drug administration programmes or

choose an optimum programme, under various constraints, to maximize

these extinction probabilities. To get tractable expressions,

Nissen-Meyer uses an interesting approximation. The susceptible

population may be considered as a birth and death process with birth

rate X^(t) and death rate P-^(t) + v where v is the migration
rate. The probability of a migration (mutation) in the time interval

[t,t+6t] is X(t)6t , but X(t) can be approximated by:

E(X(t)) = X(0)expj^ (X(u) - y(u) - v)du
where X(t) is the number of susceptibles at time t . Then the

population of resistants can be approximated by a birth and death

process with birth parameter X^ , death parameter > anc^ feeding
function E(X(t)) . The theory for such a process is given by
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Bailey (1964) and an analytic expression for the extinction probability

of the resistant population is easily derived.

Migratory systems occur frequently in queuing systems.

Jackson (1957) describes one such system in which poisson arrivals

occur to each of m queues. After being served, an individual

may leave the system, or stay in the system by joining one of the

other queues. As is often the case in queuing applications,

analytic expressions are derivable only for the equilibrium distribution

of the system. Whittle (1967) has generalized Jackson's model and in

Whittle (1968) stated and proved several theorems on necessary and

sufficient conditions for equilibrium. An interesting specific case

of Whittle's generalisation is the Fermi-Dirac model.

Each queue is of, at most, unit length, and migration can

occur from any occupied queue to any unoccupied queue. This is the

simplest example of a class of migration models, sometimes referred

to as flow models, in which the migration probabilities are a function

of the state an individual is migrating _to, as well as the state it is

migrating from. Such models could have great relevance to animal

movement, but no work seems to have been done to develop stochastic

models for such situations. This will not be dealt with in this thesis.

Migration models have been used in a wide variety of other fields:

to describe traffic flow, the spread of rumours, the movement of

particles among different "compartments" (bone, blood, etc.) of the

body. Until recently, analysis of compartmental systems has been

based on deterministic models, and so has not been discussed in this

review. However, in a very recent work, Matis and Hartley (1970) have

considered the stochastic model. The model developed is equivalent to
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the model developed in section 4.3.3 of this thesis. The most novel

contribution of their paper, however, is the estimation procedure

which they have devised. Their results are therefore discussed in

more detail at the end of Chapter 5.

The methods used in the studies described in this section, and

the difficulties encountered are meant to be illustrative of the available

techniques rather than serve as an exhaustive survey.
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2.3 Migration Models Appropriate for Animal Ecology.

In section 2.2 it was pointed out that many migration models

are derived from the birth and death process. A thorough study of

the mathematical properties of the general birth and death process

has been carried out by Karlin and McGregor (1957a and 1957b). In

these papers they give the Kolmogorov equations for the transition

probabilities

P „ (t) = Prob (process in state i at time

0 is in state j at time t )

of a general time homogeneous birth and death process and give

sufficient conditions for a unique solution for the Kolmogorov equations.

They give necessary and sufficient conditions for the classification

of such processes as recurrent or transient, ergodic or recurrent null.

In a later paper (Karlin and McGregor, 1961) they develop a powerful

set of theorems for establishing the distribution for the time that

the process occupies any specified set of states.

The immediate generalisation of the birth and death process

to two dimensions has been called the Competition Process by Reuter

(1961). There are two classes of individuals, and for each class,

birth and death, possibly at different rates, may take place.

Migration in either direction may take place. All instantaneous

rates at time t are expressed as a general function of the numbers

of individuals in both classes, at time t , but the process is taken

to be time homogeneous (i.e. the rates are not a function of t ).

Thus migration rates may be determined by the number of individuals in

the cell jt<3 which migration is to take place, thus allowing for 'flow'

models. With the extension to include processes not homogeneous

in time, this formulation covers the most useful models for describing
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animal migration between two different areas. Even without this

extension, this model covers many systems of interest.

Reuter (1961) gives a sufficient condition for uniqueness

of the solution of the Kolmogorov equations for the general time

homogeneous competition process and proves several theorems on

necessary and sufficient conditions for classifying the process.

No further work appears to have been done on formulating properties

of the general competition process.

The competition process in which all the individuals exhibit

complete independence, and all individuals in the same class at any

instant have identical, constant, instantaneous probabilities of

birth, death or migration, might be called the linear competition

process. This can be schematized by:

x1(t)
8

x2(t)^
a

Xl'yl A2'y2

where X^(t) size of population j at time t , is the
birth intensity, tu is the death intensity, and a and g are

migration intensities. This situation has been studied by Puri (1968).

He gives the Kolmogorov forward differential equations for the p.g.f.

G(w ,w_;t) of the probabilities P (t) where
± z xlx2

Px x (t) = Prob [Xx(t) = xx, X2(t) = x2 |
X1(0) = 1, X2(0) = 0] .

This initial condition seems rather restrictive, though necessary for

tractability of the equations. Because of the independence conditions

however, it will be seen, in section 3.4, that the effect of more

general initial conditions can be accounted for.
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The Kolmogorov equation is:

||+ [(i+^w,) + ec^-wj)]
r̂)C

+ [ (l-w2) (A2w2"P2) + oi(w2-w1)] — = 0

This equation is also valid if y^, A , a and 3 are functions
of time, but Puri is, in any case, unable to give a general solution

for this equation. For the homogeneous case, he develops the

backward Kolmogorov equations for the p.g.f. of the more general

joint distribution P (t) where y. is the value of the
xlx2yly2 J

random variable » t^ie number of migrations out of state j during

the interval [0,t] . This p.g.f. is referred to as

gj(w^w2v^v2;t) where j = 1 or 2 depending on the initial conditions
gl^WlW2VlV2'0^ = W1 °r g2^wlw2VlV2'°') = W2 ' Puri gives a comPlete
solution for G(w^w2;t) when = 0 a = 0 . For A2 = 0 , a = 0 ,

he gives a solution for g^(w^w2,v^;t) . With a = 0
always zero. The expression for these p.g.f.'s are complex and do

not appear to be a form of any well known discrete multivariate

distribution. Thus they are of little use for working out moments

of the distribution; this can more easily be done using the defining

differential equations directly. The expressions can be used for

extinction probabilities such as:

Um P0Q(t)
t -> oo

In both cases this turns out to be an exceedingly simple expression.

When analysing the linear competition process with birth

and death occurring in both cells, Puri finds it necessary to resort

to more involved techniques, even to deal with unidirectional migration.
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The method is to define a sequence of stochastic processes identical

to the original process except in the treatment of births. If a

birth occurs, the newly created individual is defined to follow the
til til

n process, whereas the parent is defined to follow the n-1

process. The processes are thus defined recursively, with the process

corresponding to n = 0 being the null process in which all

individuals are dead from the start. The p.g.f. for the n1"*1 such

process, f^(w^,W2»v^,V2;t) , is developed to correspond with the
system defined by g^(w^,W2,v^,V2;t) and a recursion relation is
derived defining in terms of f^n . Puri proves theorems

to show that the sequence {f^n^} is monotone increasing, for fixed

(wlw2viv25t) , and converges uniformly to g^(w^,W2»v^,V2;t) . Further
limit theorems are developed to derive the limiting extinction

probability as for the more restrictive models mentioned above.

The system used by Puri could be used to derive similar results

for any of the marginal distributions of the process although he

has not bothered to do this.

The first development of some of the competition models with

explicit reference to animal populations is a study of unidirectional

migration models by Pyke (1955). He considers two populations,

and A^ closed to birth and death, but with migration occurring
from A^ to A^ • He wishes to study the probability distribution

P (t) = Prob ( x individuals migrate from A^ to

A2 in time [o,t))

using the general initial conditions: at t = 0 A^ has x^

individuals, A^ has x£0 individuals. Pyke develops the differential-
difference equations by defining a function:
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p(x,t)6t = Prob (an individual migrates from to

in the interval [t,t+6t) |

x individuals have migrated in [0,t))

He calls this the migration probability function. By assuming

that the event of migrating is statistically independent of the

activities of all other individuals in the population, it follows

that

q_^(x,t)6t = Prob ( i of the x^q - x individuals in
migrate to A^ in [t,t+6t) | x have
migrated in [0,t))

'v B (i;(x10 - x) , [p (x, t) 61 ])

[The notation B(i;N,p) will mean, throughout this thesis that i

follows the binomial distribution with parameters N and p ; i.e.

Pr(i) = (^)pi(l-p)N"i ]
Thus

X10"X
qQ(x,t)6t = (1 - p(x,t)St)

= 1 - (x1Q-x)p(x,t)6t + 0(6t)2
q1(x,t)6t = (x1Q-x)p(x,t)6t + 0 (<5t)2
q_^(x,t)6t = 0(6t)2 i > 1

These can then be used to define P (t+<5t) in terms of P (t) and
x x

P (t) , and by the usual limiting process, one has the defining
X X

equations:

9PQ(t)
—— - -x10p(0,t) pQ(t)

3PxH-i(t)
^ = (x1Q-x)p(x,t) Px(t) - (x1Q-x-l)p(x+l,t) px+1(t)

for x = 0,1,...,(x1Q-l)
P (0) =1 P ,(0) =0 x > 0U X
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Thus the system is defined in terms of the migration probability

function, and various forms of the function, may be examined:

(i) p(x,t) = p where p is a constant independent

of x and t

then Px(t) * B(x;x10,(l-e"pt))
(ii) p(x,t) = p(t) where p(t) is any function of time such

that p(t) 0 for all t > 0

-Yt
then Px(t) ^ B(x;x10,(l-e ))

,t
where y. = I p(u)dut 0

He also considers two special cases:

(a) p(t) = (t+a) ^ where a is a constant, a > 0

this is a monotone decreasing function in t ).

(b) p(t) = (t-iT+a) where i = l,2,...,iT < t < (i+l)T

this is a cyclical function with period T).

(iii) p(x,t) = f(x)

Even the simplest forms for f(x) lead to difficulties,

since if f(x) has terms in x11 it leads to a differential

equation of order n+1 for P (t) . Even for

p(x,t) = ax+b he is unable to derive an expression for

P (t) . The deterministic approximation yields an
X

expression for E(x) , but he is unable to derive higher

moments even using the cumulant generating function.

(iv) p(x,t) = x = 0,1,...,x -1 .

x10
=0 x = x1Q

For this system, Pyke is able to solve the equations
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recursively and finds that

1 X

Px(t) ^ xT Yt e*p£"Yt' x = 0,1,...,x^-l

Thus x has a poisson distribution truncated on the right.

The main interest of Pyke's work is not so much the models

(which are all special cases of Bartlett (1949)), but the general

formulation in terms of p(x,t) , which will be extended to two

way migration in chapter 3, and the large amount of work done on

estimating the parameters of these models from the type of sampling

experiments that are possible with animal populations. This work

is discussed in section 5.2. The restriction of no birth or death

in Pyke's model is a very restrictive one in working with animal

populations.

A general extension to many dimensions of the migration

model has been carried out by Bailey (1968). He develops equations

for the M.G.F. of a migration system in which individuals have

constant, independent probabilities of migrating to either of the

adjacent cells in an unlimited string of cells in a linear array.

The particular system discussed by Bailey is schemetized below:

A,y A,y A,y A,y A,y

v/2

Thus all cells are subject to the same birth and death rates and

migration rates. If K(...0^...;t) is the cumulant generating
function: i.e.

K(. . .0....;t) = log{E{exp(E 0.X.(t))}}
x 1

where 0_^ is the dummy variate corresponding to X (t) , then
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Bailey develops the relation

<» 6. -0. -0 .+0. n3K , . l .. , . l .. . v. x l+l n , v, i l-l . , 9K— = E {A (e -1) + y(e -1) + -(e -1) + -^(e -1)} —
i=_°o i

By expanding this equation and equating coefficients of 0^ on both
sides, he gets a differential-difference equation for E(X^(t)) . By
converting to the generating function

G(s,t) = E E(Xi(t))s1
he derives a differential equation for G , which can be solved using

Laplace transforms and the initial condition X^ (0) = a^. . The
expression for the mean is

E(X.(t)) = (exp(A-y-v)t) E a.I._.(vt)1 j J 1 J

where I (z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind;
n

that is, the coefficient of tn in the expansion of

exp{(t + l/t)/2}
ttl

When all individuals start out at the origin (0 cell),

this process describes a damped wave emanating from the origin. A

similar development, using equations derived from coefficients of the

c.g.f. of second order in 0 , is given by Bailey to develop the

expressions for the variances. These expressions are quite complex.

Adke (1969) has developed the expressions for the covariances between

any two cells, and has generalized the process to allow time dependent

transition rates.

Bailey's model for cells in one dimension has immediate

applicability to many animal migration studies; e.g., it might be

used to describe fish movement between successive ponds in a stream.

The model has two major failings however which limit its usefulness
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for such purposes: it is assumed that all migration rates are

identical; also, in any actual experiment, one would examine only

a small number of cells out of what is a much larger, but still

finite, totality of cells. A method of adapting Bailey's model

to describe this situation has not been developed.

Bailey also develops expressions for the means for a system

of cells located at the modes of a two-dimensional or three-

dimensional lattice. Migration is again assumed to be to adjacent

cells and all migration rates are assumed identical. The two-

dimensional model might be used to describe the migration of animals

among a number of contiguous quadrats laid out on the ground, but

the failings mentioned for the one-dimensional model still apply

a fortiori. In particular, even if migration among quadrats is the

result of random movement, it is not clear that the Bailey model

with equal migration rates to adjacent cells is a good description

unless quadrats are small and number of migrations is very large.

In this situation, it might be more appropriate to consider migration

to be over a continuous two-dimensional space (instead of between

discrete quadrats) and then, given the distribution of individuals

over the space at time t , impose an arbitrarily situated set of

quadrats on the space and thus derive moments for the numbers in

each quadrat etc. This, in fact, is the approach used by Dempster

(1957) using models, for diffusion over the space, developed by

Skellam (1951). This model assumes that individuals move out of

areas of high density into areas of low density, the number migrating

being dependent on this density difference and the mobility of the

individuals. This is equivalent to models for electric current flow

through a metal where current is equal to the conductivity, a ,
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of the metal multiplied by the potential difference across it. If

f(x,y) is a function representing the frequency of individuals

distributed over a two-dimension surface with axes x and y ,

then this system of flux is described by the differential equation:

9f ^3^f . 9 f\ /o o i\
— = a(—- +—;r) (2.3.1)
8t

9x 9y

If death is simultaneously acting on the population, with constant

rate p , then the equation becomes:

3f ,s2f . a2f, „

0l(7T + ~) " p£ (2-3'2)9x 9y

The parameter a is thus a measure of the intensity of mobility.

If x and y are considered to take the discrete values

...-2,-1,0,4-1,+2,... thus indicating the quadrat at position x,y

on a two-dimensional lattice, this model can be used to describe

changes of numbers of individuals on each quadrat due to migration

among the quadrats, or death (in the general sense, to include emigration

beyond the quadrats examined). Dempster does this by assuming that

f(x,y) can be approximated by the general quadratic surface:

2 2
a + bx + cx + ey + gy + hxy

The fitting of this model will be referred to in chapter V.

This model of Skellam's was originally postulated as a

description for the spacial diffusion of a population after several

generations of individuals whose offspring are scattered according

to some distribution about the parent, but it is evident from the

above example, that these models can be very useful for describing

net movement between specified areas. Equation 2.3.1 arises as a

generalisation to continuous time of the well-known random walk in
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two dimensions with no barriers, with the added generalisation that

the position of the next step is a random variable defined by a general

distribution with mean zero. Skellam shows that, starting with

a particle at the origin, the distribution quickly approaches

f(x,y;t) = —exp{-(x2+y2)/(ta2)}
ta it

the distribution defined by (2.3.1). This is, of course, the

symmetrical bivariate normal distribution with variance increasing

with t . This model, which describes the tendency of animals to

move from areas of high density to areas of low density can easily be

combined with models describing death, as in (2.3.2), or as Skellam

does, with the malthusian law of growth and the logistic law of growth,

which give, respectively:

2 2
3f /3 f , 3 fN ^

it = 7~2 T~2 cf3x 3y

af ,s2f , a2f, , , A
it "(72 + —2> + clf - 23x 3y

Moreover, the coefficients c, c^, c^ may be functions of x and y ,

so that the model describes different growth patterns over different

areas. Skellam gives several specific examples for diffusion

constrained to one dimension, and for the two-dimensional case.

These models of Skellam's would be most appropriate for

describing animal movement that is continuous over a surface, but

where the experimenter has examined an arbitrarily imposed system of

quadrats (as in Dempster (1957)). This approach appears to be more

promising than using the two-dimensional models of Bailey. Incidentally,

the close analogy between Bailey's and Skellam's models suggests that

the "damped wave" of Bailey's models may quickly tend to the shape of

a normal distribution with increasing numbers of changes of state.
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Before leaving the problem of describing migration among

quadrats on a surface, mention should be made of an early series of

studies on Tsetse fly carried out by Jackson (1947, but see his

bibliography for four previous studies in the same series. The present

discussion is summarised from Jackson (1940)). Jackson carried out a

marking experiment to determine the number of flies on an area

and their pattern of movement. He set out four quadrats, each

2x2 miles square in the following pattern:

Flies were marked in area 1 and capturing in all four quadrats was

carried out in subsequent weeks. No explicit model for population

interchange is assumed, except that flies are equally likely to

migrate in any direction and that flies marked in 1 do not move more

than half a mile beyond the border of quadrat 1 (an assumption he

later made more explicit). These were the only assumptions, along

with the assumptions involved in using the Petersen estimate of

population size, required to estimate the emigration rate out of the

area and the migration rate between quadrats.

The models of Bailey, Skellam, and Jackson, are all mainly

descriptive of migration that is over a continuous two-dimensional space.

Frequently, in animal ecology, movement may be among a number of

distinct and separated areas, with migration possible between any

pair of areas. This might be the situation when insects, say, migrate

between different fields or plants, or when small mammals migrate among

isolated areas of appropriate habitat such as small woodlots. The

first model proposed to handle this situation appears to be the work

of Chapman and Junge (1956). The same situation was examined in more



detail by Darroch (1961). The models were developed in conjunction

with marking experiments in which animals are captured in s areas

at time 0 , marked, returned, and recapturing is carried out at

time t in r areas. Since estimation is the main concern of these

studies, they will be described in detail in chapter V. However, mention

should be made at this point of the underlying model for migration

assumed in these studies. For simplicity, we will assume here that

r = s . Then Chapman and Junge, and Darroch assume that the probability

that an individual marked in cell i at time 0 is alive and in

cell j at t is , that this probability is the same for all

(marked) individuals in cell i at time 0 , and that animals migrate

independently of one another. Darroch is in fact able to relax

these assumptions somewhat. With only two cells being considered,

this model would appear to bear a close relation to the linear

competition process (with no birth). However, these models are

effectively concerned with discrete points in time (the sampling times),

and the markov process model is not developed by considering the

limiting process as t 0 . Nevertheless, both of these models are

completely stochastic, and we would expect them to lead to very

similar descriptions of the distribution of animals at time t . It

will be shown in section 4.3 that the two types of model are in fact

equivalent in many instances.

These completely stochastic models have been widely used in

describing sampling experiments (Darroch 1958, 1959; Jolly 1965, Seber 1965)

because they usually lead to probability distributions which are the

product of multinomial distributions. As sampling is often taken to

produce binomially distributed observations, the convenience of these

models, in forming the joint distribution of the structure at time t
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and the sample observations, is considerable. When migration is involved,

we shall see (section 4.3) that these discrete time models lead to

distributions for the structure of the population at time t which can

be represented as the sums of multinomially distributed variables.

As mentioned in section 2.1, migration may occur not only

between or among distinct physical areas, but also between different

classes of individual. Where these classes represent age groups

or developmental stages which must be passed through in order, matrix

models have proved useful for describing the populations. (See

Leslie (1948 and 1945) for the former, Lefkovitch (1965) for the latter.)

Leslie's model is deterministic, and is given by:

n^ = An-t-1

.th
where n^ is a vector of length m whose j element is the size
of age group j at time t (j = 0,1,...m-1), and A is an m x m

matrix of the form

A =

F F F
0 1 2

F F
m-2 m-1

P
o 0m-2

(2.3.3)

Thus P. is the proportion of animals of age group j which survive

til
to join the (j+1) age group, and F is the number of offspring

born into the 0^ age group by parents in the j*"*1 group, expressed

as a fixed proportion of the age group size. Pollard (1966) has

considered the stochastic situation where these proportions are

interpreted as probabilities, and has shown how to manipulate the

matrices to derive means, variances and covariances. He also allows
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for immigration. Obviously, by introducing matrix differentiation,

this model could be extended to continuous time. Matrix models

could also be readily defined to describe logistic-type growth.

If physical migration occurs between two areas, the Pollard model can

easily be adapted to give

/
n.
—1

-2

"

/ t

11

12

21

22

n.

-2 / t-1

where n_ is the age group vector in area i (i=l,2) and the

m x m matrix A is of the same form as (2.3.3) but with the
xy

additional subscripts xy on each element so that:

PjXy = prob (an individual of age group j alive in
x survives to age group j+1 and is in

area y at the next time period)

F. = prob (an individual of age group j alive in
jxy

x produces an offspring which survives

and is in area y at the next time period)

Matrix models were also used by Usher and Williamson (1970),

in a deterministic extension of Bailey's (1968) models in one and

two dimensions. They considered edge effects when only a finite

number of cells were involved, and considered the (matrix) equations

for the size of each cell at time t , given that two classes of

individuals existed: those subject to migration, and the other

sedentary. The two classes were assumed to have different birth

and death rates.
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CHAPTER THREE

MIGRATION MODELS:

MIGRATION BETWEEN TWO AREAS CLOSED TO BIRTH AND DEATH

3.1 Introduction

As indicated in section 2.3, models used for describing

animal migration have been based on

(i) stochastic models for describing movement between

discrete areas (Pyke (1955), Puri (1968),

Bailey (1968), etc.);

(ii) deterministic models for describing the distribution

of animals over a surface and the changes of this

distribution in time (Skellam (1951), Dempster (1957));

(iii) matrix models for describing movement between age

classes. These can be taken as deterministic

(Leslie (1945), (1948)), or stochastic (Pollard

(1966), Lefkovitch (1965)) and are suitable for

extension to migration between discrete areas as well.

In this chapter, the formulation of Pyke (1955) is extended

to allow migration in both directions, and some of the properties

of these models are developed for specific cases. These properties

will prove useful in later work on the estimation of the parameters

of the models.
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3.2 A General Stochastic Formulation

Let and A^ denote two areas, where, initially
(at t = 0) A^ has individuals in it, and A^ has
individuals. The two areas are closed to birth and death, but

migration occurs between the two areas. Then if the number in A^
at time t is X^(t) , and in A^ , X2(t) , for all t > 0

X^t) + X2(t) = x1Q + x2Q = N (3.2.1)
Now suppose that migration of any individual to the opposite area

is independent of the activity of all other individuals in the system,

except that the probability of migration may be a function of the

number of individuals in the area from which migration occurs.

Then we may define

a(x2,t)6t = Prob(an individual in A2 migrates to A^
in the interval [t,t+6t)|x2(t) = x2)

g(x^,t)6t = Prob(an individual in A^ migrates to A
in the interval [t,t+6t)|X^(t) = x^)

where x^ + x2 = N .

Also, if

qi(x2,t) = Prob( i of the individuals in A2
migrate in [t,t+<5t))

Pj(x^,t) = Prob( j of the x^ individuals in A^
migrate in [t,t+6t))

then, by the independence condition given above, i and j have

the distributions
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i ^ B[i;x2,a(x2,t)5t]

j ^ Btj;x1,3(x1,t)6t]

Thus, the probability of no change in the system during the interval

[t,t+6t) , given X^(t) = x^ , is:

tP()(xi» t) 6t ] [q^ (N-x^, t) 6t ]
x, N-x..

= (1 - 3(x^,t)6t) (1 - ct(N-x^,t)6t)

= (1 - x^3(x^,t)6t + 0(6t)2)(l - (N-x^)a(N-x^,t)6t + 0(6t)2)
= 1 - x^3 (x^, t) <5t - (N-x^)a(N-x^,t)6t + 0(6t)2 . (3.2.2)

Also, the probability of a net migration of one individual from

to A2 in [t,t+6t) is

tP1(Xl,t)<^t] [qgCN-x^,t)6t] + [p2(x1,t)6t] [q1(N-x1,t)6t] + ..

x,-1 N-x..
= [x13(x1,t)6t(l-3(x1,t)6t) ](l-a(N-x1,t)6t)

= x^3(x^,t)6t + 0(6t)2 . (3.2.3)

And similarly, the probability of a net migration of one individual

from A2 to A^ in [t,t+6t) is:

(N-x^)a(N-x^,t)6t + 0(6t)2 . (3.2.4)
And the probability of a net migration of more than one individual

in either direction is

0(6t)2 (3.2.5)

Because the system is conservative (in the sense defined by (3.2.1)),

the state of the system at any time t is defined by

P (t) = Prob( A., has x individuals at time t ) .X _L
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The four events described above prescribe all possible events that

can occur in the interval [t,t+6t) , and as they are mutually

exclusive events,

P (t+6t) = P (t)[l-xg(x,t)6t - (N-x)a(N-x,t)6t]
X X

+ P (t)[(N-x+l)a(N-x4-l,t)6t]

+ P^Ct) [(x+l)g(x+l,t)St]

+ 0(St)2 .

By subtracting from both sides of this equation, dividing

by 6t , and taking the limit as <5t -> 0 , we derive the differential

difference equation:

3P (t)
——— = - [xB(x,t) + (N-x)a(N-x,t)]P (t)

O L X

+ [(N-x+l)a(N-x+l,t)]Px_1(t)

+ [(x+l)8(x+l,t)]px+1(t) (3.2.6)

for 0 < x < N .

The boundary conditions for x = 0 and x = N may be

established in the same way, and give

3P„(t)
"t - - [Ifa(N,t)]P0(t) + [B(l,t)]P1(t)

3PN(t)
°t - - [NB(S.t)]PN(t) + [n(l,t))PH_1(t)

These boundary conditions will create no special difficulties as

they can be considered to be of the form (3.2.6) with P (t) = 0
X

for x negative or x > N .
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As in Puri (1968), we can also develop the joint probability

distribution for X^(t), Y^(t) and Y^Ct) where t'rie
number of individuals that have migrated out of in [0,t) .

We define

G(x,y1,y2;t) = Prob(X1(t)=x, Y1(t)=y1, Y2^t^=y2^
The event [x^(t+6t)=x, Y^(t+St)=y^, Y2(t+6t)=y2] can occur in
exactly one of the four following ways:

(i) [X^(t)=x, Y^(t)=y^, Y^(t)=y^] and there is no change in [t,t+6t)

(ii) [X^(t)=x-1, Y^(t)=y^, Y (t)=y2-l] and one individual migrates
from A2 to A^ in [t,t+6t)

(iii) [X^(t)=x+1, Y^(t)=y^-1, Y2(t)=y2]and one individual migrates
from A^ to A2 in [t,t+6t)

(iv) More than one change of state occurs in [t,t+6t) .

The probabilities for the changes of state are given by

(3.2.2) - (3.2.5) and so

G(x,y1,y2;t+6t) = [l-(N-x)a(N-x,t)6t - xB(x,t)6t]G(x,y15y2;t)
+ [N-(x-l)]ta(N-x+l,t)6t]G(x-l,y1,y2-l;t)
+ (x+1)B(x+1, t) <5t G(x+l,y1-l,y2;t)
+ 0(6t)2 .

By a similar limiting process, we have
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3G
U»yijy2;t) = ~[ (N-x)a(N-x,t) + x3(x,y1,y2;t)

+ (N-x+l)a(N-x+l,t) G(x-l,y^,y2~l;t)
+ (x+1)3(x+1,t) G(x+l,y1-l,y2;t) (3.2.7)

By defining G(x,y^,y2;t) = 0 whenever x < 0 or x > N or yj»y2 < 0,

equation holds for all 0 £ x < N.

Finally, in instances where the equilibrium distribution is

not immediately obvious, we will make use of a method due to Lederman

and Reuter (1954) and outlined in Cox and Miller section 4.5. The

theory applies to all markov processes with a finite state space,

with all states accessible from any other state (irreducible processes)

The theory requires that the process be represented in the form

P'(t) = P(t)Q

where P(t) is the (N+l) x (N+l) matrix with i, jth element

Pij(t) = prob(X(t) = j|X(0) = i)

i,j =0, 1 ... N

and Q is an (N+l) x (N+l) matrix giving the instantaneous transition

probabilities. For the general form of the migration model, Q is

of the form:

where,

lo q01 0 0 .0

q10 ql ql2 0 .0

Q = 0 q21 q2 q23
0 0 q32 q3
0 0 q

-

N

qi,i+1 (N-i)a(N- i, t) i = 0 . . N

qi,i-l = i6(i ,t) i = 1 . . N

►n H* H*
II ►n H- i-i' i = 1 . . N

qo = "qoi

qN qN,N-l

9-H " 0 j t i,i-l,i+l
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If Q is not a function of t (i.e. the process is time homo¬

geneous), then the equilibrium distribution as t tends to infinity

exists, and it is determined by the eigenvalue of Q with largest

real part. An application of the Perron Frobenius theorem indicates

that this eigenvalue must have value 0. The equilibrium distribution

can then be shown to be independent of the initial conditions, and the

p.g.f. is given by

(1 s s ... sN) (cQ, c15 c2 ... cN)'

where the vector of elements c^ is the left (row) eigenvector of Q
corresponding to the eigenvalue A = 0, and standardized so that

N

I Cj = 1.
j=0

3.3 The Simple Linear Model

Let a(x2,t) = a

B(x1,t)= B

where a and B are constant with respect to x^, x2 and t. This process
is the continuous time analog of the Ehrenfest process. This model

has been studied frequently (e.g. McQuarrie (1967), and is a particular

case of Bartlett's (1949) general "evolutionary" model). The results

given here for the initial conditions specified below do not appear

in any well known text, but the methods are all standard and are

given, for example, in Cox and Miller (1965), Chapter 4. For this

case, (3.2.6) becomes

3Px(t)
*3 = -[xB+(N-x)a]Px(t)+(N-x+l)aPx_1(t)+(x+l)BPx+1(t)

(3.3.1)
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This equation can be solved by introducing the generating function:

P(s,t) = I Px(t)sX
x=0

Multiplying (3.3.1) by sx and summing over x gives

3P (s, t) _ 0 9P >7 ^ , 3P , ?3P , „3P—£——- = - ps^r NaP + as- f NasP - asV- +3t os 3s 3s 3s

+ (as+B)(s-1) - Na(s-l)P=0
3t 3s

This partial differential equation is of the Lagrange form with auxiliary

equations.

3t 3s _ 3P
31 (ots+B) (s-1) PNa(s-l)

It is easily solved by standard methods and gives

p(s,t) = F(/S~1? (3.3.2)
(as+6)M <aS+B>

where F is an arbitrary function. By using the initial condition

P (s,0) = sXl°

in the equation (3.3.2), the form of the function F becomes

cxX10n N-xiO(1+uB) (1-ua)
F(u) = (a+B)N

thus

P(s.t) . (as+S)K F(-gfiiy
= rB(l-e~(a+B)t)+(a+Be-(a+3)t)s xlOr(B+ae~(a+g)t)+«(l-e~(a+B)t)s]xlQ

a+B a+B

x, _ x
= t(l-pi)+Pls] 10[(l-P2)dp2s] 20 (3.3.3)
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Thus Px(t) has the distribution of the sum of two v binomial variates,
r and q, where

,R -(<x+g)t
r * B(r;x10,Pl) = B(r;xl0, ^ )

a(l-e-(a+e)t)s
q ^ B(q;x20,p2) = B(q;x2Q, a + g )

and so the following properties can immediately be derived.

x x,n . x,n-i xon • x9n-x+i
(i) Px(t) = I ( i )P11(1-P1) (^-i)P2X 1(1~P2)

i=0

(ii) E(X(t)) = x1&P1 + x2qP2

, SSL (l-e-(Cl+B)t) + x.ne-(o+6)t (3.3.4)a+g lu

(iii) Var (X(t)) = x^^l-p-^ + x20p2^1~P2^ (3.3.5)
lim \-N v ,X1<\ i X10_i/X20 x-i x20"x+i(iv) Px(t) = (a+g) I ( i )a g (x-i)a g

i

x.

= (a+g) VgN"x I ( i°) (x-i)

x N-x
„

_ a 3 ,N.
N ^x

(a+g)

thus the limiting distribution is binomial with

^3) = B(xco; N, -~)

where r = —

B

Thus in the limit, the distribution is completely determined by the

ratio of the two migration intensity parameters.

(v) If at t = 0, x^q = 0 then

a(l-e"(a+g)t)
x ^ B(x;x2q, a+3 ) (3.3.6)
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(vi) If at t = 0 x _ = 0, then

x v B(x;x ,

a+Be-(a+3)t
a+B

(3.3.7)

(vii) For large N, the distribution of x will approach the normal

distribution with mean and variance given by ii and iii above,

x may be considered to be the number of "successes" out of

N independent binomial trials, x of which have probability

p^ of success, x having probability p^ of success. In
this case, the Central Limit Theorem applies.

(viii) To derive an expression for cov[X(t2), X(t^)] where t^ > t^,
we require an expression for E(x^,x^), where x^ = X(t^)

N N

E(x2xi)= I I Prob[X(t2)=x2|x(t1)=x1]Prob[X(t1)=x |
Xj=0 X2=0

X(0)=x1Q]

=Y y XX Prob[X(t -t )=x IX(0)=x ]Prob[X(t )=x IX(0)
^^12 212' 1 11'

(since the process is time homogeneous)

=y x Prob[X(t )=x |X(0)=x4 i r l1 10 ]y x2 Prob[X(t2-t1)=x2|
x2

x(o)=X;L]

=y xx Prob[X(t1)=x |X(0)=X ]E(X(t2-t1)|X(0)=x )
X!

A1

= fPl(t2"tl^~p2^t2~tl^ X1 pr°b[X(t1)=x1|X(0)=x10]

+Np2(t2-t1)E(X(t1)|X(0)=x10)
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=rp (t-t )-p (t -t )][var(X(t ))+(E X(t ))2]
121221 1 1

+Np2(t -t )E(X(t ))

thus cov(X(t2) jXCt^^) ) = E(xjX2)~E(x )E(x^)
= [p1(t2-t )-p2(t2-t ) ] [var X(t1)+(E(X(;t1)))2]
+N[p2(t2-t1)-p2(t2)]E(X(t1))
-Xio[pi(t2)-p2(t2^E(x(ti^

If t2-t^ = tj = t it may be shown that:

pl(t2) = [p1(t)]2+[l-p1(t)][p2(t)]
P2(t2^ = EP23 tP^ Ct)]+[i—p2(fc> 3[p2 J

and the expression for the covariance simplifies considerably

to:

cov[X(t^) X(t )] = cov[X(t), X(2t)]
= var (X(t))

(ix) To derive the joint distribution for X(t), Y^(t), Y2(t),
substitute a(x,t) = a 3(x,t) = 3 in (3.2.7). This gives

H-(x,y;L,y2;t) = -[ (N-x)a+x3]G+(N-x+l)a G(x-l,yl5y2-l;t)

+ (x+1)3 G(x+1,y^-l»y251) (3.3.3)

Let H(r,s , s ;t) be the generating function
1 2

V V V X1 yi y2 ,
L L Z r s s G(x,y ,y ;t)

r=0 s =0 s2=0 1 z
X1 yl y2

Multiplying (3.3.3) by r s^ s^ and summing gives
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NaH+(a-3)r ^ + Nars2H ar s2 ^ + 3slsr

— = Na[rs2~l]H+[ (a-g)r-ar2s2+gs-]J (3.3.4)

Some care must be exercised in performing the summations to assure

that terms near the lower limit of the summation are included in the

expressions for the partial derivatives. If G(x,y^,y2;t) is defined
to be zero for x > N or x < 0 then (3.3.4) holds. This equation is

again of the Lagrange form, but the auxiliary equations do not give

a simple solution. Moreover, we will only want to use expressions

for the cumulants to second order. (3.3.4) can be converted to the

it 1 2
cumulant generating function K(0r,6^,02;t) - In H(e , e , e ;t)
by means of the relations:

I 3H e0r -
H 3r 30r
1 9H

_ 3Kand
H 8t 3t

(3.3.4) then becomes

3 0 +6 0 +0 0-0 3K
= Na[e r -l] + [(a-6)-ae r ^d-ge1 r]30 (3.3.5)

dt r

where K(0r> 6^, ©2;t)

= (kioo0r+kOlO0l+kOOie2')+:2! ^k2OO0r+kO2O0l+kOO262

+2kllO0r0l+2klOl0r02+2kOllele2) + •••

and-k^jk = k^jjc(t) is the mixed cumulant with i corresponding to
X(t), j to Y-^(t), k to Y2(t). By substituting this expansion of K to
second order terms in (3.3.5) and equating coefficients in 0, the
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following relations may be derived.

terms in 0 :
r

ki00(t) = Na-.(a+g)k100
This, on solution with Ic^qq(O) = gives the expression
for the mean of X(t).

2. terms in 0^:

kioi(t) " Nt,"ak100
k001(t) " a/0N"k100(u)du
E(Y2(t)) = a/QE(X2(u))du. (3.3.6)

terms in 0^:

koio^ = pkioo
E(Y (t)) = B/qE(X;l(u) )du (3.3.7)

2
terms in 0r /2

k200(t) " -2(a+B)k200+N°"<""li)k100
solution of this equation gives var (X(t)) as above.

5. the remaining terms were isolated but not solved: giving the

following equations:

ki2o(t) " !6kno+8I<x(t))
k002^ = Na~2 kioi-aE^X^t^
k|l0 (t)+^kno = 3 [var (X(t))-E(X(t))]
k^Oi (t)+ctkioi = a tN-var (X(t) )-E (X(t) ) ]
kon(t) = ~akno+|3kioi
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3.4 The Quadratic Model (Density dependent migration)

As the density of either area increases, there may be in¬

creasing pressure on individuals in the area to migrate out. Density

is a function of the area and the number of individuals in the area,

but so long as the size of each area remains constant for all t, we

may take the density to be proportional to the number of individuals

in the area. Thus if the migration intensity is proportional to

density,

8(x1,t) = Bx^
a(x2,t) = ax2 = (N-x1)a

Equation (3.2.6) then gives:

P'(t) = -[x2B+(N-x)2a]P (t)+[(N-x+l)2a]P (t)+[(x+1)2B]
X X X _L

P'(t) = -[aN2]P0(t)+BP1(t)
P^(t) = -[BN2]PN(t)+aPN_1(t) (3.4.1)

if we again introduce the generating function

P(s,t) = IPx(t)sX
k

and apply it to the equations (3.4.1), we have

= - (a+B)£x2P (t)sx-aN2£p (t)sx+2Na£xP (t)sX° t X X X

+aN2£Px-l(t)sX-2aN£ ^X-1^Px-l sX+aI (x_1)2px_i (t) sX
+e£(x+i)2pjH_1(t)sx

2
= —^ts(s-l) (as-B) ] + (s-1) (sa-2Nsa-B)]+P[N2a(s-l)]3s2 3s

(3.4.2)
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since

£x2P (t)sx = s2£x(x-1)P (t)sx 2+s£xP (t)sX
X XX

2 32P 9p
-s rr+ ^ etc-

o S

This partial differential equation of second order appears to be

insoluble even for a = g. When a = g, this model is a particular case

of a quadratic birth and death process derived by Moran (1958) to

describe a situation in genetics (for gene mutation). His model, in

the notation of this thesis, is given by

a(x2»t) = a(N-X2)x2+b(N-X£)
g(xx,t) = a(N-x1)x1+c(N-x1)

' b -c ,

where a, b and c are constants, with b, c > 0 and a > max[- , jj-1-'*

Setting a = -a and c = b = Na gives the model discussed in this chapter

with a = g, and satisfies the above restrictions. Bather (1963)

develops an expression for Px(t) and Px(t), but the expression is
very complex, cannot be expressed in closed form, and would be

unwieldy for computation. With a = -a c = b = Na, some simplification

results, but the expression for P (t) could still not be achieved inX

closed form.

In order to derive the mean and variance for X(t), we will

develop the cumulant generating function. Becuase of the enormous

amount of algebra involved, a more restricted g.f. is developed than the p.g.f.

defined by (3.2.7). We will develop a generating function for G(x,y;t)

where

x = X(t) y = Y1(t)+Y2(t)
= total number of migrations in [0,t].

This will not represent any real restriction since
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Y1(t)+Y2(t) = y

Yl(t)~Y2(t) = X10=X(t)

whence it will be possible to isolate Y^(t) and Y2(t) separately.
If P (t) = Prob[X(t) = x, Y(t) = y], then we get a differential

x, y

difference equation similar to (3.4.1) namely:

P' (t) = -[(N-x)2a+x2B]Px (t) [N-(x-l)]2cxP n (t)
x xy x-1,y-l

+(X+1)2BPX+I;y.1
Converting to the joint p.g.f. G(s,r;t) = £ £sxr^P (t)

x y

2

4^- = —4[-(a+g)s^+as^r+gsr]9t s 2ds

+ (a+B)s+2Nas+ots2r (l-2N)+$r ]

+G[aN2(rs-1)]

s r
this can be converted to the m.g.f. ip(Q ,0 ;t) = G(e ,e ;t) using

s r

the relations

ai(>
= e s j+i _ 3G 6S+ 32G 26S

36. 3s 362~35* ^2®s
s

2 e +e e -e
/. = lIi[-(a+B)+ae s r+£e r s]

dt 302
s

_, 0+0 . 0+0
+ ||[2Na(l-es r)]-aN(l-eS r)^

s

and taking logs, gives the cumulant generating function K(0r,0g;t) = log^
2 o 2

d K + (3X = i £_&.
302 36s ^ 302

s s

9 „ 0+00-0
... it » [JLt + (it )2][-(a+B)+ae s r+6e r s] +

» 362 36s
s
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SK 0+0 9 0c+0r
+ — [2Na(1-e s r)]-aN (1-e )

s

As in section 3.3, equations for the means and variances may be

derived by expanding K and identifying terms in 0. This gives the

following equations, where

k1Q = E(X(t)) k2Q = var(X(t))
kQ1 = E(Y(t)) kQ2 = var(Y(t))

kll = cov^X(t)

kj^ = (a-g)(k^0+k20)-2Nak10+aN2 (3.4.3)

^01 = (k2Q+k2o)-2Nakio+aN2 (3.4.4)

k^O(t) = 2(a"3)(2k10k20+k30)+(a+B)(k20+k20)-4Nak20
-2Nak10+aN2 (3.4.5)

k^^ (t) — (a-g) (2k3Qk-^3-Kc2j) + (a+g) (2k^Qk2Q+k2Q)
+ (a-g) (k|0+k20)-2Na (k1;L+k20+k10)+aN2 (3.4.6)

kp2 (fc) = 2(a+g) (2k1Qki:Lk21)+(a+g) (k20+k20)-4Nak1;L
-2Nak10+aN2 (3.4.7)

(i) Mean and Variance when a = g

Setting a = g in (3.4.3) gives, for E(X(t))

2Nak10(t)+k{0(t) = aN2
and if k^q(O) = x^q x2q = N-x^q, the solution is:

E(X(t)) = -i[N+(x10-x20)exp(-2Nat) ] (3.4.8)

Equation (3.4.5) for var(X(t)) becomes
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2a(2N-l)k20(t)+k^ (t) = 2ak^Q-2Nak10+aN2
and the solution, using the condition var(X(0)) = 0 is:

(xin~xoo)
var(X(t)) - 10 20'4(2N-1)

(3.4.9)

(ii) The Equilibrium Distribution when a ^ B.

The theory outlined in section 3.2 for the equilibrium

process applies. For this case, the matrix Q is of the form:

-N2a

0

0

0

N2a

3 ~3-(N-l) a

2
2 3

0

(N-l)2a
-223-(N-2)23

323

0

0

(N-2)2a,

N 3

0

0

0

0

, 2 21 a

2
-N 3

Now if c_' = (Cq,c^...c^) is the left eigenvector corres¬

ponding to the eigenvalue X = 0, then

c/Q = (0,0,0, . . . )

.*. -N2ac0+3c1 = 0 (3.4.11)

N2ac0-[3+(N-l)a]c1+223c2=O (3.4.12)
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(N-k+2)2ack_2-[(k-l)2B+(N-k+l)2a]ck_1+k2Bck = 0

k = 2,3 ... N

i2°'cn_i-n2Bcn = 0

2
solving recursively = (N ci)cq/B

c2 = (N-l)2ctCl/(22B)

ck = (N-k+l)2ack_i/(k2B)
k = 1 . . .N

The solution of this difference equation, in terms of cq is

N(k) N(k) ,<*-vk
'k " k! k! (F 0

- f(k^29kco
and Cq may be determined from the normalizing condition

N N .. ,
Y y ,N.2.a.kI cv = c0 I (k} (S) = lm

k=0 k 0k=Q k 3

Thus the equilibrium distribution Px(°°)> saY>

p (») = (V(f)X/(Z(x)2(f)X) (3.4.13)X X (5 X {J

For the case a = B, the denominator becomes

N
N 2 2N

J ( ) = (v. ) (hypergeometric identity).
x=0 X

and thus px(°°) =

This is simply the hypergeometric distribution with mean
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N. — - - (3.4.14)
2N 2

and variance

2
„ N N 2N-N N /o / icNN

2N""2IT'2N-T 4 (2N-1) (3.4.15)
N

= ~ for N large
• 8

There does not appear to be a simple closed expression for

the mean and variance when a ^ 8- When a = g, the equilibrium

distribution may be derived directly from the p.g.f. (3.4.2),
0 P ( s t)

since —rr2 = 0, and the equation then reduces to
O L

2
s (1—s)~ x + [1- (-N-N+1) s] 1^-+ (-N) (-N)P = 0

8s2 3s

which is the form of the hypergeometric differential equation

for F(ct,g,y;x), the general hypergeometric function with

a = g = -N Y=1 x = s (see, for instance, Handbook of

Mathematical Functions (1964), Chapter 15).

(iii) Approximations for the mean and variance when a ^ g.

The deterministic analog of the general migration process

is defined, by:

= -xg (x, t)+(N-x)a (N-x, t)

For the density dependent model, this leads to the same

expression for the mean as is given by equation (3.4.3)

with = 0, namely

3Vt} 2 2
— = (a-g)k1()-2Nak10+aN
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dk
or

2 7 = _dt
(B-a)k10+2Nak1()-N a

The discriminant of the quadratic in k-^g is

q2 = 4N2ct3

and so, the solution of the differential equation is of

the form

I log (2(g-a)k10+2Na-q = fc+c
q 2 (3-oi)k-^Q+2Na+q

The constant c is determined from k-^g(O) = x^g and this
leads to the expression for k^g(t) = X(t)

^ aX20fl(t>+^10f2(t)
X(t) - N { (ax2o+3x2o)fi (t)+v/agNf £ (t) ^ (3.4.16)
where

f^(t) = l-exp(-2Nv/a^t)
^2^ = 1+exp (-2Ni/a3"t)

in the limit as t becomes large the term f-^(t) and f2(t),
tend to 1 (in fact, very quickly due to the size of the

exponent). This gives an approximation for the mean of the

equilibrium distribution as

^ x2g+»/ct3x1Q
X <") " H{ C.X2O+6X10+^6h 1

(A"x20H-/ex10
/a+/p (v/ax2o+/gXig

, a
= -7=- where r = —

vr+1 3

An approximation for the variance may also be derived by

using equation (3.4.5), with the left hand side set to
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zero, and assuming k ^ 0. Solving this for k in terms

of k^Q gives

-(a+s)kiQ+2Nak10-aN2
k20 = 4(a-g)k10+a+B-4Na

-(r+l)k^0+2Nrk10-rN2
4(r-l)k^Q+r+l-4Nr

and substituting the approximation k.^ - N/r/(/r+1) gives,
after simplifying:

^(°°) = k = 2N r (3.4.18)
20 _ 9 r—

(/r+1) (4N/r-r-l)

N2
Note that this expression reduces to -— when r - 1 as

4(2N-1)
in equation (3.4.15).

(iv) Accuracy of the A pproximations for the Mean and Variance

of the Equilibrium Distribution.

The approximate expressions for the mean and variance,
jv a,

denoted X(°°) and V(°°), as given by equations (3.4.17) and

(3.4.18) are compared with the exact expressions

1 V /Nx2 xX(°°) = ± i*0 r (3.4.19)
and

c0 x

v(«) =7 J>2 (JJ) 2rX- [X (») ] ■2 (3.4. 20)cQ x

Ci
(where c is the normalizing constant and r = -j). The
results of this comparison are given in table 3.1,for various

values of N and r. The results are given only for r < 1,

since the error

-v

Ex = X(«0-X(®°)
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is the same for r and for —. This follows from the fact that
r

„ ru , s N/l/r
Xl/r = ^1 /T7r+1

= N

and (by a rather long, but routine combinatorial argument

which will not be given here)

Xr(°°)+Xl/r(00) = c0K)rX +
= N

thus

Si. _

X -X = -(X, , -X. , )
r r 1/r 1/r

That is the errors of the approximation for the mean use of

the same absolute size for r and 1/r, but are of opposite

sign in the two cases.

It appears from table 3.1, that for all r < .5, the

approximation overestimates the true mean. Since the

approximation is exact for r = 1, it is probable that the

approximation overestimates the true mean for all r < 1 and

underestimates the true mean for all r > 1. From fig. 3.1,

where the absolute size of the error is plotted against

N, it is clear that a general pattern exists for all r. The

error rises for the first few values of N and then begins

a monotonic decline. Since the true mean increases with

N, the relative error (X-X)/X approaches zero very rapidly.

No such clear pattern emerges for the approximation

for the variance, but it is clear from table 3.1 that the

approximation is excellent when a and B are of roughly the
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same magnitude. The approximation appears to be, consis-

* tantly, an overestimate of V when r < 1.

A better approximation for the mean and variance may be

derived using equations (3.4.5) and (3.4.3) with k.j^(t) =

kJ^Q = k^Q = 0. This leads to two (nonlinear) equations in
the mean and variance. Elimination of the variance V,

leaves a cubic equation in X;

4(l-r)2X3+12Nr(l-r)X2-4Nr(l+N-3Nr)X-2N2r(2Nr-l) = 0

provided r =f= 1

This expression does not yield a convenient analytic

expression for X, and so is of little interest. Moreover

for some values of r (e.g. r < 1/2N) it does not give a

unique positive real root, so that one would have to examine

the stability of the solution, or use other information

about the process to select the correct solution. Never¬

theless, in a number of particular cases tried, the solution

given by this equation was always slightly better than the

approximation (3.4.17).
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Table 3.1

Comparison of the Approximate Means and Variances for the

Equilibrium Distribution with the Exact Values.

The approximations for the mean and variance, X(°°) and V (°°)

are derived from equations (3.4.17) and (3.4.18) respectively; the exact
v

values, X(°°) and V(«>) from (3.4.19) and (3.4.20) respectively.

Ex = X(~)-X(~). Ev = V(~)-V(»). r = a/8

a.

N x(») X (°°) Ex V (°°) V Ev

r = 1/2

5 2.02 2.07 .048 .6751 .6786 .0035

10 4.10 4.14 .045 1.274 1.281 .007

20 8.z4 8.28 .044 2.488 2.493 .005

r = 1/3

5 1.76 1.83 .075 . 648 . t>56 .008

10 3.5y 3.6t> .07x 1.222 1.231 .009

20 7.25 7.32 .069 2.369 2.389 .020

5

10

15

20

100

1.045 1.201

2.260 2.400

3.467 3.604

4.671 4.805

23.895 24.025

r = 1/10

.156 .525

.140 .981

.137 1.423

.135 1.866

.131 9.140

.552 .027

1.000 .019

1.453 .030

1.908 .042

9.207 .067

r = 1/100

5 .215 .455 .240 .185 .417 .232

10 .654 .909 .255 .392 .552 .160

20 1.592 1.818 .226 .864 .946 .082



fig. 3.1

Error in the Approximation for the Mean
of the Quadratic Model.
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The Expected Number of Migrations in the Interval [0,t)

Equations (3.4.4) defines the expected number of migrations

kofCt) = E(Y(t)), in terms of E(X(t)) and V(X(t)). For
a = 3, this equation gives:

%(t) = 2a(k10+k20)-2Nak10+cxN2.
Substituting the expressions (3.4.8) and (3.4.9), and

integrating, using the initial condition k^^(0) = 0, gives:

v - aN3t , ^ ,2r(el"1) (ele2_1)14.N (ele2_1)
01 (2N-1) (X10 X20 [ 8N ~ 2(2N-1) * 4(2N-i)^

where e^ = exp[-4Nat] = exp[2at]. The last term is
less than 1 and can be ignored. 2N-1 may be replaced by

N when N is large (except in the exponentials) to give

the simpler expression:

, . (X10-X20)2„01^ ' ' 2 8N (l+e1-2e1e2)

When a ^ g:

2
Use equation (3.4.3) to express (k^i^g) in terms of

ki0(t), and substitute into (3.4.4). This gives:

k^Q(t) = [(a+8)k|0(t)+4Na8k10-2N2a8]/(a+3)
and on integrating both sides:

kQ1(t) = [(a+8)ki0(t)+4Na8/k10(t)dt-2N2a8tj/(a+8)+c
where c is the constant of integration.

Now k^Q(t) can be approximated by X(t) (equation 3.4.16),
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and it may be shown that

v. N(a-/ag)t 1 , rril
/X(t)dt - (a_g) - (a_g) log[ ]

where D is the denominator of the expression (3.4.16) for

X(t). Substituting this into the equation, and solving for

c from the initial conditions k (0) = 0, ^.^(0) = gives
the following approximation for say Y(t), in terms

of the approximation X(t) for the mean:

_ «+£ rvft^-x i + 2Y^t) - a-e LX(t/ X1J (/a+/g)2
4Nag (ax20+BxlQ) (1+e)
(a-g)2 log^ 2NVag ^ e) 2 ^

where e = exp[-2Nv/ag"t]. (3.4.19)

(vi) The Tendency of the distribution of X(t) to normality and
at n,

xthe Accuracy of the Approximations X(t) and Y(t).

With the linear model considered in section 3.3, the con¬

vergence of the distribution of X(t) to the normal distribution

was an immediate result of the fact that, because of the

independence properties involved, the random variable X(t)

can be considered to be the outcome of the sum of N completely

independent random variable. This situation does not appear

to apply to the density dependent model. The behaviour of

any one of the N individuals is determined by the location

of the remaining N-l individuals in the system. The

equilibrium distribution with a = g is a hypergeometric

distribution and it is well known that, for large N, this

distribution approaches a binomial distribution and hence
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can be approximated by a normal distribution. But for the distribution

at time t, it is not easy to develop a proof that the distribution

of x(t) approaches the normal, especially as no analytic expression

for the characteristic function, or the cumulant g.f. is available.

Nevertheless, it appears that, under most conditions, the normal

approximation is a good one; in fact the convergence appears to be

even more rapid than for the linear model. The evidence for this is

entirely from simulations. The approximation will be worst when

E(X(t)) is close to N or 0. This occurs when x-^q is close to N or 0,
r = a/g is either very small or very large, and the elapsed time, t,

is small. In such situations, the distribution is necessarily skewed

due to the constraint 0 < Y(t) < N. However, with increasing t,

E(X(t)) very quickly approaches the mean of the equilibrium distri¬

bution, so that even if x^ = 0 or N, X(t) tends to "move away" from
these boundaries very swiftly. For example, with

N = 20 a = 1 6=2 x =N=20 t = .01
10

the expected number of migrations that occur in [0,.01] is only 5.876

(result based on 500 simulations of the process), yet E(X(.01)) = 14.448

= 20-5.552. The equilibrium mean and variance, given by the approxi-
2

mation formulae, are 8.284 and (1.579) . Thus in most of the realiza¬

tions of the process, the first five or six migrations were all out of

A-^, with X(t) moving monotonically towards the equilibrium mean. The

approximation for E(X(.01)) given by (3.4.16) is 14.392. The frequency

distribution of X(.01) over the 500 simulations may be compared with

the expected frequency for the normal approximation with the same mean

and variance. It can be seen that the distribution is skewed to the
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right, but the normal approximation is not so far different, despite

the fact that the conditions for a good fit, mentioned above, are

not met:

x(.Ol) = $10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 <18

f(x(.01)) from 500 10 21 42 73 85 129 79 46 15
simulations

f(x(.01)) from the 6.9 18.0 44.3 79.9 106.6 105.4 72.9 44.4 21.9
normal approximation

xe = 14.03

Another assurance of the closeness of the normal approxima¬

tion is given by the accuracy of the approximation ^(t) (equation 3.4.19)
Cu.

and X(t) (3.4.16) for E(Y(t)). This is demonstrated, for a number

of simulated realizations of the process, in table 3.2. The approxima¬

tions were both derived using the assumption that the third cumulant

is zero. If the distribution for X(t) were markedly skewed, we

would not expect these approximations to be quite so good.

Explanation of Table 3.2:

The parameters of the process are given in the first line of

each section, along with the values for the mean and the variance of

the equilibrium distribution (equations 3.4.17, 3.4.18). For each set

of parameters, the state after a number of equal time intervals is

given by the following expressions:

X (t)+2S : the mean of X(t) over 300 simulations along with twices — x

the s.e. of the mean.
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IE
X(t): the approximation for E(X(t)) given by equation (3.4.16).

Y (t)+2S : the mean of Y(t), the total number of migratations ins ~ Y

[0,t), over 300 simulations, along with twice the s.e. of

the mean.

Y(t): the approximation for E(Y(t)) calculated from equation

(3.4.18).
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Table 3.2

Comparison of Approximate expressions for Mean state and

Mean Number of Migrations with Simulated Values. [For explanation

°ee text J.

N = 2,000 X10 = a = 1 8 == 2

a,

X(») = 828.43
a.

V(o=<) = (15.58)2
t X(tH2sx

a,

x(t) ^ U)±2Sy Y(t)

I x 10"A 598.70+1.28 599.00 180.80+1.36 180.56

1 * 668.43+1.65 669.05 359.69+1.85 358.60

2 xlO-4 718.04+1.72 718.14 537.96+2.05 536.58

N = 20 x10 = 20 a = 1 B == 2 XI? 8 II CO ho 00 -p-
%

V(~■) = (1.579) 2
t X(t)+2sx

•x,

x(t) Y (t)+2ssv — y
Y(t)

3/400 15.41+ .19 15.44 4.74+ .19 4.68

6/400 12.63+ .18 12.77 8.14+ .20 7.90

9/400 11.05+ .20 11.14 10.75+ .21 10.52

12/400 9.98+ .20 10.12 13.29+ .23 12.87

N = 200 x10 = 2®® a = 13 = 10
a*

X(°°) = 48.05 V(°° ) = (13.56)2
t Xs(t)+2sx

a,

x(t) Y (t)+2s
s - y

Y(t)

2xlO~4 142.75+ .65 143.07 57.85+ .66 57.44

4xlO~4 111.31+ .59 112.15 91.47+ .61 90.57

6xlO~4 92.48+ .56 93.22 114.13+ .59 113.36

8xl0~4 79.86+ .53 80.77 131.53+ .58 130.95
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3.5 The General Non-homogeneous Model (Time Dependent Migration)

The general time dependent migration process is specified by

a(x2,t) = a(t)
B(x1,t) = 6(t)

where a(t), B(t) >. 0 for tc[0,T]

This leads to the following partial differential equation for

the p.g.f. P(s,t) :

||-+ [sa(t)+B (t) ] (s-1) - N(s-l)a(t)P = 0

As in the linear model, this equation is of the Lagrange form, and is

solved using the auxiliary system:

ds dt dP

[sa(t) + B(t)](s-1) 1 PN(s-l)a(t)

From the first equation

= (as+8)(s-1)

or, setting s-1 = 1/z,

and

ds
_ 1_ d_z

dt 2 dt

-^ + [a(t) + B(t)]z = -a(t)
hence

s-1 ~ l"l "tJ,iJt
z = ——r- = [c, - Aj/Et (3.5.2)
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where is an arbitrary constant

ft ru

a(u)[exp{ [a(w) + (3(w)]dw}]du
0

At =

E = exp{ [a(u) + g(u)]du}
'0

From the second equation

H = Na(t)(s-l)P

log P = c„ + N a(w)(s-l)dw
'0

(3.5.3)

where c^ is an arbitrary constant.
Substituting for (s-1) using equation (3.5.2), equation (3.5.3)

becomes:

log P =

but

c2 + N

3A
w

t a(w).E
{- w

0 [C1 - V
}dw

= a(w).E
9w w

hence log P = log c^ - N log[c^ - Afc]
where log c^ is an arbitrary constant. Thus,

(3.5.4)

C3 = P[C1 " \]
N

From (3.5.2), we have

c1 = [E^_/ (s-1) ] + Afc
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and thus = P[Et/(s-l)]^

The solution of the partial differential equation is of the form = F(c^)
where F is an arbitrary function, and so

P(s,t)[Et/(s-l)]N = F{[Et/(s-l)] + At) (3.5.5)

X10
At t = 0, P(s,0) = s

and so the function F is of the form

X10 N"xio
F(u) = (1 + u) u 1U

Setting u = [E^/Cs-l) + Afc] in F(u) and substituting into 3.5.5 gives
the following solution for P(s,t) after some re-arrangement.

X10 ^ X10
P(s, t) = [(l-p1) + p1s] [(l-p2) + p2s] (3.5.6)

where

= (At+1)/Et
"2 * VE,

Note that, so long as 0 J p^, p2 $ 1, this distribution is the distribution
of the sum of two binomial variates. The form of the p.g.f. is identical

to that of the simple linear model (see equation 3.3.3) although p^ and

P2 are defined differently.
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Minimal conditions on the functions a(t), B(t) such that the

constraint 0 $ p^, $ 1 applies were not determined. However it would
seem reasonable that, so long as these two functions are non-negative,

and the integrations required by the definitions of and can be

performed, the distribution should be well defined and the constraint hold.

Some particular forms of this distribution may be of practical importance:

1. When a(t) = ap(t) B(t) = Bp(t).

In this situation a and B are constants (independent of t)

and p(t) is an arbitrary non-negative function of time (presumed to be

integrable over any time interval. a and B may be chosen such that

p(0) = 1). Thus the system describes a population in which the tendency

to migrate from to A^ is always proportional to the tendency to
migrate in the other direction, but the intensity of migration may

*

fluctuate over time. This may be due to some pattern of behaviour (e.g.

high activity during the day, low activity at night) which occurs over time.

In this case we find: E = exp[f(t)]

At = ^H3[exp[f(t)] " 1]
where f(t) = (a+B) p(u)du

0

hence p^ = a{l - exp[-f(t)]}/(a+B)
p.^ = (a + Bexp[-f (t) ]}/(a+B)

Note that this gives a p.g.f. for this model which is identical

to the p.g.f. of the simple linear model (equation 3.3.3) expect that

all terms of the form exp[-(a+B)t] are replaced by exp[-f(t)]. Thus all

the results of section 3.3 apply to this model by making this substitution

for the exponential terms.

2. When a(t) = ap(t) B(t) = a[l - p(t)]p(t^) ^ P^t2^ ^ 0
when t^ < 12
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In this situation, p(t) is non-negative and monotone decreasing in time.

Such a model might describe a population in which the general mobility is

constant over time, but shifts from a tendency to migrate in one direction

to a tendency to migrate the other. This occurs, for instance, when

represents a feeding area which becomes depleted or unsuitable in time,

but at the same time, area begins to become increasingly attractive,

because of a relatively undepleted food source, or because the food 'comes

into season' later on A than on A„. In this case we have E = exp(at),
(t

and A^_ = ap (u)exp(au)du.
0

Thus, it is not possible to proceed further without adopting an

explicit functional form for p(u). The forms for p(u) that are most

likely to occur are:

1. exponential: e.g. ap(t) = aexp[-ct]

2. sigmoidal: e.g. cp (t) - k[l - (k_a)

k>a>0 c>0 a, k, c constant

Both these forms can be integrated to form and A^, and
hence analytic solutions for the p.g.f. are obtainable. For the

sigmoidal form, p(t) approaches 1 asymptotically as t approaches 0 and ap¬

proaches 0 asymptotically as t becomes large; and p(t) is monotone

decreasing in t. However many other functions could be given with

these same properties.

In section 4.3.4 we describe how time dependent processes may

be simulated using the exponential form of p(t) above as an example.
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CHAPTER FOUR

STOCHASTIC MIGRATION:

MODELS WITH BIRTH AND DEATH OCCURRING

4.1 Introduction

In dealing with actual populations, the restriction of no

birth, assumed for the models in the previous section, is not a severely

limiting constraint. Even if births are occurring, they are often

recognizably different from the older individuals in the population;

or births may occur only over a short period, or at a low rate,

relative to the period of study. In the first case new births can be

recognized and their effect eliminated from any analysis of migration.

In the latter case, the experimental period may be chosen so that

the effect of births on the population is negligible. Moreover, as is

often done in experimental work, one may establish a sub population of

marked animals, study their behaviour, and assume it to be represen¬

tative of the entire population. Additions to the marked population

may be made, but these are considered, usually, as a distinct sub-

population. Thus "birth" in the natural sense cannot occur into the

marked population.

The restriction of no death, on the other hand, is a

severely limiting constraint. Even if the study period is very short

compared with the life span of individuals, we cannot eliminate the

effects of death. It must be remembered that we are dealing with

mobile populations, so that death must include those individuals who

migrate permanently out of the areas under study. Thus the marked



sub populations will also be subject to death.

In this chapter we will develop some methods of dealing

with populations which are free to migrate between two areas and are

also subject to birth and death.

Birth and death will be taken to be stochastic, as in a

birth and death process. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the most general

work done for this model is the work of Puri (1968), but he does

not develop analytic expressions for the p.g.f. when birth occurs in

both populations, and does not give expressions for the means. His

work is mainly of use in developing extinction probabilities. In

this thesis, interest is mainly on estimating the parameters of the

models, so that moments of the distribution assume some importance.

Analytic expressions for these are developed in the next section. The

model assumed is the linear model of complete independence: that is

each individual has a constant probability of undergoing any of the

possible changes of state in any interval [t,t+6t] and this probability

is not a function of t nor of the distribution of individuals between

the two areas. This is a bit artificial as it allows for unlimited

growth if the birth rate exceeds the death rate. A more realistic model

would probably be of the logistic or density dependent type, with the

rates changing as density increases. The algebraic difficulties of

such a model would be immense; the linear model, however, may be a

reasonable description of animal populations with low densities, or

over short periods of time. Limiting properties as t becomes large

are unlikely to be applicable to real populations except when the

populations are declining: i.e. no birth, or death rate exceeding

birth rate.
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4.2 The Linear Model with Birth Death and Immigration

Because of the introduction of stochastic birth and death

and immigration, this process is no longer conservative in the sense

of the linear model of section 3.2. That is, we do not have

X (t)+X (t) = x +x = N
1 2 10 20

for all t > 0

It will therefore be necessary to consider the two dimensional process

defined by

p±j(t) = Prob[X1(t) = i, X2(t) = j]
i, j = 0, 1, 2 ...

We will assume that birth and death occur in the stochastic

fashion defined by the simple birth and death process. That is

Pr (an individual in area gives birth to another indivi¬

dual in area A in [0,6t)) = A 6t+0(6t)^ x = 1,2.
X X

2
Pr (an individual in area A dies in [0,6t)) = u 6t+0(<5t)

X

We will also assume that immigration into either A-^ or A2
is possible from outside the system, and that arrivals are poisson

distributed with mean vxt. That is:

Pr (a new individual enters area A^ from outside the system
in [0,6t)) = v <5t+0(6t)^X

As before, we will also have two way migration within the system defined

by:
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2
Pr (an individual in migrates to in [0,6t)) = a6t+0(6t)

2
Pr (an individual in A^ migrates to in [0,6t)) = g6t+0(6t)

Thus the event [X^t+dt) = i, X2(t+dt) = jj can occur in exactly one
of the following ways:

[X^(t) = i, X^(t) = j] and no change occurs in [t,t+dt)

[X1(t) = i, X2(t) = j-lj and there is an increase of 1 in

A2 in [t,t+dt), by birth or by immigration.

[X (t) = i-1, ^2(t) = j+1] and there is a migration of 1
individual.

[X,(t) = i, X (t) = j+l] and there is one death in A? in [t,t+dt)12 *■

[X1(t) = i+1, X2(t) = d-I anc^ there is one death in A^ in [t,t+dt)

[X2(t) = i+1, ^(t) = j-1] and there is a migration of 1
individual from A^ to Ain [t,t+dt).

[X (t) = i-1, X (t) = j] and there is an increase of 1 in
_L ^

A^ in [t,t+dt), by birth or by immigration.
More than one change occurs.

The probabilities of each of these changes are given above,

so that a difference equation for P^..(t+dt) is defined in the usual
way (as in section 3.2) and by the usual limiting process, gives the

differential difference equations for P^(t):

3P±j(t)
—^ = t-(v1+v2)-j(X2+y^+a)-i(X1+y1+8)]P_(t)
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+ [v?+(j-l)A JP (t)+(j+l)p P. (t)^ ^ ijJ-l 2 i,j+l

+[v1+(i-l)A1]P._1J (t)+(i+l)y1P.+1>j (t)
+a(j+l)P._1^+;L(t)+e(i+l)Pi+1}j_1(t) (4.2.1)
The boundary condition for Pqq(0 follows from (4.2.1) by

considering P. .(t) = 0 for i,j < 0.
J

If the p.g.f. is defined by

CO CO

G(r,s;t) =11 r1s^Pli(t)
j=0 i=0

(4.2.1) may be transformed to give

|| = G[v2(s-l)+v1(r-l)]+||[(sA2-y2)(s-l)+(r-s)a]
+ ||[ (rAf-Pf)(r-l)+(s-r)3] (4.2.2)

It is not possible to integrate this equation analytically . Converting

to the cumulant generating function :

(t19r^
K<ves;t) = k10(t)er+k01(t)es+k20 rr + •••

where kio^fc^ = E(X1(t))

k01(t) = E(X2(t))
k20^ = var(X,(t)) etc. gives

|£ - v2(e s-l)+v1(e r-l)
G —6 O —0

+ H t(e SA2-p2)(l-e S)+(e r s-l)a]
e -6 0 -e

+ ff [(e rAi-Pi)(1-e r)+(e r—1) 3 ]

Expanding both sides of this equation and identifying coefficients

of first and second order terms in 0, gives the following system of
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differential equations for the means, variances, and covariance.

0

o

0

2^2~y2~°^

k;0(t) V1 (A1-y1- 3) a 0 0

koi(t) v2 6 a2-P2-a) 0 0

k^0(t) = V1 + (A^+y^+g) a 2(Aryr■3) 2a

k{i(t) 0 -3 -a 3 2(A1+Wy2
kQ2(t) ^2 (3 (A2+y2+«) 0 23

\o(t)
k01u)
k2o(t)

kll(t)

koi(t)
(4.2.3)

This system of equations can be partitioned as indicated and

will be denoted by

ki Xl
+

C2x2 0

—2 12 B3x3 K3x3
*1
-2

(4.2.4)

Evidently the equation for the vector of means (t) can be

given directly as

kl(t) = V1+tC]k1(t) (4.2.5)

The solution of this system of equations will first be given

for the situation when = 0.

1. Means when no immigration occurs.

Equation (4.2.4) becomes

(4.2.6)
tr 1 ~'kl C2x2 0

J

-CMr*
■J

B3x2 K3x3

which is of the form — k(t) = [A]k.(t) where lc(t) is a
O t

column vector of length n each of whose elements is a

function of t, and A is an nxn matrix of elements not

involving t.
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The solution of this system is

k(t) = exp{[A]t)k(O) (4.2.7)

where exp{ [A]t} = t(I+A + + ^3^'^ + • * •)

This result is given by Finkbeiner (1960), Chapter 10.

Moreover, he shows that any power series of matrices converges

provided the eigenvalues are bounded in modulus by the scalar

r and the scalar power series converges for the value r.

Thus exp{[A]t} converges so long as the eigenvalues of A are

bounded.

The method of calculating exp{[A]t} will be by means of the

method used by Turner et.al. (1963). If i = 1, ... n are

the eigenvalues of the matrix A, then

n

n a.i-A)
n .,. 1 g.t

exp{[A]t) = J ^ e J (4.2.8)
j=1 n (S.,-^)

where I is the n x n identity matrix. We thus require the

eigenvalues of the matrix.

A =
C2x2 0

B3x2 K3-3

It is a simple matter to verify that

|A-£l| = |C-£I|.|K-£I|

so that the eigenvalues of [A] are the eigenvalues of [C]

along with the eigenvalues of [K]. The equation |C-^l| = 0

has roots:
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E>1 = -^[ (A1+A2-y1=y2-a-B)+v/(A1-y1-A2+p2-8+a)2+4aB ]
2

And the equation |K-£l| = 0 gives the cubic equation:

(A1-y1+A2-y2-a-B-C)[(2A1-2y1-28-?)(2A2-2y2-2a-?)-4ae] = 0

which has roots:

?3 = *i-hi+Wa"6

= C3±/ai-y1-A2+y2+B-a)2+4aB
5

These eigenvalues are more simply expressed in terms of

Yl -

Y2 " VU2

and are:

Yl4'Y2~a~e

2'('Y1+Y2~a~6—^^(Yl-Y2+ct-B)2+4aB)

Y1+Y2~a_^i>/^Yi^2-a+^'>2+^0'^ (4.2.9)

when Yj = Y2 = Y these simplify to:

C3 = 2Y-a-8

C1 = Y-a-8

C2 = Y
= 2a

= 2<Y-a-8) (4.2.10)

Whether or not y^ = Y2> the roots are all evidently of
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finite modulus, so that the solution (4.2.5) for the case

of no immigration is:

k|(t) = [Cj^Ct)

and has solution

k^(t) = exp{[Cjtlk^CO)

where k^O) = (^.y.

Using (4.2.8) with r = ^l~^2~ (y.Y-4ag gives the
expression for exp{[C]t}.

(Y2-Yi-oi+3+r)/2 -a

(Yj-Y2+ct-3+r/2

(Y2-Y1-0'+3-r)/2
-3

-a

(Y1-Y2+a-3-r)/2
5ft r ?2t

Thus, since e = e e

E t
e 2 rx10

E(X1(t)) = (Y2-Y1-a+3) (l-ert)+r(l+e1'u)]-x20a(l-e rc)]
Klt x

E(X2(t)) = -^[(.Y1-Y2-3+a)(l-ert)+r(l+ert)]-x108(l-e-rt]
(4.2.11)

rt,

It should be noted that E(X2(t)) can be derived from E(X-^(t))
by replacing a by 3, 3 by a, and changing the subscripts

1 and 2 to 2 and 1 respectively. This is as we would expect,

since switching the parameters relating to area to those

relating to Aand vice versa we would expect that this

"mirror image" system should end up with the same properties
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only with the role of A,, and A„ switched. Since this^ 12

property must always hold for both the means and the variance,

we will henceforward quote be expression for A-^ only.

In the particular case A^ = y^ = ^2' t'ie exPression
(4.2.11) simplifies considerably to:

E(X1(t)) = £(a+g) [x10(a+ge~^a+g^t)+x20a(l-e~^01+g^t)]
The similarity to the mean of the linear process of section

3.2 is obvious.

2. The Variances and Covariance when no Immigration occurs

We will only consider the case:

A1 A2 P1 = P2

Y = A-y-L

because of the algebraic difficulties encountered in the

more general case. Since we already have the expression

for k^(t), the vector of means, the equation for the
vector k2(t) variances and the covariance between

Xj(t) and X2(t), may be expressed as

k^(t) = [B]k1(t)+[K]k2(t) (4.2.13)

where B and K are the matrices of expression (4.2.6). Pre-

multiplying both sides of (4.2.13) by the matrix exp{-t[K]}

gives

exp{-t[K]}lc2(t)-exp{-t[K]}[K]k2(t) = exp{-t [K] } [B]k.^ (t)
(4.2.14)
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It may be shown by using the theorems of Finkbeiner, Chapter

10, that the left hand side represents the differential:

-^exp{-t[K]}k2(t)

It is obvious then, that the elements of the vector

represented by the product of the terms on the right hand

side of this equation may be integrated term by term. This

process can be denoted by

f exp{-u[K] } [B]k.. (u)du. +c
0

where c is the vector of constants (0,0,0)' determined from

the fact that k2(0) = (0,0,0)'.

Thus integrating both sides of (4.2.12) gives:

t

k (t) = exp{[KJt}/ exp{-t[K]}[B]k (u)du (4.2.15)
2

0 I

Thus we require the matrix exp{[K]t} for the matrix

2(a-B) 2a 0

[K] = 3 2y-a-3 a

0 23 2 (y-a)

whose eigenvalues are 2y-a-3, 2y and 2(y-a-3). The desired

matrix is easily derived following Turner et al's method (e.g.

4.2.8). Now if we set:

e-L = exp[2(y-a-3)t]

e2 = exp[(2y-a-8)t]

e^ = exp[2yt]

then exp{[K]t}
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1

(a+B)2

f32e^+2a8e2+a2e3 -2age^-2a (a-B)e2+2a2e3 a2e3~2a2e2+a2e3
-B2e1+B (B-a)e2+aBe3 2aBe +(a-8) 2e2+2a|3e3 -a2e +a(a-0)e2+aBe
B2e1-282e2+B2e3 ^aBe^S (0-a) e2+2B2e3 c^e^aBe^B^

(4.2.16)

To foriti the integral, we also require the matrix

exp{-t[K]}

Since the eigenvalues of K are distinct and non zero, the

matrix [K] may be expressed in the spectral form

[K] = [Q_1DCQ]

where is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and Q is

the row modal matrix of [K]. Manipulation of these matrices

will then show that

exp{[K]t) = exp[Q 1D^Q]t
= exp[Q-1DgtQ]
" 0-lDeSt»

and exp{-t[K]} = [exp{[K]t}]

= [Q_1D Q]-1
eZt

" fVstQ
Thus it is evident that exp{-t[K]} is identical to (4.2.16)

except that e, is replaced by e_^ = [e_^] The integral
on the right of (4.2.15) may now be developed. The devel¬

opment is facilitated by expressing the matrix [B] as the

sum of the two matrices :
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1 0 p a

[B] = (A+y) 0 0 + -p -a

0 1 p a

IB1J+[B2] (say)

It happens that vectors with elements in the proportions

(1 -1 1)' are eigenvectors of the exp{-t[K]} corresponding

to the eigenvalue exp[2(y-a-p)t], and thus considerable

simplification results by expressing [B] in this way.

The integration /^exp{-t[K]}[B^]k^(u)du
+/Qexp{-t[K]}[B2]k2(u)du

can be carried out and gives:

A+y

(cx+B)2

2 2
c^ej+c2e2+(x^QC( -x2Qa +2x2Qa3)e3/y

-clel_c2e2+(x10^ +x20a ^e3^Y
2 2

clel+c2e2~(x20^ ~x10^ +2x20a^^e3/Y

where

C1 =

c2

(xlO+x2tPa^(l+y+2a+2B)
(A+y)(-y+2a+2B)

(xioB-X2oa)(8-a)(A+y+a+8)
(A+y)(-y+a+B)

e-. =
(-y+2a+2B)t .

(.e -i;

e2 = (eC-^+^t-l)
e^ = (e Yt-1)

The final expression for k.2(t) is now derived by pre-

multiplying by exp{[K]t}. Again this is facilitated by the

fact that the vector (1 -1 1)' is the eigenvector

corresponding to the eigenvalue exp[2(y-a-p)tJ. The final

result is
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var (X-, (t) ) = - A+Vi»- (c, (e
(a+g)

+
2c(X^q8 x2Qa)

Y
^(2y-a-g) t_g(y-a-g) y N°L.(e2yt_eyt) j

Y

(4.2.17)

cov(X1(t),X2(t)) = -
(a+g)

^±Hl
{Ci (eYt_e2 (y-a-g) t)+C2 (e (y-a-g) t_£2 (y

(a g)(x1QB ^20a^(c(2y-a-8)t_e(y-a-g)t^_ Nag(£2yt_£yt^j
Y

(4.2.18)

The result for var(X (t)) was, as expected, the "mirror

image" of var(X^(t)). The expressions given above were

verified by substituting back into the original equation

(4.2.13) and were seen to satisfy the identity.

As mentioned in section 4.1, the situation when death occurs,

but no birth, may be of some importance in marking experiments.

In this case 1=0 y = -y and the expression for var(X^(t))
simplifies (after rearranging terms) to:

where e^ = exp[-pt] e2 = exp[-(a+g)t]. Note that this is
the form of the variance of the sum of two binomially dis¬

tributed variables. The covariance also simplifies to the

form of the covariance of the sum of two binomial variables:

10 1
var (X^ (t) ) = -^^y2[a+3e2Ha+g-e1(a+ge2) ]

x20ei
+ (a+3)2[a-ae2][a+g-e1(a-ae2-2[a-ae2] [a+g-e1 (a-ae ) ]

cov(X1(t)X2(t))
x10el

= -(a+g)2 [«+ge2][g(l~e2)]

■^Ty2 [a(l-e2)][0+ae2].
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Means, Variances and Covariances when Immigration Occurs

The full equation for the means k(t) = (kn(t),k9(t))' is

given by equation (4.2.5):

f-k(at -

V1
= +

V2_

yr3
8 y2-a

k(t)

= v+[C]k(t)

We shall consider only the situation where y^ = Y2 = Y« The
above equation is of the same form as the equation for the

variances (4.2.13), so its solution is

k(t) = exp{[C]t}(/Qexp{-u[C]}v du+k(0))

This yields the expression for the mean

.. ,n 1 ."'W, vt , , . ®ur°v2) . (y-a-B)t ,,Xl(t) * W —^(e ' (Y-a-B) (e

+(Xl0B-x20a)e^Y ° ^^t+(x10+x2Q)aeYt] (4.2.20)

This expression evidently reduces to (4.2.12) when = v2 - 0
as we would expect.

The equation for the variances, in the notation of (4.2.4) is

|^-k2(t) = [K]k2(t) = v2+[B]k1(t)

Again, this is of the form of the equation for the variances

when no immigration occurs. It was solved in a similar manner

but the expression for the variances and covariances is so

exceedingly cumbersome that the expression will not be given

here.
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4. Moments for the Number of Births, Deaths, etc.

If we define the multidimensional process

\ ,(t) = P (t)
xlx2# • • Xg

= Prob[X^(t) = x^; x^(t) = x2;
number of births plus immigrants into A-^ in

[0,t) = x3

number of births plus immigrants into A2 in
tO,t) = x^
number of deaths in A^ in [0,t) = x^
number of deaths in A3 in [0,t) = x^
number of transfers from A^ to A2 in [0,t) = Xy
number of transfers from A to A-^ in [0,t) = Xg]

Then it is a simple matter to form the p.g.f. and hence the
xi

cumulant generating function K({0 };t). The differential

equation for K is:

9K r ( 6xi+6x3 n, / 6x2+0x^
gY = [vx(e -l)+v2(e -1)]

ait 6xi+exo 0xr9xi 0xo+ex7_0xi
+ ~ [Ax(e 1 1)+P1 (e 5 -l)+g (e 2 -1)]

X1
0 +0 0 -0 0 +0 —0

+ |f [X2(eX2 X^-1)+P2(e X2-l)-ta(eX1 x*> x2-l)]
x2

If this equation is expanded and linear terms identified on

both sides, the following results for the means are proved.

Let M (t) » fhl (u)du x = 1, 2
x u x
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The expected number of new entries in (by birth or

immigration) in [0,t)

= v t+A M (t)
x XX

Since immigration is by poisson distributed arrivals with

mean v t, the expected numbers of births in [0,t)
x

- Wt}

Expected number of deaths in A in [0,t)
x

Expected number of transfers from A^ to A^ in [0,t)
= BMjCt)

•Expected number of transfers from A^ to A^ in [0,t)

= aM2(t)

Terms of second order in 0 lead to equations for the variances

of these variables that are in the matrix differential

equation form of (4.2.13). Their solution will not be

reproduced here.

4.3 A General Formulation for Models with Independent Migration

When migration of the individuals is independent, (that is,

the probability that any individual migrates in [t,t+6t) is independent

of the location of the remaining individuals in the population), a prob¬

ability distribution for the individuals at time t, given initial
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conditions at time 0, can be developed without resorting to the

markov process models. The approach is to define this probability

distribution in terms of the probabilities:

= Prob [an individual in area A at time 0 is in area
ij i

A at time t].
J

If the population is closed, then

I<5.. = 1
• iJ

3 J

Death is easily accounted for by the generalisation

ffi.. = Prob [an individual alive in area A. at time 0 is
13 i

alive and in area A at time t].
3

1-/Q = Prob [an individual alive in area A. at time 0 has
. ii i

3 J
died by time t].

The models are completely stochastic, so we would expect them to

lead to distributions which are related in some way to the distribu¬

tions defined by the markov processes for independent systems (as

developed in sections 3.3, 3.5, 4.2). We will demonstrate this

relation. The advantage of the models of this section is that their

simplicity will allow us to write down the P.G.F. for many distributions

which are not amenable to development using the theory of markov

processes. The main disadvantage is that the are not explicit

functions of t, and so can only be used to describe the distribution

at a single point in time, t, and are not useful for predicting a

future observations, say t+x, unless a new set of Q.. related to the

interval [t,t+x] are estimated. In other words, in estimation problems,
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the number of parameters increases with the number of observation

times, whereas with the markov process models, this is not the case.

1. Migration between two closed areas:

<D +<D =1^11 12

<Q22+(Q21 = 1 (4.3.1)

If at time 0 there are x individuals in A^, then the
number of these that are in at time t, say x^t has
distribution:

because of the independence properties. Also if there are

x individuals in A5 at time 0, then the number of thesezO ^

individuals in A, at time t, say x2t» ^as distribution

B(x2t'X20'<!!21)

Therefore x = x as t*ie sum two ^dependent binomially

distributed variates and so has p.g.f.

x10 x20
G(r) = (Q12+(Qnr) (Q22+<521r) (4.3.2)

The similarity with the p.g.f. for the linear closed model

(equation 3.3.3) is immediately evident, and the relation

is made explicit by noting that

hi ■ I>rob[xit " 9^0 " l.*20 * 0)

and the distribution of x is given by equation (3.3.7)
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with = 1

, . (1, »+Be-fa+e)t
<11 a+3

also Q21 = ProMx2t = l|x2o = "^'x10 = ^ anc* t*ie ^istribu-
tion of X2t is given by equation (3.3.6) with x2q = 1

= (!) "d-e (a+3)t)i.e. *21- vx, (a+g)

Substitution of these values for <?21» ^n» anc* usi-nS (4.3.1)
to define Q^2 anc^ ^22 an (^*3»2) gives the p.g.f. of the
markov process (3.3.3) exactly.

Migration between two areas with death occurring

Let G^^r^r^) be the generating function

X1X2X3

x1 x2 x3
G(rir2r3) - I Px„x,rl r2 r312 3

where P = Prob [A-. has x. individuals at time t, A~
X1X2X3

has X2 individuals and x^ = xio+x20~xl~
individuals have died in [0,t)]

then it is evident that the vector (x-j^x^) is the sum of two
vectors representing the distribution of the x^q individuals
at time t, and the x2q individuals at time t. As each of
these has the trinomial distribution, we can immediately

write down:

x10
G(rlr2r3) ^llrl+^12r2~'~^ ^11 ^12^r3^

(^21rl+<^22r2+ ^21_^22^r3^ (4.3.3.)
x20
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An immediate consequence of the form of G [as the p.g.f. of

the sum of two independent trinomial distributions] is that:

E(V = X10Q11+X20Q21
E(x2) = X1qQ12+X20Q22

covCx^) = -x10Q11Q12-X20Q22Q21
var(x1) = x10Q11(1-Q11Hx20Q21(1-Q21)
var(x2 ~ x10(^12('1 %2^+x20(^22^1 ^22^

These expressions may be compared with the expressions for

mean and variance of the model of the previous section, with

X^ = X2=0 and y^ = y2> (Equation (4.2.12 with X = 0, and
4.2.19, respectively). This suggests that the equivalence

with the markov process model is demonstrated if

ae-^4" , „ -(otf-3)tN
*11 = (cH-3)(afBe }

m - ae ~(a+3)t
21 - (of3)(1"e >

Comparison of the expressions for E(x2) further suggests

22 a+3

ae~pt(1_ -(a+3)t)12 a+3 U '

Substitution of these into (4.3.3) gives the p.g.f. of the

model in terms of the parameters a, 3 and the time t. If

this is the p.g.f. of the markov process of section 4.2

(with no birth or immigration and equal death rates in

and A2), then this p.g.f. (with r^ = 0) must satisfy the
differential equation for the markov process p.g.f. (4.2.2
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with v, = v = A = A =0 and y = y = y ). It was verified
12 12 12

that this is so.

Note that in developing (4.3.3) there was no assumption

made that death rates were equal. Thus the generating

function defined by 4.3.3 also describes the markov process

defined by equation 4.2.2 with = A^ = A^ = 0 and
Pl / The expressions for the (Q in terms of the para¬

meters a, (3, y^, P2 are complex, however, as will be seen
below. Nevertheless, for certain types of experiments, the

®.. can be estimated (as in Chapman and Junge (1956), and
ij

Darroch (1961) )for given t even though it is difficult to

obtain estimates of the parameters a, 6, y^, y^.

3. Migration Among Many Areas:

Let there be n areas, A ... A . Initially, assume area
In

A. contains x.^ individuals. ®.. i, i = 1 ... n are
i lO ij

defined as at the beginning of this section, and migration

is independent. Death may be accounted for by considering

an additional area A _ such that
n+1

Q. ,t ^ 0 for i = 1,.. ,n
l n+1 j

Q .-1 . = 0
n+1, x

Then at time t, each of the groups of individuals that

were in x^q at time 0, will have a multinomial distribution
over the areas A.. ... A with corresponding probabilities1 n

j =1 ... n. The p.g.f. for each of these multinomial

distributions is thus
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XiO
(ffi.-.r-.+ffl r„+ffl.„r . .. ©. r ) i = 1 ... nVH:il 1 i2 2 ^x3 3 n

And each of these n multinomial (vector) variates is in¬

dependent. The state of the process at time t is given by

the sum of these n variates and so the p.g.f. of the system

at time t given the is

n x

G(r,...r ) = n (Q r +Q r +...Q. r ) 1 (4.3.4)x n
.=1 il 1 i2 2 m n

The equivalent markov process model, as mentioned in section

2.2, was developed by Bartlett (1949). It is defined in

terms of the parameters

y^.6t = Prob (an individual in area A. at time t migrates
to area A^. in the interval [t,t+6t)).

Bartlett gives the p.g.f. G(r^r^ ... as

= £ £ (r _r )|G (4 3 5)

To obtain the relation between the ®.. and the y-., we
XJ

o

1 n
convert this p.g.f. to the m.g.f. M(s2...sn;t) = G(e ...e

using the identities

-9M _ _9G 3M si = 5G
9t 3t as± e 9r±

Therefore

3M
_ V Y / Sj Si i^M

at " ? .?.Yij<e "1)^1 J^l J 1

Now, following the example of Bharucha-Reid mentioned in

section 2.2, the probability Q is given by the expected
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number of individuals in A given the initial condition; at
J

time 0, there is one individual in A^, and no individuals in
all other areas A^ j ^ i. We therefore require an expression
for nm(t), the mean in area A. at time t. By expanding the

above partial differential equation and identifying coefficients

of s^, we find

9m±(t)
—

If m(t) is the column vector of means, then

3t^(t) = [F]m(t) (4.3.5)

where [T] is the matrix

" I Y
j*L

Y12

Y13

Yin

'21

- I Y21

'23

r2n

31

y32

" I Y
j^3

Y3n

3j

* Ynl

* Yn2

* Yn3

•- I Y
j^n

nj

It was mentioned in the previous section, that equation (4.3.5)

has solution

m(t) = exp{-[r]t}m(0)

Thus, if m(0) = _li where _li is the column vector of length n,

with a 1 in row i and zeros elsewhere, and if = (Q^Q^* • ,(^in) '

.'. = exp { - [ T ] t }1_—i
(4.3.6)
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Now it was also shown in the previous section, that

(4.3.7)exp{-[r]t} = Q 1D Q
e

where Q is the row modal matrix, and D is the diagonal

matrix with diagonal elements the negative exponentials of

the eigenvalues of the matrix t[r J. If the i, jth element

of Q is q and of Q-"*" is q1"1 , then expanding (4.3.7), substi¬

tuting in (4.3.6) and identifying terms, it follows that

(4.3.8)
n t

a ~ I qJS(icn-e ss-l* *S1

Substitution of these values in (4.3.4) gives the general

solution for the markov process defined by Bartlett. This

result however is both more explicit, and for more general

initial conditions than the result given by Bartlett (1949).

For the closed model for migration between two areas,

r =

-8 a

6 -ct

and the spectral decomposition

QTQ"1 = D, is

1 1

-8 a

thus

-8 a

-a

0 0

0 -(a+8)

"11 r. 1. e°+afe,-J"c ' (a+8)
(a+8)t

8.e"(a+f3)t

a-8e as before

(a+8)
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The other values for Q also are found to be the same as
ij

before.

The extension to three areas in general causes analytic

difficulties as the eigenvalues of T are not simple ex¬

pressions. The particular case where y^2 = 3 Y21 = a

^13 = ^1 ^23 = ^2' ^31 = Y32 = ® represents the migration

process between two areas, and and unequal death

rates in the two areas. In this case, the matrix F is

-(B+P1) a

~(a+p2) 0

p2 0

and has eigenvalues

?ir°

?2- ■|(a+3+y1+y2+'/(ct+3+b2~i|i)(u2-b1))
3

The spectral representation of r is

c-u -/d c-y -/d 0
1 2

c-y^+/d c-y2+/d 0

[r] 1

2/d(p2-p1)

0

0

2v/d(y2-p1)

c-y^/d -c+y2+v/'d
-c+y^-/d c-y^-/d
y2-yi

[D?].

yl y2

where c = -(a-33-y1~y2)

rs //d = (a+B-y1+y2) /4-6(y2~y1)

Expressions for the Q can thus be derived in terms of a, 3, y-i
ij 1

and y2, but they are very cumbersome. In general, it will
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not be possible to get convenient expressions for the Q„ in

terms of the y when three or more areas are considered. As
ij

will be mentioned in the next section, however, it is

possible to get estimates for the for a given experiment

involving marking at time zero and recapturing at time t.

Thus, it is possible to derive a numerical estimate for the

matrix [Q] where this is the matrix with ij th element Q-jj •

Now from (4.3.6) we have

[Q] = exp{-[r]t}

[T] = - 1 log [Q]

where log[Q] is defined by a suitable power series in [Q]

chosen such that the scalar power series converges for the

modulus of all eigenvalues of [Q]. It is thus possible to

derive a numerical estimate of [r]. By calculating the

eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of IT], one can then use (4.3.8)

to derive the expressions for the Q.. as explicit functions

of t. We have thus used the information from observations

at only two points in time to derive the p.g.f. for general

t, and can use this p.g.f. to make statements about the

probability distribution for the system at any time in the

interval [0,t), or to make predictions about the system at

a later time t+x. Uncertainty about the Qj. due to the
estimation procedure may be incorporated in such probability

statements by repeating the process on a computer over and

over, using values of the Q to which a suitable error term

has been added.
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4. Time Dependent Migration Between Two Areas.

The only restriction imposed in developing the p.g.f. for the

distribution of X^(t) as given in equation (4.3.2) is that individuals
migrate independently. This condition holds for the time dependent

models of section 3.5, and the form of the parameters Q is easily iden¬

tified (in terms of a(t), B(t)) by comparing equation (4.3.2) with

equation (3.5.6), namely

<11 " (At +1)/Et <12 - 1 - <11
^21 = At/Et ^22 = 1 ^21

t

where E = exp{ [a(u) + 3(u)]du} A = a(u)E du.
J0 t Jo u

In this section, we also present a simulation method of de¬

riving the p.g.f. of a time dependent migration model. This method was

developed before discovering the analytic solution given above, but is

nevertheless included as it illustrates a number of interesting features

of these time dependent models. First, it shows that for some time de¬

pendent models, there may be a non zero (and, indeed, large) probability

that an individual never migrates again after a specified point in time,

say t. Thus time dependent models can represent situations where migra¬

tion tends, with increasing time, to depopulate one area, until it is

finally completely depleted. There is a non zero probability that one

population can become depleted and stay depleted. Second, the p.g.f. can

be derived by this method without evaluating A^_; only values of E^_ are

required. Thus, this method might be useful when the integral E can be

formed, but A cannot. This would save one from resorting to numerical

integration.

The simulation gives expressions for the p.g.f. at specified

times t, t„ ... t . The method is to simulate several hundred realizations12 n

of the markov process using the initial condition X^(t^) = 1 X£(t^) = 0.
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The proportion of simulations having X(t^) = 1 then gives an estimate for
Q,, at time t.. The variance of the estimate is ©^ _ (1 - Q,..)/n where n11 l 11 11 s s

is the number of simulations. Thus, by increasing n^, any desired pre¬
cision may be achieved. Similarly one may derive estimates for by

the same process using the initial condition X^(t^) = 0, X^Ct^) = 1.
The method described below can easily be adapted to simulate the model

for general initial conditions, X^Ct^) = x^q and this might
be useful for investigating other properties of the model which are not

amenable to analytic investigation. As an example of the simulation, we

have used the exponential model of section 3.5.2. That is

a(x^,t) = a(1 - e Ct)
g(x2,t) = ae Ct

By a suitable choice of time scale we can arrange that c = 1. The analytic
t — (X t

expressions for Q^(t), ^l^ are ^11^ = ^ae ~ e )/ (ot—1)
Q2i(t) = (ae t ~ ae at) / (ot-1)

It will be seen that the results of an actual simulation reported below

(with a = 25) conform closely to these expressions.

If q(x^, t) = x^a(x^,t) + x2B(x2,t), then we will show (in section
6.5) that the time p (the time lapse until the next migration occurs

given that X^(t) = x^ X2^ = x2 ~ ^_xi^ ^as distribution function:
I't+T

F(x) = Prob(pfc £ x) = 1 - exp[- q(x1,u)du]
= 1 - exp[-f(t)]

In this example, with N = 1 we have

q(x,t) = xa + a(l-2x)exp[-t]

f(x) = xax - a(l-2x)e t(e T-l)

Now if F(t) = 1 - exp[-f(x)] is to be a true distribution function, we

require F(0) = 0, lim F(i) = 1 and F(x) is monotone increasing in x.
j->oo
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To simulate realizations of the process, we will need to select a

random value of t, say x . This can be done using the fact that F(x)

is uniformly distributed on [0,1]. Since there is only one individual

in the system and it is either in A-^ or A2 at time t, we need to
consider the two cases:

(i) Select a random xr when X(t) = 1.

f(x) = at-ae t(l-e T)

f(0) =0

lim f(x) = 00
T-XJO

It is also easily shown, graphically, that f(x) is monotone

increasing in x since ax > ae tx ^ ae t(l-e T) for all x.

Thus F(x) = 1-exp[ae-t(l-e-T)-ax] is a distribution function.

Let r be a random number from the uniform distribution on

[0,1] and let F(x) = r. This then leads to the equation

for x
r

~Tr
log(l-r)+axr= e t(l-e )

Now the function on the left represents a line with positive

slope (a) and negative intercept. The function in x on the

right is always positive and monotone increasing for x > 0.

Thus the two functions have a unique intersection for positive

T, and this r is easily found using Newton's iterative

procedure. (e.g. see Noble (1964) section 2.3). This

situation is illustrated graphically below.
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f(x) = ae-t(l-e T)

f(0) = 0

lim f(x) = ae-t
T-Xx)

thus lim F(t) = 1-exp[~ae-t]
T-X»

= Prob [a migration occurs in [t,°°) |X(t) = 0)

Thus, given X(t) = 0, there is a probability exp[-ae fc] that

the one individual in the system never returns to A^. Thus
to select a random value of t, we choose a random number r

from the uniform distribution on [0,1]. Then if re[1-exp(-ae-t),1]
If re[0,1-exp(-ae-t)], setting r = F(x) and solving

for x gives

t

xr = -log(l+ log r)

We are now able to simulate the process to derive values for

QnCtf) and Q21^ti^ ^or an^ specified set of t^, where t is
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the initial time and

tQ < 4 < t2 ... < tn.

The method of simulating is best indicated in the flow

diagram, fig. 4.1. This method of simulation was carried

out with a = 25.0, and using the method described above

for selecting the . The values of Qqq(bj) an^ Q2q(bj)j
derived from 1,000 simulations, are given in table 4.1, along

with the standard errors of the Q.q> for t^ = .05, .10, .15
... 2.5; i = 1,2. In order to see if these discrete values

could be described as lying along some curve that is a

function of continuous time, these points were plotted

(see figure 4.2). The points in Fig. 4.2 are the values of

Qil(t.) against t. as given by table 4.1. The smoothJ J

curve is the function Q-Q(t) = exp[-.975t], and can be seen

to be an excellent approximation for Q^^(t) and Q2^(t) f°r
the range 0.2 $ t ■£ 2.5. The approximating curve was chosen

in a purely empirical manner, so there is no theoretical

reason for this to be the correct expression for Q^(t).
Indeed, it is evident that this cannot be the exact ex¬

pression, since by definition ^l^ = However, the
approximation is evidently quite adequate for 0.2 < t < 2.5,

and so, for the initial conditions X^(0) = and X^CO) = x2q,
the p.g.f. of X-^(t) may be approximated by:

X X

G(r) = (l-e(t)+e(t)r) 10(l-e(t)+e(t)r) 20
= (l-e(t)+e(t)r)'N

where e(t) = exp[-.975t], 0.25 <: t < 2.5
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select time

Tr to next
migration
(out of Ai)

-Bs> X(to) = 0

£

fig. 4.1

start new set
of simulations
i = 2-x(t0)
("kj)=0 <5=1 *,n

£

Flow Chart for
Simulation of

Time Dependent
Process of Section

3.5.

start new

simulation
T = t0

rs3-

for all t j 5 T<tj<T+rr
<Pi1 (t j)-» (pi! (tj) +

«s

select time

fr to next
migration
(into Ai)

x(t) -> 1 - x(t)
\!

t -» t + rr

S.E. (<Pi j) = (pij(l-fij)/ns
I

PRINT: tj,
q^i (to), S,E.((pi -] (t j)) ,

(p2i(tj), S.E.((j)2l(tj)),
j = 1.. .n
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Table 4.1

Data for figure 4.1

(t): true value of parameter (see page 99)

Q..(t): estimates value of Q..(t), from mean over 1,000 simulations
rj rj

sTe. (fi. . (t) ) : estimated standard error = /(Q. . ) (1 - (5j..)/1000
ij iJ iJ

t Qll(t) sTe. (Q^Ct)) <?2i(t) Q2i(t) s7e.(Q21(t))
.05 .9 79 .980 .0044 .692 .680 .0148
.10 .939 .923 .0084 .857 .842 .0115
.15 .896 .888 .0100 .872 .851 .0113
.20 .853 .864 .0108 .845 .838 .0117
.25 .811 .813 .0123 .809 .793 .0128
.30 .771 .779 .0131 .771 . 785 .0130
.35 .734 . 713 .0143 .734 .737 .0139
.40 .698 .679 .0148 .698 . 713 .0143
.45 .664 .664 .0149 .664 .693 .0146
.50 .632 .642 .0152 .632 .621 .0153
.60 .572 .561 .0157 .572 .564 .0157
. 70 .517 .515 .0158 .517 .509 .0158
.80 .468 .459 .0158 .468 .459 .0158
.90 .424 .443 .0157 .424 .424 .0156

1.0 .383 .402 .0155 .383 .354 .0151
1.1 .347 .335 .0149 . 347 .328 .0148
1.2 . 314 .309 .0146 .313 .340 .0149 ..

1.3 .284 .278 .0142 .284 .300 .0145
1.4 .257 .237 .0134 .257 .289 .0143
1.5 .2 32 .228 .0133 .232 .230 .0133
1.6 .210 .201 .0127 .210 .204 .0127
1.7 .190 .180 .0121 .190 .195 .0125
1. 8 .172 .169 .0119 .172 .178 .0121
1.9 .156 .157 .0115 .156 .166 .0118
2.0 .141 .141 .0110 .141 .140 .0110
2.1 .128 .125 .0105 .128 .140 .0110
2.2 .115 .100 .0095 .115 .120 .0103
2.3 .104 .099 .0094 .104 . 100 .0095
2.4 .095 .102 .0096 .095 .102 .0096
2.5 .086 .105 .0097 .086 .096 .0093
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4.4 Some Graphical Illustrations of the Models:

In this section we give a very few examples of the expected

changes in X^(t) over time when different migration models are operating
on a two dimensional system. In so far as is possible, the parameters

of each different model have been taken to be the same, so that

differences in the graphs of E(X-^(t)) are due to the different mechanisms
of migration, rather than simply due to different migration rates. Four

models were considered:

1. XI: Simple Linear Model.

This is the simple linear model of section 3.3. The

parameter values were:

N = 20 a = g = 0.5

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 list the expected value XI = E(X^(t))
for various values of t, and also list the corresponding

standard deviation of X^(t), Si. The values in table 4.2
are for x^q = 0, and in table 4.3 for x^ = 20. The two
corresponding graphs of XI are shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4.

2. X2: Linear Model with Death.

This is the model of section 4.2 with no immigration or

birth, but with stochastic death. The parameter values were:

N = 20 a = g = 0.5 = \i2 = 0.5

The equations for the mean and variance are 4.2.12 (with

X = 0) and 4.2.19 respectively. This system could also be
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taken to represent the system in which permanent migration

out of and is occurring at the same rate as migration

between the two areas. The means X2 and corresponding standard

deviations S2 are listed for x =0 (table 4.2) and for
10

x = 20 (table 4.3), and these means are graphed against

time in fig. 4.3 and fig. 4.4, respectively.

X3: The Quadratic Model

This is the model of section 3.4 (density dependent migra¬

tion). The parameter values were:

N = 20 a = 3 = 0.5

The means X3 and corresponding standard deviations S3 are

tabulated and graphed for x^ = 0 and x^q = 20 as in 1. and
2. above. However, the quadratic model causes equilibrium

to be approached with such rapidity, that the means and

standard deviations are also given (in Table 4.5) for a

more appropriate time scale. The graph of X3 for this

finer time scale is given in fig. 4.5. Fig. 4.5 also

gives a number of further graphs of X3 for different initial

values x
10

X4: The Time Dependent Model.

This is the model of section 4.3.4, where the migration

intensity functions are time dependent and are given by

a(x-pt) = x^a (1-exp (-ct) )

g(x2>t) = (N-x-^a exp(-ct)
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The parameter values were:

N = 20 a = 25 c = 1.0

The ^21 were calculated by the method of simulation
described in section 4.3.4, and the means, tabulated in

table 4.2 (for '= 0) and table 4.3 = 20) are derived

from

X4 = x10^11+(N-x10)Q21
(S4)2 .

Since there is some slight error of estimation in an^ ^21'
the tabulated values are not exact. The corresponding

curves in fig. 4.3 and fig. 4.4 represent the smooth curve

that best fitted these points. As in 3. above,further tables

and graphs are given for this model (table 4.5, fig. 4.6) to

represent the mean with a finer time scale and for several

different values of xjo*
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Table
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Data
for
fig.
4.3.

linear

linear
with

death

quadratic

time

dependent

r

XI

SI

X2

S2

X3

S3

X4

S4

0

2000

1.8127
1

283899
1

6402

1.227062
9

8168
1

605585

0

4000

3.2968
1

659323
2

6992

1.528040
9

9966
1

601284

13.5411

2.091175

0

6000

4.5119
1

869231
3

3425

1.668494
9

9999
1

601281

11.1421

2.221436

0

8000

5.5067
1

997627
3

6913

1.734932
10

0000
1

601281

9.1681

2.228317

1

0000

6.3212
2

079260
3

8340

1.760403
10

0000
1

601281

7.5438

2.167571

1

2000

6.9881
2

132231
3

8351

1.760599
10

0000
1

601281

6.2073

2.069006

1

4000

7.5340
2

167013
3

7413

1.743968
10

0000
1

601281

5.1076

1.950187

1

6000

7.9810
2

190020
3

5861

1.715547
10

0000
1

601281

4.2027

1.821972

1

8000

8.3470
2

205307
3

3936

1.678631
10

0000
1

601281

3.4581

1.691215

2

0000

8.6466
2

215495
3

1809

1.635546
10

0000
1

601281

2.8455

1.562256

2

2000

8.8920
2

222298
2

9599
_

1.588028
10

0000
1

601281

2.3414

1.437798

2

4000

9.0928
2

226848
2

7387

1.537426
10

0000
1

601281

1.9266

1.319459

2

6000
9".
2
5

73

2

229891
2

5229

1.484805
10

0000
■

1

581139

2

8000

9.3919
2

231929
2

3160

1.431019
10

0000
1

581139

3

0000

9.5021
2

233294
2

1202

1.376752
10

0000
1

581139

3

2000

9.5924
2

234209
1

9367

1.322548
10

0000
1

581139

3

4000

9.6663
2

234821
1

7659

1.263839
10

0000
1

581139

3

6000

9.7268
2

235232
1

6078

1.215963
10

0000
1

581139

3

8000

9.7763
2

235508
1

4622

1.164182
10

0000
1

581139

4

0000

9.8168
2

235692
1

3286

1.113692
10

0000
1

581139

4

2000

9.8500
2

235816
1

2062

1.064637
10

0000
1

581139

4

4000

9.8772
2

235899
1

0944

1.017122
10

0000
'

1

581139

4

6000

9.8995
2

235954
0

9925

0.971214
10

0000
1

581139

4

8000

9.9177
2

235991
0

8997

0.926952
10

0000
1

581139

5

0000

9.9326
2

236016
0

8153

0.884354
10

0000
1

581139
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Table
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linear

linear
with

death

T

XI

SI

X2

S2

0

2000
18

1873
1

283899
16

4565
4

219729

0

4000
16

7032
1

659323
13

6754
3

939675

0

6000
15

4881
1

869231
11

4739
3

659431

0

8000
14

4933
1

997627
9

7151
3

392372

1

0000
13

6788
2

079260
8

2966
3

144370

1

2000
13

0119
2

132231
7

1411
2

917267

1

4000
12

4660
2

167013
6

1904
2

710797

1

6000
12

0190
2

190020
5

4005
2

523648

1

8000
11

6530
2

205307
4

7378
2

354074

2

0000
11

3533
2

215495
4

1767
2

200215

2

2000
11

1080
2

222298
3

6975
2

060281

2

4000
10

9072
2

226848
3

2852
1

932623

2

6000
10

7427
2

229891
2

9277
1

815780

2

8000
10

6081
2

231929
2

6159
1

708464

3

0000
10

4979
2

233294
2

3424
1

609569

3

2000
10

4076
2

234209
2

1013
1

518135

3

4000
10

3337
2

234821
1

8878
1

433346

3

6000
10

2732
2

235232
1

6982
1

354500

3

8000
10

2237
2

235508
1

5291
1

280993

4

0000
10

1832
2

235692
1

3781
1

212306

4

2000
10

1500
2

235816
1

2429
1

147993

4

4000
10

1228
2

235899
1

1216
1

087663

4

6000
10

1005
2

235954
1

0127
1

030980

4

8000
10

0823
2

235991
0

9146
0

977646

5

0000
10

0674
2

236016
0

8264
0

927399
for
fig.
4.4.quadratic

X3

S3

10

1832
1

.605585

10

0033
1

.601284

10

0001
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.601281

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

10

0000
1

.581139

time

dependent
X4

S4

3.5411

2.091175
1.1421

2.221436
9.1681

2.228317
7.5438

2.167571
6.2073

2.069006
5.1076

1.950187
4.2027

1.821972
3.4581

1.691215
2.3455

1.562256
2.3414

1.437798
1.9266
1.

319459
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Table
4.4

Data
for
Fig.
4.5

Quadratic
Model

XI
=

0

XI
=

20

T

X3

S3

X3

S3

102

1.8127
1.4749

18.1873
1.4749

.02

3.2968
1.7900

16.7032
1.7900

.03

4.5119
1.8981

15.4881
1.8981

.04

5.5067
1.9166

14.4933
1.9165

.05

6.3212
1.8940

13.6788
1.8940

.

06

6.9881
1.8454

13.0119
1.8545

.07

7.5340
1.8107

12.4600
1.8107

.08

7.9810
1.7691

12.0190
1.7691

.09

8.3470
1.7327

11.6530
1.7327

.10

8.6466
1.7022

11.3533
1.7022

.11

8.8920
1.6776

11.1080
1.6776

.12

9.0928

1.6584

10.9072
1.6584

.13

9.2573
1.6435

10.7427
1.6435

.14

9.3919
1.6323

10.6081
1.6323

.15

9.5021
1.6239

10.4979
1.6239

.16

9.5924
1.6176

10.4076
1.6176

.17

9.6663
1.6131

10.3337
1.6131

.18

9.7268
1.6097

10.2732
1.6097

.19

9.7763
1.6073

10.2237
1.6073

.20

9.8168
1.6056

10.1832
1.6056

Table
4.5

Data
for
Fig.
4.6

Time

Dependent
Model

XI
=

0

XI
=

20

T

X4

S4

X4

S4

.01

4.46

1.8615

.02

7.76

2.1793
19.86

.3722

.03

10.28

2.2350

.04

12.24

2.1793
19.60

.6261

.05

13.76

2.0720

.

06

14.90

1.9492
19.28

.8331

.07

16.00

1.7787

.08

16.60

1.6799
19.00

.9749

.09

16.88

1.6227

.10

17.26

1.5377
18.84

1.0454

.11.12

17.62

1.4480
18.42

1.2063

.13.14

17.40

1.5040
18.18

1.2862

.15.16

17.30

1.5282
17.46

1.4892

.17.18

17.12

1.5701
17.40

1.5040

.19.20

17.02

1.5925
17.26

1.5377
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CHAPTER FIVE

ESTIMATION PROCEDURES:

SURVEY OF PREVIOUS WORK

5.1 Introduction

Despite the very large volume of literature concerning models

to describe migration processes, suprisingly little attention has been

paid to the problem of estimating the parameters of these models. The

standard textbooks dealing with stochastic processes are concerned

almost exclusively with the development of the p.g.f. of processes,

and its properties. There is no treatment of general techniques for

estimation of parameters of that class of stochastic process which

most concerns us here: Markov processes. An exception is Bartlett

(1955) who devotes a short section to such problems. Bartlett's work

will be described briefly in the next section. A more general treat¬

ment of estimation techniques for markov processes is developed in a

monograph by Billingsley (1961), and this will be outlined in some

detail in the next section. This is virtually all that exists in the

way of general estimation theory for markov processes. The remaining

literature that is relevant to this thesis deals with estimation procedures

developed for particular models, using standard estimation techniques:

method of moments, maximum likelihood, minimum chi-square etc. The only

fields where much attention has been paid to estimation of the para¬

meters of markov processes are epidemiology and immunology. Developments

in these fields will be reviewed briefly in section 5.3. However, the

type of data available for estimation purposes in these fields will
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often not be the sort of information that can be collected on animal

populations. The types of experiments which animal ecologists can

carry out are of two main types:

1. Complete counts of, or samples from, the population at fixed

points in time. In the latter case, experimenters may also

determine the relative effort expended at each point in

time in capturing the sample. Such effort models are

described in Beverton and Holt (1957), but since we have not

investigated such methods in this thesis, effort models

will not be given further mention.

2. Marking Experiments: A subpopulation of marked animals is

introduced into the population, either by adding marked

animals to the population, or by capturing, marking, and

releasing animals. At subsequent times, samples are

drawn from the population, and animals may be removed, or

returned. In the latter case, unmarked animals may be

marked, or marked ones remarked. Such experiments thus

yield data consisting of the capture histories of various

classes of marks (including the numbers of unmarked individuals

in each sample). The number of variations of this basic

process is immense, and there is an extensive literature

on the models assumed for specific experiments of this

type, and the estimation techniques developed to deal with

them. A comprehensive review of the literature is given by

Cormack (1968). In this chapter, we shall review only

those applications of marking experiments which deal with
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populations subject to immigration. Very little literature

exists for this restricted subject, and it will be possible

to review it (section 5.4) in some detail. Section 5.4 will

also deal with estimation techniques for animal populations

subject to migration using data of the first type mentioned

above. A more extensive review of estimation techniques

for animal populations will not be undertaken in this thesis.

Where such techniques are used in Chapters 6 to 8, a brief

outline of how the method was developed by previous researchers

will be given in those chapters, prior to application of

their methods.

5.2 Estimation Techniques for Markov Processes

Bartlett (1955, Chapter 8) devotes a chapter of his book

to problems of inference with reference to stochastic processes.

Much of this is devoted to a review of standard theory (e.g. the

properties of the likelihood function), and to developing tests of good¬

ness of fit. This latter problem, while important, will not be considered

in this thesis. Bartlett then uses the likelihood principle to derive

estimates when observations on the state of the process are made at

discrete times (i.e. observe X(tn), X(t„) ... X(t ) for given (t.), andi z n i

when the process is observed continuously (i.e. observe X(t) = for

T. £ t < T.,,» where T_ = 0, T. is the time of occurrance of the ith1 l+l 0 l

change of state). The problem of forming estimates using this latter

type of data is dealt with more rigorously and in more detail by

Billingsley (1961), and so will be discussed later.

Bartlett notes that, for any markov process, the likelihood
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of the observations at discrete times (as described above) is

n

L = Pr(X(tn)) n Pr(X(t )| X(t )) (5.2.1)0
r-l r ^

This suggests that many stationary (i.e. time homogeneous) processes

may be approximated by the autoregressive system

X(tr) = 3X(tr_1)+Yr

where the are normally and independently distributed with mean m

and variance v. Bartlett develops the maximum likelihood estimates

(m.l.e.) for g and v for such a system when m = 0. Ee also shows how

the emigration-immigration process (immigration by poisson arrivals

at rate v, independent stochastic emigration with intensity y) can be

approximated by just such an autoregressive model (g = exp[-y],

v = m = v/y for m large). Nevertheless, the estimate for g is a

complicated expression, even for this simplest case. Bartlett suggests

another method of estimation, again derived from methods for dealing

with autoregressive schemes; estimates may be derived by comparing the

observed covariance between consecutive observations, and the variance

of the observations, with their analytical expressions. A wide range

of techniques have been developed, mainly using correlation or re¬

gression analysis, for dealing with discrete observations from time

series models (many of these are developed in Bartlett (1955) Chapter 9),

but the literature is vast, and it was not possible to investigate if

these techniques might also be applied to discrete observations from

markov process models.

The first part of Billingsley's monograph, (Billingsley, 1961)

is devoted to statistical inferences about markov chains. When observations
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of a markov process are made at discrete, equally spaced, times, these

observations represent a realization of an embedded process which is

a markov chain defined by the transition probabilities

p ..(9) = Pr (X(t ) = j|x(t ) = i)*ij r r-1

(where 0 is the set of parameters of the model for which we wish to

form estimates). For some of the models derived in the first half of

this thesis, we have been able to give analytic expressions for the

Pj_j(9)> so this work is relevant. Billingsley develops the expression
for the likelihood (which is just the expression (5.2.1) given by

Bartlett), and states sufficient conditions for the m.l.e. to be

consistent, and have the usual large sample properties. These con¬

ditions and properties are developed in measure-set-theoretic terms

which would be difficult to summarize here. The condition simplifies

when the state space is finite, and is:

The set D of (i,j) such that p (0) > 0 is independent of 0
ij

and each p^(0) has continuous partial derivatives of third order
for all 0.

The dxr matrix: [9Pjj (0)/90u3 has rank r for all 0 where r
is the number of parameters u = 1, ... r and d is the number of elements

in D) .

For all 0, the system is ergodic.

This condition obviously holds for the time homogeneous

closed models of chapter 3 of this thesis. It may not hold for some

time dependent models, or for models that incorporate death (the
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ergodicity assumption may be violated). In these cases, one can still

derive m.l.e. for the parameters but the large sample properties are

not assured.

Much of the first part of Billingsley's monograph is devoted

to developing large sample distribution theory for hypothesis testing

and goodness of fit tests. He also gives several examples of specific

markov chains, for which estimates are derived. As we have seen in the

first part of this thesis, it is not always possible to derive ex¬

pressions for the p^(0), and even when this is possible, the expression
may be so complicated that the m.l. equations are difficult to solve.

The second part of Billingsley's thesis deals with estimation

techniques for markov processes which are observed continuously for a

predetermined length of time T. During this time n(T) changes of

state occur (n(T) is thus a random variable). If the system starts

off with X(0) = z^j remains in that state a length of time r^, then
jumps to Z£, stays in that state a length of time r^ etc., then the
set of observations is

{(zkJrk)|l<k<n(T)+l)
n(T)

Mhere rn(T)+l " T"I rk <5'2'2)
rC _L

if

PgC^tjCjA) = Prob{X(t+6t)eA|X(t) = £}

where A is any set of states of the process, then Billingsley defines

two functions
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q(£;8) = lim [l-p0(£t,£,{£})]/6t (5.2.3)
6t-K)

and

q(£,A;0) = lim p0(6t,5,A)/6t (5.2.4)
6t-HD

which may be interpreted, respectively, as the instantaneous probability

of a change of state at time t, given that X(t) = and, as the

instantaneous probability of a change of state from £ to qeA. Then,

using theorems due to Doob (1953, page 266), he shows that

Prob (rk>a | r ... r^, z± ... zfc)

= Prob(rk>a|z ) = exp[-aq(zk;0)] (5.2.5)

and

Prob(zk+1EA|r1 ••• V 5 V
= Prob(zk+1eA| zfc) = q(zjc'A>e)/q(zk;®) (5.2.6)

= n0(?,A) (say)

In order to give a rigorous development of the likelihood,

it is necessary to introduce the density f(£,p;0) for n_(£,A)

n0a,A) = /Af(?,n,e)A 9p

where A is a meausre on the state space and the nQ(E,A) are absolutely

continuous with respect to this measure and have density f. The log

likelihood of the observations {z ,r } is then shown to be:n' —n

n(T)-l
log l = I (log f(zk,zk+1;e)+iog q(zk+1;0)-\+1q(zk+1;e)>

k=l

(5.2.7)
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This expression is not quite exact, as it ignores the information from

the observation (equati°n 5.2.2) so that the situation is

identical to an experiment in which the number n, of changes of state

to be observed is predetermined (n = n(T)). The loss of information,

relative to the whole sample, will be negligible when n(T) is large.

Billingsley also develops sufficient conditions for the development of

the above likelihood expression and for proving asymptotic properties

for the estimates, and asymptotic distributions for hypothesis testing.

These simplify considerably if the state space is finite. Then

Pg(t,£,A) becomes the transition probability

p±j(6t) = Pr(X(t+<5t) = j |X(t) = i)

and the functions q(zn,A;0) and q(z^;0) become

qi-:(6) = lim (p. . (6t))/6t (5.2.8)J
6 t-K) J

q±(©) = lim (1-Pij (6t))/<5t (5.2.9)
61->0

and thus we have

and

nij(fl) = Prob{2n+l = jlZn=i}

qij(6) = qi(e)TIij (6)

qi(6) = .Lqij(9)3*1

The log likelihood is now easily expressed in terms of these functions

and is given by Billingsley as:

log L = llog ni:j(0)+log q±(0) - rk q±(0)

= ^log q±j(0) - rk q±(0) (5.2.10)
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where the summation is over k = 1, ... n(T), and for each k, i takes

the value z^, j, the value zk+l' Obviously, this is more conveniently
grouped in terms of the states i, j = 1 ... s (s finite) which the

system can occupy. In this thesis, for models without birth or

immigration we have s = N. Also, only one transition occurs at a time,

so j = i-1 or i+1. Therefore, let:

n. .,, be the number of transitions (out of the n(T)) from
l l+l

state i to i+1.

n^ be the number of transitions from state i to i-1.

g^ be the amount of time spent in state i.
= Jr^ where k = {k|z^. = i}.

k
N

log L - I [n log q i+10)H-n log q (e)-g.q (e)]
1=0

(5.2.11)

Billingsley also establishes the conditions under which this expression

was developed and conditions that assure the consistency of the m.l.e.

and the asymptotic distribution theory which he goes on to develop.

These are:

1. The sample function, X(t), 0 c t < T, is a right continuous

step function.

2. The limp.,(t;0) = 1 holds for all i, and the limits (5.2.8)
t+0 11

and (5.2.9) hold, so that q^(0), q^. (0) exist

For all 0 and i, q^(0) > 0.
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4. The set D of (i,j) such that q..(0) > 0 is independent of

0, and the (0) have continuous third order partial

derivatives V0» The dxr matrix [9q..(0)/30 ] (u = 1 ... r)
ij u

has rank r. (Thus r £ d).

5. For all 6, the markov chain defined by {z^.} k = 1 ... n(T)
is ergodic.

These estimation methods of Billingsley's will be applied

to the models of this thesis in Chapter 6. Where necessary, extensions

of the theory will also be outlined in Chapter 6.

5.3 Estimation of Parameters of Migration Models: Fields other

than Animal Ecology.

Most of the estimation methods used in fields where migration

models are applied to real situations, consist of manipulating the

model to derive analytic expressions for some properties of the model

which have observable counterparts in the real world. The analytic

expressions are equated to the observations and the equations solved

for the parameters of the model. Complex models may involve many

parameters, and finding sufficient properties to identify all the

parameters may tax both experimenter and statistician.

An example of this process is described by Bartlett (1949)

who describes the work of Soper (1929) for estimating the parameters

of a (deterministic) migration model for measles epidemics. The

model accounts for observed damped oscillatory behaviour of outbreaks.

Equations for the amplitude, period, and damping factor can be solved
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for the three parameters of the model. Bartlett (1949) has criticized

this model as over simplified, and emphasizes the necessity for in¬

corporating stochastic factors. The fitting of a complex model of

this type, is described in detail in Bartlett (1956); it is very much

an empirical method, combining direct knowledge (e.g. incubation period),

indirect estimates (by the process described above), and an enlightened

combination of guesswork and adjustment of parameter estimates until

simulated realisations of the model reflected the important charac¬

teristics of actual data.

In most applications of migration models, one is restricted

by the fact that it is not possible to observe repeated realisations

of the process. Thus one is unable to make use of the second or

higher moments of the model at a given time for forming estimates,

nor can one make use of the central limit theorem properties of means

to improve precision of estimates. An exception is the field of

bacterial genetics, where one can set up large numbers of replicate

populations. Armitage (1952) describes standard experiments with

mutating bacteria where this is the case. Growth can be directly

observed and it is required to estimate the mutation (migration rate;

in one direction only) rate. Armitage reviews the methods suggested

by previous workers, and compares them for efficiency against the

m.l. estimate. These include

1. setting the proportion of cultures where no mutation occurs

equal to its theoretical expectation.

2. solving y (theoretical) = y (observed) where y is the average

size of mutated colonies.
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3. solving E(m) (theoretical) = E(m) (observed) where m is the

number of mutations that occur.

4. solving median (m) theoretical = median (m) observed.

It is surprising that Armitage does not consider moment estimates based

on variances and covariances, as much of the deductive part of his

paper is given over to the development of expressions for these

statistics. He does examine the form of the analytic expressions for

y, and suggests that parameters of the model may be estimated from a

single realisation by comparing the form of the approach to the equili¬

brium state as time elapses with this property for observed y.

In animal ecology, one will rarely be able to establish

replicate populations. One might achieve this by means of marking

individuals so that there are a number of distinct subpopulations,

all of which can be assumed to act in the same manner. Another

situation where replication effectively occurs, is in the situation

described by Bailey (1968) for migration among cells in a linear array

(see section 2.3). If, at t = 0, each individual is given a mark

to indicate which cell it is in at t = 0, then, because all birth/death/migratioi

rates are identical for all cells, the distribution, at time t > 0, of

individuals marked initially in cell i represents one replication of the

process if the origin is taken to be cell i.

There appears to be only a single experiment in animal ecology

literature which makes use of replication for estimating migration

intensities without resorting to marking, and this can most conveniently

be described here. This is the work of Shiyomi (1967, 1968), studying
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the movement of aphids among individual blades of barley planted in

a square grid. He assumes that, initially, insects have a distribution

(with mean y, variance a known) over plants; that an insect leaves

a plant in [0,t) with constant independent probability q, to join a

pool of insects on the ground, and that the number of insects climbing

from the ground back onto the plants has the poisson distribution with

intensity X. This model doesn't take account of the (non zero)

probability that the pool on the ground may become depleted, but the

model seems adequate of q is reasonably large and X is not too large.
2

Then so long as y J= a , it is possible to get moment estimates for X

and q using the observed mean and variance of the number of individuals

per plant at time t. The proportion r of individuals which leave a

plant in [0,t) and have climbed onto a plant again by time t is then

estimated from the equation

X - y.q.r

In the second paper (Shiyomi (1968)), he deduced the expression for the

likelihood. The equations for the m.l. estimates were solved

iteratively using the moment estimates as initial values. Shiyomi does

not give expressions for the variance of either type of estimate, and

there is little difference between the two types of point estimates,

both appearing to give similar and excellent fits of the model to the

data.

5.4 Estimation Techniques for Animal Populations Subject to

Migration

Interesting theoretical work was done by Pylce (1955) in
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estimation of migration rates. The first part of the thesis is

devoted to three models for estimating the number of migrants, while

making minimal assumptions about the manner in which migrations take

place. In all three models he considers migration between two other¬

wise closed areas, A, and A , and in each area, there are x. individuals
12 i

of one type, individuals of another type, at t = 0. Such a situation

would occur if the number of females y., and males x were known for
i i

two populations at t = 0.

The three models and the estimation procedures applied to

them are as follows:

1. M of the x and M of the y individuals, migrate fromxl 1 yl 1

Aj to A2 in [0,t). A sample of size n is taken (binomial
sampling) in A2 at time t, and x are of the type x^ (the

x^ individuals being indistinguishable from the x^ indi¬
viduals). It is assumed that has the distribution

B(M : M, x /(x +y )) (5.4.1)
xl 1 ± 1

M = M +M
_ is the parameter which he wishes to estimate,

xl yl

The conditional probability Pr(x|M^;M) is easily formed,
as is the joint probability Pr(x,M The true likelihood

is the latter probability summed over M = 0 ... M. Pyke is
XX

unable to find the M.L.E. for M, but gets a moment estimate

by equating x to its(unconditional) expectation. He shows

that this gives the same estimate as is obtained by selecting

M to maximize Pr(x|M „ ;M) with M replaced by E(M J. If
xl xl xl
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G*(6) is the m.g.f. associated with this expression (i.e.

the conditional m.g.f. of x given M with M , replaced by
xl xl

ECM^)) and G(0) is the true expression for the unconditional
m.g.f. of x, then Pyke proves that G*(0) converges to G(0)

for large M. Thus for large M, Pyke's estimate converges to

the m.l.e. Pyke investigates the asymptotic variance and
A A O A

asymptotic bias of the estimate M by expanding M and M in

Taylor series about the point E(x/n). The estimate is

M = (x-j+y^) [nx^-xCx^+y^) ]/ [x(x^+y^)-nx^] but the expressions
for the bias and variance are too complex to be given here.

If samples are taken in both A^ and it is possible to
take M

^ and M ^ as parameters and thus avoid making any
assumptions about the distribution of M . In this case,

xl

m.l.e. are easily derived for M and M ^

If the x/y dichotomy is arranged by marking one group (the

x_^) in each area, then it is easy to arrange that the x^ are

distinguishable from the individuals. In his second model,

Pyke makes use of this additional information. He is

able to derive the m.l.e. for M amd M^. The asymptotic
variance for M is easily derived by the Taylor series method,

but for he again finds it necessary to assume that has

the binomial distribution (5.4.1).

In the third model migration is allowed in both directions

and the x^ are assumed to be indistinguishable. Sampling
is carried out in both areas. Pyke gives m.l.e. for M amd

M , where these are now net migration figures, and can thus
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take negative or positive values. He derives the likelihood

when the x^ and y_^ are distinguishable and shows that this
cannot yield estimates of all four migration parameters

(the actual migration in each direction, as opposed to net

migration).

These estimation methods are based on rather unrealistic

assumptions (no death, all initial sizes known etc.) and do not

incorporate the sort of assumptions that can usually be safely made

(e.g. marked and unmarked animals are subject to the same migration

rates).

In the second part of his thesis, Pyke developed the stochastic

migration models already described in section 2.3, and developed esti¬

mates for the parameters. For model one (independent migration, one

way only), he develops the likelihood of the form (5.2.1) for complete

observations at t^ ... t^. This easily yields a m.l.e. of the migration
intensity, and its variance is also derived. Pyke also develops the

likelihood for a sampling experiment like that of model 2 above. He

derives an estimate by the method described for his first model; i.e. by

replacing by E(Mx) in the expression for Pr(x|Mx). He proves that
the estimate approaches the m.l.e. when the population sizes at t = 0

are large.

For the time dependent model, with migration intensity a(t),

Pyke develops the likelihood for complete counts at times t ... t , and
t .

derives estimates for v. = / a(u)du, (and variances) and suggests
i

that these estimates may be used to determine the form of the function

a(t), by noting that for t -t small:
i+1 i
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vi * (t.+i-ti)at(t.+i+ti)/2]

This gives estimates ci(t) at the midpoint of each time interval, and

as he also develops the variance covariance matrix for these values

of &(t), it would be possible to fit any functional form for a(t) by

the method of least squares.

The methods of Pyke were quickly superseded by a much more

general method of Chapman and Junge (1956). Marked animals are

released in each of r populations at t-^. It is not necessary that
initial population sizes be known. As with Pyke's first three models,

estimates are formed without making any assumptions about the manner

in which individuals migrate, nor will the estimates be invalidated if

tagging affects migration. To derive variances for these estimates,

it was necessary to adopt additional conditions. Chapman and Junge

state these assumptions in terms of distributional properties but they

may be provided for by the following conditions:

1. random (binomial) sampling is carried out in each population

at recapturing time t2; all animals alive in a population at
time t2 have equal and independent probabilities of being
taken in the sample.

This condition is sufficient to derive estimates. To derive variances,

they also require:

2. all individuals alive in population i have equal and inde¬

pendent probabilities of migrating to population j between

t = 0 and t = x.

The following notation is required. The notation is

consistent with the unified notation recommended by Cormack (1968),
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and is used for work in this thesis involving marking:

N.. 0. . : number of animals in A. at ti(t = 0) and in A. at12ij 1 1 3

t2(t = T) .

M, „. . : number of animals, that were marked in A. at t,, and12ij i 1

are alive and in A at t .

J 2

m1Vl : number of animals, that were marked in A. at t , and12ij i 1

are captured in A. at t .

J 2

WL number of animals, alive and in A. at t (though not
1JL

necessarily marked) that are captured in A_. at t^.

n,. : number sampled in A. at tli l 1

= 5M,0.. = M,„.h 121J 12i •

n„. : number sampled in A. at t„
2j J 2

■fW)j
Capital letters thus represent unobservable random variables,

and small letters, observations. A dot in the subscript list indicates

summation over that subscript. Since there are only two sampling

periods, we need not specify t^ and t by the first two subscripts,
so for the present discussion, these will be dropped. Condition 1

above then leads to the following expectation:

E(m-•|M..) = n,. M. .iJ 1 13 2j _jlj_

N-j
Summing this over j, and setting expectations equal to observations

A

gives the equation for the moment estimate of the N ., namely
•J
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?mijS.j/n2j " nli (5'4'2)
3

t
_If [Mj is the matrix an^ = (nqq ••• nir) £.2 = ^n21 n2r^

t ... n :.1 .r

ij

N' = (N ... N ), then the total size is estimated by

N = n^tM]

(5.4.2) is easily solved for the N .. If condition 2 is also assumed,
•J

then

E(m. ) = n N /N
ij li ij i.

which, in the same way, leads to equations for the moment estimates

N_^ , namely

Ym..N. /nn. = n„.4 x3 x. lx 2j
m. . N N

" ii i i
which leads to estimates for N = 1

ij n1± n2j

Chapman shows that the estimate N is consistent, and shows that

other estimates (e.g. the Petersen estimate, ignoring migration, and

some estimates suggested by previous workers, notably Schaeffer (1951))

can be decidedly misleading. If death occurs, the Chapman and Junge

estimates of N are still valid, and so an estimate of N (at t ) is
i. . . 1

available (assuming equal and independent probabilities of death for all

animals in the same population at t,). The N . are not estimable,-1- • J

however, nor are the N...
ij

By assuming that the m.., given the M are multinomially
ij

distributed (with mean given by (5.4.2), and that the M_„ are multi¬

nomially distributed with E(M ) = (n N. /N ) it is possible to
ij li ij i.

derive the unconditional variances and covariances of the m , and hence,
ij
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using the Taylor expansion of N to linearize the expression, it is
• •

A

possible to derive an expression for the asymptotic variance of N
• •

A

Variances for the N.. were not derived but this can easily be done by

the same method. Chapman and Junge's paper should be referred to for

references to earlier work where two sample marking experiments are

applied to migrating populations. The theory of these eariler papers

is obviated by their paper however, so they will not be reviewed here.

Darroch (1961) considered the same situation as Chapman and

Junge, but investigated the likelihood derived using the conditions

mentioned above. He shows that the estimates for N . defined by
•1

(5.4.2) are m.l.e. He also derives the variance-covariance matrix

for the N •, and shows that the bias is negligible for large N ..• J -J

Darroch proceeds by developing m.l.e. for the = 1/Pj> Pj ~ Prob
(an animal, alive in stratum j at t£ is taken in the sample) and

0^. = Prob (an animal, marked in population i at t^ is in population j
at t?, given that it survives to t ). The estimates of the N . are2 • J

single valued functions of these m.l.e., and so are also m.l.e., but

in addition, this formulation allows him to examine other questions.

He shows that if the matrix [9-jj] is close to singularity, the
A

estimates N . will be very inaccurate. This leads him to recommend
•J

ways of grouping data to rectify this. Also, if the independence

assumptions for movement and recapturing fail to hold, this will affect

the variance covariance matrices of the p and the 0... He is thus
i iJ

able to examine the effect of relaxing these assumptions and shows that

the estimates are still consistent, and develops modified expressions

for the asymptotic variances. Darroch also gives a detailed explanation

of how estimates must be modified if the number of populations involved
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at t differs from the number sampled at

One of the main disadvantages of the two sample marking experi¬

ment, is that, unless dead individuals are actually sampled at t£ (as
happens in the Schaeffer experiment with salmon), one can say very

little about death rates. Death may include true death or may be

taken in the extended sense to mean permanent migration out of the

populations under study. Two methods of overcoming this are

(i) adopt a model (and experimental procedure) that allows for

explicit estimation of the "death" rate

(ii) extend sampling to three or more points in time to allow for

the estimation of additional parameters.

The first approach is taken by Dempster (1957), and the second by

Iwao (1963).

The model used by Dempster, for migration of grasshoppers

among contiguous quadrats laid out on the ground, is based on the

diffusion models of Skellam (1951) and has already been described in

section 2.3. The distribution of individuals over the surface is

assumed to be defined by

M = (i^i+aff)^ f9t 3x2 3y

Now if one considers a set of nine quadrats in a 3 x 3 grid, the

number of animals in each quadrat may be denoted by f^ x, y = 1 ... 3
and this may be approximated, at t^, by the general quadratic surface

2 2f (t^) = a+bx+cx +ey+gy +hxy
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Then Dempster finds estimates for the coefficients by least squares,
2 2

3 f 3 f
using the observations at t1, and then estimates c = —— + —— by1 dx 8y
taking the second derivatives of the quadratic equation to give

c-j^ = 2 (c+g)

The change in numbers in the central square between t and t^, say

^22^1^22^2^ *-hus t^ie result of diffusion of individuals from
adjacent quadrats (ac-^) minus losses due to death (yf22(tj)). This
gives an equation for the two parameters a and y:

f22(tl)_f22(t2) = ^1" f22^±>

Dempster had a 6 x 3 array of quadrats, and so developed four sets of

equations in the two unknowns, by considering the four possible

3x3 sets of quadrats, centred on quadrats f„„, f/0> f 0- These
four equations were then solved for the two unknowns. In Dempsters

experiment he took f (t. ) to be the number of first in star locusts,
xy 1

and f (t„) to be the number of second instar locusts, so that y was in
xy 2

fact an estimate of first instar mortality.

In many ways this method of estimation is rather inadequate (for

instance, there are no estimates of the variances of & and fj, and

these variances appear to be considerable), and this example by no

means exploits all possible applications of Skellam's models. These

models could probably be more successfully combined with marking

experiments.

Iwao's method, for estimating the survival rates of individuals

that are capable of migration between two areas, makes use of three

sampling periods. It is an extension of an earlier method developed
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by Richards and Waloff (1954), which used data from two sampling

periods. They thus needed to make the assumption that the fraction

surviving on each population was the same, and that the ratio of the

sampling fractions at the two sampling times was known for each popu¬

lation, in order to reduce the number of parameters. Iwao's method of

development is essentially the same as that of Richards and Waloff,

but, being more general, only Iwao's estimates will be described.

difference if we state the model in stochastic terms and then proceed

by using moment estimates. As this is more consistent with work

developed in this thesis, we shall do this, and, so, require the

following notation (which is consistent with that defined above in

describing the work of Chapman and Junge, and will be used again in

Chapter 8).

m The number of individuals captured in A. at sampling time t.

Iwao develops a deterministic model, but there is no essential

J

that were last seen (and marked) at t in population A_^ [previous
capture history, prior to the most recent marking does not

enter into Iwao's estimates].

M The number of individuals, alive in A at t that were last
3 j

marked in A at time t .

i l

Prob (an individual, alive in A. at time t. is taken in the
J i

t.th sample).

<SL . • Prob (an individual, alive in A. at time t. is alive and in
t^ij 1 x

A. at time t.+1).
J i

N The number of individuals alive in A. at t..
3 J
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n . . The size of the sample taken in A. at t..

V J J
This notation becomes more convenient if sampling times are

denoted by numbers (1, 2 ...) and the populations by A or B, to

denote populations A^ and A^ respectively. Thus

^~^1AA~^1AB^ = ProE (an individual, alive in population A at the time
the first sample is taken, does not survive until the time

the second sample is taken).

Now if the conditions of the Chapman Junge experiment are fulfilled

(including independent and equal survival probabilities, between t = 1

and t = 2 of all individuals alive in the same population a: t = 1),

then we have the following expectations:

E(mi2AA) = N1AP1AP2A<51AA
E(m12BA) = N1BP1BP2A<51BA
E^m12AB^ = N1Bp1Ap23^1AB

E(m12BB^ = N1Bp1Bp2B^1BB

By removing the expectation signs, and manipulating these equations,

Iwao develops the following relations for the moment estimates:

ilAB - %JB •nlB-mi2AB/(nlA'n,12AA)
®1BA " WI>lA-",12BA/(nlB-m12BB)

Iwao then notes that several methods exist for estimating the survival

on a single population, all based on (at least) three sampling periods

[e.g. Leslie (1952), Bailey's triple catch method (Bailey (1951)),

Jolly (1965)]. He therefore requires that all animals, taken at the

second sampling time also be marked (or remarked if necessary) and
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returned to the population in which they were sampled. A third sample

is then taken at a later time, providing the additional observations
A A

necessary to estimate and Q^bb' ^wao uses Leslie's three point
sampling method (Leslie (1952)), to estimate Q^AA' ^1BB' ^ut' Leslie's
model is deterministic. Since we have stated the model in stochastic

terms here, we can instead use the method of Jolly (1965), with three

sampling periods and no loss on capture but immigration must be

allowed for, as animals may enter from the opposite population. It

may be shown that the Leslie and the Jolly estimates of survival in

this particular case are identical. Then ignoring all observations in

population B, we have

51AA M21AA/miA
(estimated number of animals, marked in A

= at t = 1, that are alive and in A at t = 2)
(size of sample in A at t = 1)

and the Jolly estimate for M is derived from the equation:

m13AA m23AA

fi12AA m12AA n2A
(5.4.3)

and hence

^lAA (n2Ami3AA+in12AAm23AA) / (m23AAnlA)

and similarly

^1BB = (n2Bml3BB+mi2BBm23BB)/(in23BBnlB)

However, as Jolly points out (Jolly (1965), p. 238-9),

equation 5.4.3 is reasonable, under the assumptions used in constructing

his model for behaviour in a single population, because the following
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argument holds (adapted here to the three sample situation). At

t = 2 two classes of marked animals may be distinguished: the m.^ marked
animals that were captured at t=2, (and could only have been marked at

t = 1), and the anamahs that were marked at t = 1 and were not

captured at t = 2. Just after t = 2, there are the two groups: the

^12-m12' anC* t'ie n2 m12+U2 where U2 are t*ie unmarked animals in
the second sample) animals just released. Of the former, m^ are

caught at t = 3. Under the assumptions of Jolly's model, the

proportion of subsequent recaptures (at t = 3) from each of these

groups at t = 2 is expected to be the same, so that the equation

M12-°12 n2

holds and can be used to estimate However, one of the explicit

assumptions is that, if animals leave the population, they do so

permanently; they do not leave between t = 1 and t = 2 and re-enter

between t = 2 and t = 3. If they do, and are in B at t = 2, the

m13AA ma-^ n0t only he members of ^i2AA~m12AA' ^Ut ma^ ahso he members
of the ^2AB_inl2AB' anc* t*ie e9uati°n (5.4.3) is inappropriate for
estimating h^2AA* Iwao appears to be unaware of this restriction.

If, however, all individuals migrate at most once between

t = 1 and t = 3 as may happen if this time interval is relatively

short, the m,will all necessarily have been members of M10..-m,13AA 12AA 12AA

and Iwao's estimate will be valid. The presence of any appreciable

numbers of individuals with the capture histories mp23ABA or m123BAB

will indicate that one should not use Iwao's estimates. Also the

experimenter should make the interval between t = 2 and t = 3 as

short as possible so that any individuals that may have migrated
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between t = 1 and t = 2 do not have a chance to return before the

last sample is taken.

If these assumptions hold, Jolly's method also provides an

estimate of N_ and N
ZA Zd

N
2A 012A

(number of marked animals in second /
where ot = sample, ignoring those marked in B)/n

ZA Zri

= m12AA/n2A

and similarly

A /\

= M .n /m
2B 21BB 2B 12AA

Finally and N may be derived from the equations

N2A = N1A8!1AA+N1B(^1BA

N2B = N1A^1AB+N1B<51BB

In a later paper (Iwao et al (1966)), these estimates are

applied to a mark recapture experiment with fifth instar insects in

the field. Sampling took place every three days for a month and

estimates were calculated for successive sets of three sampling

periods. Complete capture histories are not given so it is not

possible to tell whether the assumption, that insects migrate at most

once, is fulfilled. Iwao has not yet developed expressions for the

variances of the survival estimates.

In a recent work, Matis and Hartley (1970) develop the

general model for linear migration (with death) for the n-dimensional
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system. Their deduction of the properties of this model leads to the

same conclusions as were developed (independently) in section 4.3.3

of this thesis, namely, they demonstrate that the distribution is. the

convolution of multinomial distributions, and identify the form of

the parameters Q... The nth cell is, in fact, taken to be the "death"
2

state, from which there is no return, so there are (n-1) linearly

independent defining the distribution at time t.

Q (t) i, j = 1 ... n-1

Q. (t) i = 1 ... n
m

= prob. (an individual, alive in cell i at time
0 is dead at time t).

n-1
- 1 - I <L.(t>

3-1 -1

Their estimation procedure is based on observation of the
n-1

total number in the system at times t , t„ ... t : N (t.) = J N.(t.)1 Z S 1 1 -,"11
i=l

They show that

n-1

cov[N (t.) N (t.)] = I N (0) (1 - Q (t.))<D (t )Till , s snisniJ s=l J

i, j = 1 ... n-1

and so have an expression for £, the variance-covariance matrix of

the vector of observations Nr^ in terms of the parameters Q^_. and hence,
in terms of the . The are then estimated using the following

iterative technique.
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1. Use the Gauss—Newton Linearization technique, and a set of

initial values for the parameters y^ to iterate to the best
linear unbiased estimates of y,, under the assumption that

13

I - a2!.

2. Use the "improved" parameter estimates to valuate £.

3. Use Aitken's generalized least squares theorem iteratively to

derive the best linear unbiased estimate of the y using

this value of J.

4. Repeat steps two and three until successive results of step

3 agree to any desired accuracy. Variances for the estimates

are then calculated using the last estimate of £.

Mat is and Hartley encounter no difficulties in having this

method converge to admissible estimates when the method was applied to

both simulated and experimental data. However they were unable

to demonstrate theoretically that this would always be the case.

The estimation procedure is similar to iterative schemes

suggested in this thesis (section 7) for the more restricted case of

observations at only two times. In this thesis, we also consider the

situation where the data are the set of N.(t.) i = 1 ... n-1,
1 J

j =1 ... s, and not merely the set of totals N^(t^) j = 1 ... s.
The above iterative scheme might also be applied in this case, but

it would involve developing an expression for the s(n-l) x s(n-l)

variance-covariance matrix for the N.(t.). The results of section
1 3

3.3 viii suggest that this is practicable only when the observations

are at equally spaced times (t = it), but this method could certainly

bear investigation in the case of such data.
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CHAPTER SIX

ESTIMATION FROM STEP FUNCTION OBSERVATIONS

6.1 Introduction

The most complete information, available for estimating the

parameters of a markov process, is complete knowledge of the step function;

that is, the experimenter knows the initial state, and then observes

each subsequent change of state and the time lapse between each change.

The estimation theory has been developed by Billingsley (1961) and is

described in section 5.2. In this chapter the theory is adapted to

the models of Chapters 3 and 4, and estimates derived. It is rare, in

animal ecology, to have such detailed information, and no such data

seems to appear in recent ecological journals. It should be possible,

however, to carry out such experiments in certain instances. For

example, with populations of small rodents, one may be able to surround

an area by a trip wire, or detector strip, such that every time an

animal crosses the boundary, a mark is recorded which indicates the

time and direction of crossing. If no such automatic monitoring is

possible, direct observation may be feasible, and will yield useful

information if migration rates are high. In many situations, it may

be unreasonable to insist that the initial state is known. In this

chapter, we will also determine if it is possible to estimate the

initial state from step function data.

Although it may frequently be impossible to obtain step

function observations, the sort of estimates that are possible with

such data may suggest ways of forming estimates from less complete data.
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6.2 Estimates for Closed Populations

To implement the theory of section 5.2, we require expressions

for the function q..(S) and q.(9) as defined by equations (5.2.8) and
ij i

(5.2.9) respectively. Comparison of these definitions with the develop¬

ment of expressions for the transition probabilities in the general

formulation of section 3.2 gives immediately:

rfn i8 (i, t) <51+0 (6t)2 „ .q. . (b) = lim 7T (from equation 3.2.3)

= iB(i,t) (6.2.1)

. (N-i)a(N-i,t)6t+0(6t)2 „ ,.

q (6) = lim 77 — (from equation 3.2.4)
i'i+1 6t+0 6t

= (n-i)a(N-i,t) (6.2.2)

2

q. .(0) = lim — (from equation 3.2.5)
3"J 6t+0 6t

=0 j ^ i+1, i-1

and q.(6) = I q..(e) = ig(i,t)+(N-i)cx(N-i,t) (6.2.3)i 13

6.3 The Linear Model

qi,i+i = <N"1)a
qi.i-i * ie

and the likelihood of observations {z, ,r, Ik = 1 ... n(T)} is given by
k k'

(5.2.11)

N

log L = I n. 1log(N-i)a-g.(N-i)c
i=0 1>1+1 1

N

+ I nn- loS gi-g.ig (6.3.1)
i=0 1'1 1 1
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Differentiating w.r.t. a and 3 and setting the result equal to zero

gives:

dJT&J± : tini,±+l)/U ~ ^§i(N-i) = 0

9 log L .

33
: dni,i-i>/e - =

^•ni i+1
hence a " 1(5%.

U
"

NT-^ig. (6.3.2)

where u is the number of upward transitions (i.e. changes of state

that result in a unit increase in the size of the population of A^),
and T is the time to the last change of state. Also, if there are d

downward transitions:

3=^4— (6.3.3)
4 i

Note that £ig^ = /QX^(t)dt, and (NT-Jig^) = /^^^(tjdt, so that the
m.l.e. a and 3 are similar to moment estimates derived from equations

[(3.3.6) and (3.3.7)] for the expected number of upward and downward

transitions in [0,T].

To derive the asymptotic variances, we have by differentiating

again and taking expectations

32log L E(d)
—h

2 2
33 3

.'. as. var (3) = 32/E(d)

2
and, similarly as. var (a) = a /E(u).

Integrating the expressions (3.3.7) for E(d), E(u), gives
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E(d) = M g(X2Oa Xl°B>[l-exp(-(a+B)T)] (6.3.4)
(a+3) (a+3)

"NTr/ftT ^ o(^* )
and E(u) = 77,+ ^ 1U [ 1-exp (- (a+3)T) ] (6.3.5)(a+3) (a+3)z

921o l
Also — = 0 so that a and $ are asymptotically independent (as T

becomes large).

When a = 3, the log likelihood simplifies to

log L - hn^i+i+ni^.pioso -g.lfa

giving d = (u+d)/NT

as. var(d) = a2/(E (u)+E (d) )

It proved impossible to derive the exact distribution for
A

d and 3, so one must rely on the asymptotic properties. Since the

conditions given by Billingsley are fulfilled, the estimates are

consistent, and asymptotically normally distributed. However it is of

some interest to know how well the estimates serve in "small sample"

situations. In particular, we can examine the estimates for unbiasedness,

and the adequacy of the normal approximation. If these properties hold,

then one can use a and the variance of a to form confidence intervals

for a, and similarly for 3* In any real situation, the variance of

d can be estimated by

vdr(d) = (d)2/E(u)

where E(u) is (6.3.5) evaluated at d, g. It is also of interest to

see if this expression, and the similar expression for vdr(3) are

adequate in small samples. To investigate these questions, a number

of simulations were carried out, the results of which are summarized in
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Table 6.1.

1. Explanation of Table 6.1

Five sets of simulations are reported. For each set, 300

simulations were carried out, and the results are in the

following form for each set.

line 1: the parameters of the model

line 2: (theoretical) properties of the model

line 3: distribution of S: mean (m), variance (v),

skewness (s) over 300 simulations.

distribution of var(a): mean (m), standard deviation

(/v)

line 4: as for line 3, but for 3 and vdr(S)

line 5: p , the porportion of the realisations for which

the nominal 95% confidence interval (ci+l.96 JvSlr (a) )

includes the true value a, with the s.e. of p^.

Similarly p and s.e. (£-n) .B -D

The sampling variance of the estimate over the 300 simula¬

tions may be used as a basis for comparing the asymptotic

variance (line 2) and the estimate of the variance. The

precision of the estimate of the variance is indicated by

its s.d. (v^v). The skewness coefficient (s) is the third

sample moment, divided by the cube of the s.d. If the

sample comes from a normal distribution, s is approximately
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Simulation of the Simple Linear Model

with

M.L.E. for a and 8 from Step Function Observations

(for explanation, see text)

N = 2000 x1Q =500 t = 0.3 a = 1 8=2
E(u) = 44.78 E(d) = 30.44 as. var(a) = .0233 as. var(8) = .1314

I

d; m = .9994 v = .0222 s = -.06 var(d): m = .0223 /v = .0034

8: m = 2.0609* v = .1360 s = +.24 var(8): m = .1357 /v = .0251

pA = .9467 S.E. = .0130 = .9400 S.E. = .0137A £>

N = 100 x1Q = 25 t = .03 a = 20 8 = 40
E (u) = 42.32 E(d) = 35.36 as. var (a) = 9.452 as. var (8) = 42.245

d: m = 20.313 v = 9.760 s = +.22 var(d): m = 9.467 Jv = 1.780

8: m = 41.222* v = 47.697 s = +.03 var(8): m = 47.637 /v = 11.717

p = .9400 S.E. = .0137 p = .9433 S.E. = .0134
A B

N = 20 x
Q = 10 t = 1.0 a = 1 8 = 5

E(u) = 15.56 E(d) = 22.21 as. var(a) = .0643 as. var(8) = 1.1257

d: m = 1.0017 v = .0596 s = .24 var(d): m = .0646 /v = .0182

8: m = 5.3502* v = 1.3688 s = .68 vhr(8): m = 1.3337 /v = .5637

p, = .9533 S.E. = .0122 p_ = .9367 S.E. = .0141A L

N = 20 x = 20 t = 1.0 a = 1 8 = 5

E(u) = 13.90 E(d) = 30.52 as. var(a) = .0720 as. var(g) = .8191

d; m = 1.0061 v = .0725 s = .19 var(d): m = .0731 /v = .0226

8: m = 5.2002* v = 1.0219 s = .69 var(8): m = .9113 /v = .3452

PA= .9233 S.E. = .0154 p_ = .9367 S.E. = .0141
JD

N = 20 x =20 t = .25 a = 1 8=5
10

E(u) = 2.01 E(d) = 14.96 as. var(a) = .4978 as. var(8) = 1.6715

d: m = 1.0009 v = .5516 s = .88 var(d): m = .5226 /v = .4532

8: m = 5.3751* v = 1.4707 s = .78 var(8): m = 1.9388 i/v = .8476

* 99% confidence interval for E(8) excludes true value 8.
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normally distributed as N(0, ^n), or in this case, with n = 300,

s ^ N(0, (.1414)2). Values of s that are larger than about

.3 or .4 in absolute value indicate marked asymmetry in the

distribution. (This test is described in Snedecor and

Cochran (1967).

The bias of the estimate may be examined by deriving a

confidence interval for the expected value of the estimate.

Thus, for example, if the mean value of B over 300 realisations

is m , and its sampling variance vfi, and if these 300 values
p p

A

come from some distribution with mean E(3) (say), then if

E(3) = 3, the estimate is unbiased. By the central limit

theorem, m v N(E(3), vQ/300) and so, a 99% confidence
p P

interval for E(3) is

mo+2.57/v//300
P— 3

If this confidence interval excludes the true value 3> it is

fairly certain that the estimate is in fact biased, and

where this is the case, we shall refer to the estimate as

being "detectably biased".

For all models, a < 3> since each model, "viewed" from

instead of gives the same result with a and 3( and A^ and

A^) interchanged. Thus the first set can also be considered
as the model N = 2000 x-^q = 1500 a = 2 3 = 1.

2. Discussion of the Results in Table 6.1

As one might expect, the asymptotic normal properties for the
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estimates are more nearly fulfilled the larger u and d are. It

also appears that these properties are least satisfactorily

fulfilled by the larger of the two estimates. The larger of

the two estimates tended to have a more skewed distribution,

and to exhibit greater bias. (For all sets in table 6.1

B as "detectably biased", although in no case does the bias

appear to be greater than 10%. There was no "detectable bias"

in <5 in any of the sets.). For d or u less than 20, the

estimates show noticeable skewness. As expected, the

skewness is positive due to the constraint; a,3 > 0.

Nevertheless, confidence statements based on the normal approx¬

imation do not appear to be seriously misleading (at least

in the long run!). The estimates var(a), vdr(g) appear

to be virtually unbiased, though somewhat unprecise if u

or d < 20.

Interpretation of the last set of results is made difficult

by the very low value of E(u). In over 12% of the simulations

u was observed to be zero. In such a situation, the experi¬

menter would presumably fit a model allowing migration from

to A^ only. In this case, the estimate of 6 (6.3.3) is
still the m.l.e. for the stochastic migration model with

migration from A-^ to A£ only. Also, the asymptotic variance
g^/E(d) is correct (with E(d) calculated from 6.3.4 with

a = 0: i.e.

E,(d) = g [1-exp (-gT) ] ).

Thus, the estimate of g is the m.l.e., regardless of whether
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the model allows one way migration only, or two way migration.

The experimenter will, however, be wrong in assuming that

migration is unidirectional. For this set of simulations,

it was also found that the confidence intervals for a were quite

unsatisfactory, due to the extreme skewness in the distribution

of a. In fact, if the 95% confidence interval for a is cal¬

culated, (a+1.96/var(a)), it includes inadmissible values

for a (a < 0) in over half the simulations.

A

To summarize, it seems that a and 3 are quite good estimates

so long as u and d are reasonably large (>20) regardless of

N, but some bias can be expected, particularly in

the larger parameter, though not exceeding 10%. For u, d > 20

the asymptotic normal theory may safely be used for making

confidence statements about a and g.

3. Estimation for the Linear Model when N, x^q are Unknown

In this case, the theory of Billingsley (section 5.2) no longer

holds, as the size of the state space for the observations

is a function of the unknowns x
„ and x . Instead of the

10 20

observations {z^^jjk = 1 ... n(T)}, we now have only the
observations (w^r |k = 1 ... n(T)} where

w^ = 0

and

zk = for J0rj 5 c •= ^0rj <ro " 0)
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and since z^ can take values 0 ... N, the w^ may take values

-x^q ... -1, 0, 1, ... x2Q• Now if we define as the
number of times w, = i, w, = i+1 (i = -x„. ... x.^-l)k k+1 10 20

and ft. . i as the number of times w, = i, w, = i-1iji-1 k k+1

(i = -xir.+l, ... x„n), and ft. = Yr, where the summation is10 20 ' &i L k

over all r^ such that w^=i, then the log likelihood is:
x20-1

log L = I ft± i+1 log [N- (x-jq+i) ]a
i=="x10

X20
+ I "i i_i log(x10+i)B

i=-x10+l '
X20

~ I ^[(N-x^-i) +(x10+i)3] (6.3.6)
i=-x10

if -x^q < w^ £ X2Q k = l...n(T)
= 0 otherwise

It would be difficult to deal with this likelihood in a

rigorous fashion. There is obviously some information about

x-^q and X£q = N-xiq from the fact that

X£Q > max{wjjk = 1 ... n(T)}
-x^q < min{wjjk =1 ... n(T)} (6.3.7)

but if N is large, and x^^ is not close to 0 or N, and if
T is not large, then |X-^(t)-x^Q| may be quite small relative
to x^q and x^q, V 0 £ t $ T and the information from (6.3.7)
will be negligible. In this case, we might attempt to

maximize (6.3.6), for the four parameters (a, 3, N, x^q),
ignoring the information of (6.3.7). It is convenient to
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redefine the likelihood in terms of the four parameters

(a, 3, z, y) where z = 3x^q y = c^q. Thus the four para¬

meters are effectively continuous, so that differentiation

is possible.

log L = ^niji+1log(y-ia)-yT+aJi^i

+£&. . _log(z+i3)-zT-3^i^-; (6.3.8)J- j 1~*X

The log likelihood is thus the sum of two terms, the first

in a and y only, the second in 8 and z only. They can thus

be maximized separately. Differentiating the log likelihood

w.r.t. a and y, and setting equal to zero, does not lead to

equations that are easily solved. To see if maximization of

the likelihood would lead to useful estimates in a numerical

case, one simulation of the model with parameters

N = 2,000 x = 500 a = 1 g = 2 and T = .03

was generated to derive a set of the n. . , and1,1+1 1,1-1 1

assuming N, x^q unknown. These values were substituted into
the first term of the likelihood, and values of a and y

were sought to maximize this function, using a computer

program for the simplex method of Nelder and Mead (see,

for example, Box et al (1969)). This did not converge to

admissible values of a and y. Plots of the likelihood surface

revealed a long ridge, almost parallel to the line y = 1500,

and having a maximum height in the positive quadrant at a = 0.

Similar results occurred if the second term was maximized in

z and 6. Subsequent simulations lead to the same result.
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It thus appears that z and y are estimable from such experi¬

ments, but not a and 3. This means that virtually identical

observations {z^,w^} can occur either with large numbers and
low migration intensity, or with low numbers and high

migration intensity. That this is the case is born out by

comparing the first set of simulations in table 6.1 with the

second set. In both cases we have y = 1500 z = 1,000,

but in the first set N = 2,000 whereas in the second N = 100.

Nevertheless, there is such a close similarity between the

observations from these two models that, for a given realiza¬

tion with and x unknown, it would be impossible to

discriminate between the two. A summary of the observations

for these two models, over 300 simulations is given below:

u d

N (upward transitions) (downward transitions)

mean s. d. mean s.d. mean s.d.

2000 44.78 6.59 30.44 5.31 .011 .253

100 42.32 5.53 35.36 4.77 .124 .085

Thus for "small samples" at least [i.e. when T is sufficiently

small that u and d are not large, and the equilibrium state

of the process is not reached], it appears that step

function observations will not yield estimates of a, 3»

and x^q for the linear model. Even if it is known that a = 3
this will apply, since large values of x^q and X2Q can com¬

pensate for small values of a and vice versa.

However, for large T, the "ridge" in the likelihood surface
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begins to drop away for very small and very large values of

& or B and useful estimates can be obtained. In practice,

both to avoid the "small sample" non-identifiability problems

mentioned above, and to get adequate initial estimates so

that iterative maximization procedures will converge, it is

necessary to have T sufficiently large that the distribution

achieves equilibrium, and is observed in the equilibrium

state for a short period. This can be determined by plotting

the step function {w^} against time. The function will tend
either to rise (if x.,_ < the equilibrium mean m ) or to

10 e

fall (x^q > m£), and then level off and oscillate about m .

After the step function has levelled off, one can form a

visual estimate of the average value of w at equilibrium, say
K.

w^, and this gives an estimate of me-x^Q. As a first estimate,
we may consider the process to be in the equilibrium state

from the time the step function first crosses the line w^ = w£.

Let this time be T . Then the mean squared deviation:

[£(Vme)2rk]/(T-Te)
7 [il>VV2rk1/(T~Te' " \ <say)

k-1
where summation is over all k such that t, = Y r.e[TQ,T].1r *-» _L ti

i=0
This can thus be used as an estimate of the equilibrium

variance of the process, Vg. By using the w^, w and
initial estimates of a, B> z and y can be derived, and these

may be used as starting values for an iterative maximization

of the likelihood (6.3.6). The process of finding initial

estimates in some particular cases is described below. Once
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m.l.e. are obtained in this way, estimates of their variances

and covariances are available from the inverse of the matrix

of negative second differential coefficients of the log

likelihood. Most computer packages for maximizing likelihoods

also give this numerical variance covariance matrix as a

standard feature.

Initial estimates when a = $.

The equilibrium distribution is B(z, ; N,-^-) (section 3.3.ivK. z

with a = 6) which leads to the moment estimates:

N = 4$
e

— - &in= w2 10 e

= 2<t -w
10 e e

The m.l.e. for a when x and x are known is a function
10 20

of N only, and so may be estimated in this situation, using

N:

a = (u+d)/NT

It is interesting to note that a can be estimated even if

observations begin when the system is in equilibrium despite

the fact that the equilibrium distribution is not a function

of a. This follows, of course, from the fact that the

distribution of u and d, even at equilibrium is^ a function

of a.

These initial estimates for a, N and x^ can then be used
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to derive starting values for z = X2Qa anc* y = xioa ^°r
maximizing the log likelihood:

log L = £n log(y-ia)+£n . log(z+ia)-(z+y)T1 y 1 ' -L 1)1 1

One is least likely to lose appreciable information by

ignoring (6.3.7) when N is large. If x is close to N/2
10

when observations begin, then x will not be estimable and
10

the iterative procedure for maximizing log L will not converge.

On the other hand, if x^ is close to 0, min{w^} will yield
useful information on x^q> though max{w^} will yield little
information on x^q if N is large, and conversely if x^q is
close to N.

Initial estimates when a / 3«

It was found to be impossible to derive simple initial

estimates for the general case with x^q and x^q unknown.
If x^q is known (but not N), then initial estimates are

easily derived. This includes the important case of x^q = 0.

Adding x^ to each w^ then gives the z^, and therefore, we

From observation of the process at equilibrium, we can form

the estimates

The equilibrium distribution is B(z ;N,p) where p = a/(a+3)
IV

can also determine n^

V = [£(z-ft )2r ]/(T-T )e L k e k e
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and setting

Np = me

Np(l-p)= v£

we may determine N and p. The m.l.e. for 8 is immediately

available from the equation

® = ^ni,i-l^igi (6.3.8)

Thus estimates of z = X2Qa anc^ a can f°tmed and used for
maximizing the log likelihood:

log L = Jniji+1log(z-ia)-gi(z-ia)
+K,i-llogi3_gii3

It can be seen from this equation that the m.l.e. of 8 is in

fact as given by (6.2.8) and so only the first term, in a and

z, need be maximized.

If a >> 8 or 6 >> a the information provided by 6.3.7 is

likely to be considerable and should not be neglected.

These methods are suitable for forming initial estimates

when Ix. -m I is of moderate size. If |x_ -m I is at all
10 e 10 e

large, especially if N, a and 8 ate also large, then the

number of transitions required for the system to reach

equilibrium may be extremely large. [e.g. for N = 2,000

x^q = 500 a = 1 8=2 ®e= 666.6 and over 2,000 migrations
are required before the system approaches equilibrium.] In

such instances, it may be possible to estimate (by extra¬

polation if necessary) the point to which the step function
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is approaching and levelling off (i.e. if x is known,

wg if not), although it is not possible to form a reliable
estimate of v . In this case, the form of the approach to

e

equilibrium may be used for deriving initial estimates,

since:

if x. „ > m , z. -m = w -w > 0 V k > t. e [ 0, T ]10 eke k e k eJ

wg is negative

and E(z -m ) = (xin- —e ^"^^k (from 3.3.4)k e -tu a+3

= -v e"(a+B)tk
e

if xin < m w is positive and E(m -z, ) = w e fck10 e e r eke

Thus, the regression of log|z,-m I = log|w,-w I, on t. ,K 6 K. 0 rC

constrained to pass through log |we| at t = 0, is approximately
linear with slope -(a+B). Thus (a+3) can be estimated using

standard linear regression. The estimate will be approximately

unbiased but very inefficient, due to the high correlations

between the z^ and non-homogeneity of variance.

When a = 3> the regression coefficient r is an estimate of

-2a, leading to the initial estimates

fit = r/(-2) N = (u+d)/(&T) * = w -N/2.
10 e

When a ^ 3> x^q known, r is an estimate of -(a+3), leading
to the initial estimates:

3 = d/(£ig^) fit = |r|—3 N = m^r/d

When a / 3> unknown, the following four equations in
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a, 6, x „ and x may be solved
20 10

a = u/(x T-Jig.)
20 i

6 = d/dlgj-x^T)
(a+6) = -r

(x20a-X10B)/(a+6) = "e

for Initial estimates for maximizing the log likelihood

(6.3.6).

6.4 The Quadratic Model

"i i+1 " <N"1)2"
q. . = i2e

1 1-1

and the likelihood of the observations (z ,r |k = 1 ... n(T)} is:
K K.

log L = I n. log(N-i)&~g.(N-i)2a
i=0 1»1+1 1

+Ini

Differentiating and setting equal to zero gives:

91o£_L. _ ^g.(N-i)2 = 0
8a a 6i

81oS L: _ Vg i2 = o
86 6 L 1

a =

6 =

u

I (N-i)2gi
d

Ii2gi
as. var(d) = a2/E(u)
as. var(6) = 62/E(d)
as. cov(a6) = 0
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As with the linear model, the asymptotic variances cannot

be calculated in any real situation and must instead be estimated by

substituting a and (3 for a and g, and using approximations for E(u)

and E(d). Now we have expressions for X, the expected number in A,

at time T (equation 3.4.16), and for Y the total expected number of

migrations (in both directions) in the interval [0,T) (equation 3.4.19).

Then, as noted at the beginning of section 3.4, E(d) and E(u) can be

calculated, since

E(d) = (Y-X+x1q)/2
E(u) = (Y+X-x1q)/2

A A

and so the estimate E(d) and E(u) can be derived by substituting a,

A

and g into these expressions. This then leads to the estimates for

the asymptotic variances

vHr(a) = a2/E (u)

vAr(g) = g2/E(d).

As with the linear model, an investigation of the distribu-
A

tion of the estimates a, g, and the variance estimates vAr(d),

vhr(g), was carried out by means of simulation. The results of these

simulations are given in Table 6.2. The form of the table is exactly

as described for Table 6.1.

1. Discussion of the Results in Table 6.2

It has already been remarked (section 3.2.6) that, when

migration is density dependent, there is a pronounced tendency

for the first several changes of state to be in one direction.
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This is increasingly true with larger |x^q-X(°°)| (where
X(°°) is the equilibrium mean). For example, with N = 100

a = 1 3 = 2 x.^q = 0, X(°°) = 41.4 and it was found (by
repeated simulation) that in over 50% of realizations of the

process, the first twenty migrations were all from A2 to A^.

There is thus a considerable danger, if estimates are formed

after observing just a few transitions, that one may assume

that migration is unidirectional. It was found also, that

if u (or d) was very small (<5), the estimate of a (or 3)

was extremely untrustworthy, usually being very much larger

than the true value. With small populations (N < 50), to

avoid these two problems, observations must be continued until

the process has virtually approached equilibrium. This is

the case with the last three sets of simulations in table 6.2

(E(X(t)) is within one s.d. of X(°°) in all three cases). In

this case, the estimates of a and 3 are quite good even

though u is sometimes quite small.

In general there is no appreciable bias in the estimates

except when 3 >> a. As with the linear model, it is the

larger of the two estimates which shows the most bias and

skewness. The asymptotic normal properties of the estimates

are more nearly fulfilled with increasing u, d, and for

u, d > 15 the asymptotic normal theory may safely be applied.
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Table 6.2

Simulation of the Quadratic (Density Dependent) Model with M.L.E. for

a and B from Step Function Observations (for explanation, see descrip¬

tion of table 6.1 in text)

N = 100 x = 25 t = .016 a = 1 B = 2

E(u) = 62.33 E(d) = 46.10 as. var(d) = .0160 as. var(B) = .0868

d: m = 1.0068 v = .0154 s = .11 vhr(d): m = .0163 /v = .0028

B: m = 2.0147 v = .0880 s = .25 var(B): m = .0888 /v = .0204

pA = .9433 S.E. = .0134 b = .9433 S.E. = .0134A B

N = 100 x1Q =25 t = .0025 a = 1 B = 2
E(u) = 12.45 E(d) =4.35 as. var(d) = .0803 as. var(B) = .9153

d: m = .9964 v = .0804 s = .33 var(d): m = .0809 /v = .0266

8: m = 1.9233 v = .8653 s = .58 var(B): m = .9074 Ar = .5039

pA = .9333 S.E. = .0144 p = .8800 S.E. = .0188A *B

N = 20 x - 2° t = .05 a = 1 B = 10

E(u) = 9.62 E(d) =24.80 as. var(d) = .1040 as. var(B) = 4.0325

d: m = 1.0319 v = .1124 s = .68 var(d): m = .1095 /v = .0424

8: m = 10.3460* v = 4.7831 s = .49 var(B): m = 4.4169 = 1.7413

p = .9233 S.E. = .0154 b = .9333 S.E. = .0144
A D

N = 20 x = 20 t = .05 a = 1 B = 2

E(u) = 3.76 E(d) = 14.89 as. var(a) = .2662 as. var(B) = .2686

d: m = 1.0089 v = .3159 s = .94 var(d): m = .2992 /v = .2526

B: m = 2.0398 v = .2833 s = .48 var(B): m = .2864 Sv = .1216

pA = .8900 S.E. = .0181 p = .9467 S.E. = .0130A B

see continuation on next page
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Table 6.2 continued

Simulation of the Quadratic (Density Dependent) Model with M.L.E. for

a and 6 from Step Function Observations (for explanation, see descrip¬

tion of table 6.1 in text)

N = 20 x = 20 t = . 10 a = 1 8 = 2

E(u) = 10.40 E(d) = 22.08 as. var(d) = .0962 as. var(S) = .1812

&: m = 1.0303 v = .0907 s = .34 vdr(d): m = .1042 /v = .0443

g: m = 2.0533 v = .2212 s = .58 var(8): m = .1944 /v = .0734

pA = .9500 S.E. = .0126 £„ = .9333 S.E. = .0144A rB
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2. Estimation for the Quadratic Model when N, x^q are Unknown

As in subsection 2 above (for the linear model), the state space

for the observations is defined in terms of the unknown

parameters. We will again give a non rigorous treatment of

the likelihood, assuming that |x^(t)-x^^| is small compared
with x^q and x2q so that we can reasonably ignore the infor¬
mation about the range of the observations. Using the

notation of section 6.3.3, the log likelihood is:

X2°_1 ,

log L = Ilog(x20-l) c.
1 ~x10

X2°
2

+ ^ Vi-1 lo8(x10+i) 6
i="x10+1 '
X2°

2 2
I ^i[(x2Q-i) a+(x1Q+i) B] (6.4.1)

i="xio

setting y = x^ct z = x^B

log L = ^i>i+1 log(y-ia)2/a - ^j.(y-ia)2/a
+ ^n. . ■, log(z+iB)2/B - ^.(z+iB)2 (6.4.2)i,i-i i

The first derivatives of 6.4.1 do not lead to easily solved

equations, so that maximization must be carried out iteratively.

The problems of identifiability encountered with the linear

model are not as severe with data from the quadratic model,

but estimates are very poor unless u and d are greater than

100-150. For small or moderate sized populations (N < 200)

this virtually implies that the system must be observed until

equilibrium is achieved, or longer. Even with small samples,
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the likelihood surface appears to be unimodal with a maximum

occurring within the positive quadrant. This latter property

was not always found to be the case with the linear model.

The variance-covariance matrix of a, y, and of z, 3, may be

estimated by inverting the matrix of negative second

differentials, evaluated at the m.l.e. These differentials

are:

2 i2n 2
9 log L _ 2 V i+ 2Ty _ _u_

9a2 (y-ia)2 a3 a2

. ihsjut . -2( + %
9ct3y (y-ia)2 a2

.Asp, + i>
9y (y-ia)

and
• 2

9^1og L _ 0v'L nj,i-l 2Tz2
_ d_

9 9 *3 9
96 (z+ig) 3 3

- ■ -2(A^+ ^3392 (z+ig) 6

a2l°g L . y11!,!-! +-
2 ^ 2 8

9z (z+i3)

Once the variances and covariances for y, a and z, g have

been calculated, approximate variances for x^q> anc* X2q can
be derived from the asymptotic relations

var xor. , .20
= var y var q _ cov (ay)

x0r> ' 2 ay20 y a 3

and

Var X10 ^ var 2 + var 6 cov (6z)
x10 z2 62
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Two typical examples of estimation for the quadratic model

when X20 are un^-nown wiH illustrate the adequacy (or
inadequacy) of the estimates. Table 6.3 shows data from

two realizations of the model: N = 100 x =25 a = l 6 = 2.

For the first set of data, T = .016 which gave observations

u = 62 d = 45. For this type of estimation, this is a

small sample. The second set of data in table 6.3 is for

a moderate sized sample: T = .045 u = 164 d = 142. Properties

of the estimates a (from maximisation of the first term

of 6.4.2) and x^O' a (using 6.4.1) will be illustrated.
The results for z, 6 were not calculated, but could be expected

to be similar.

For the small sample, the maximum of (6.4.2) occurred at

a = 8.2 £ = 287.1 = * T^e variance-covariance

matrix for a, ? was estimated as:

".0232 .5649"

_.5649 142.926 _

Clearly, the estimates are quite inadequate and the variance

estimates are misleading in their precision. In fig. 6.1 we

give a plot of the contours of constant relative likelihood

for both 6.4.1 (L(x^Q,a)) and 6.4.2 (L(y,a)). The relative
likelihood is the value of the likelihood, for some set of para¬

meter values expressed as a fraction of the likelihood evaluated

at its maximum. Thus R(x2Q,a) = L(x2Q,a)/L(k2Q>ct) for 6.4.1,
and R(y,a) = L(y,a)/L(£,a) for 6.4.2. Thus all values of the

parameters within the contour R = .1 are parameter sets which

lead to a sampling probability for the observed data

that is at least one tenth of the
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most likely sampling probability. Thus R(0) is a measure

of relative plausibility of sets of parameter values 0.

Interpretation of likelihoods in this way has been discussed

by Sprott and Kalbfleish (1965, 1969) and Barnard, Jenkins

and Winston (1962). R(0) may be shown to have, asymptotically,

the shape of a (multivariate) normal distribution with mean
A A A

0 and variance-covariance matrix V(0), where V(0) is the

asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the m.l. estimates.

(Sprott and Kalbfleish 1969). While a normal shaped relative

likelihood does not necessarily mean that the asymptotic

normal properties of the m.l. estimates themselves hold

the converse (a relative likelihood which does not have the

normal shape) may be taken as an indication that, either the

asymptotic normal properties of the estimates do not hold,

or one has observed a pathological (outlying) set of data.

In either case, one would not wish to apply the asymptotic

normal theory for forming confidence regions.

It can be seen from fig. 6.1 that R(x2Q,a) is far from
normal in shape, the contours having a distinct crescent

shape. However, the shape is perceptibly improved by the

transformation to the variates y,a, whose contours are

much more nearly elliptical. This "improvement" was found

to be quite generally the case for several other data sets,

and was not a property peculiar to this one set of data.

However, R(y,a) shows considerable skewness, the contours

being closer together towards the axes y = 0 a = 0. It

may be noted that the true parameter values (a = 1 y = x2q=
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fall within the contour R = 1/10. Thus, even for this small

sample, the true values turn out to be relatively plausible,

whereas they would not be deemed reasonable values if the

asymptotic normal properties of fit and y were used for

deriving confidence intervals for a, y.

For the larger sample, the maximum of (6.4.2) occurred at

a = .88 y = 72.2 (x = 82).
20

Despite this considerable improvement in the point estimates

with the larger sample, the likelihood surface did not

display the asymptotic properties of the relative likelihood.

Fig. 6.2 shows the contours of constant likelihood for

L(x2Q,a) (equation 6.4.1) and for L(y,a) (6.4.2). The
characteristic crescent shape of R(x2Q,a) is still prominent,
but again, R(y,a) has more elliptical contours, although

there is considerable skewness. The range of plausible

values for a is much smaller than the range of plausible

values indicated by the relative likelihood from the small

sample. (0 < a £ 5 as opposed to 0 < a $ 40, approximately).

However, the range of plausible values for X£q is larger
(30 < x^q < 250 as opposed to 20 < X2Q < 150 approximately).
Moreover, the matrix of negative second differentials of the

log likelihood was ill conditioned and gave negative

estimates for the variances of the estimates. The true

parameter values (a = 1.0, y = X2Q = 75) were within the
contour R = .6
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Table 6.3

Data from Single Realizations of the

Quadratic Model with N = 100 x^q =25 a = 1 3=2
(N and x^ assumed unknown)

Small sample: T = .016

u = 62 Ji%± = .2192
d = 45 Ji2^ =3.3356

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

^i,i+l 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 4 8 3 4 6 7 6 4 0

ni,i-l 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 7 2 3 5 6 6 4

Large sample: T = .045

u = 164 £i£ = .8028

d = 142 £i2£i=15.3256
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

n. . ,,i,x+l
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 8 7 9 17 13 11 14 16

n. . -ii,i-l
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 6 8 16 12 10 13

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

16 9 6 8 7 5 2 1 0

15 15 8 6 8 7 5 2 1
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6.5 Models Not Homogeneous in Time (Time Dependent Migration)

The methods of Billingsley are developed for time homogeneous

markov processes, but there is no difficulty in adapting them to handle

markov processes whose transition rates are time dependent. We now

require the observations

^Zk'rk,tk+l^^C = "*

k
where t,+, = £ r^ is the time at which the kth change of state

i=0 1
occurs. Now the functions defined in section (5.2) will be explicit

functions of time, so we now define

p0(t,6t,£,A) = Prob{X(t+5t)eA|x(t) = £}

and definitions of q(£,0,t) and q(£,A,0,t) follow from (5.2.3) and

(5.2.4) using p (t,6t,£,A) instead of p (6t,£,A). The theorems of0 0

Doob, for the time dependent process (equations 5.2.5 and 5.2.6), become:

Prob{r > air ... r , z ... z , t ... t }
k 1 1 k-1 1 k 1 k

= Prob{rk > a|zk,tk)
tk+a

= exp[-/ q(£,0,t)dt
Ck

and

ProMv^Alq •" V 'l ••• V \ ••• W
" Proi,(ViEAlvW
■ q(zk-A'e'tk+l)/<1<2k-e!tk+l>

The development of the likelihood, and the conditions

required of the functions q follow in an exactly analogous fashion to

that described in section 5.2. The only additional condition required
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is that q(£,0,t) be integrable over all te[0,T] and that the other

conditions on the functions q hold for all te[0,T].

If the state space is finite, the log likelihood, analogous

to (5.2.10), ignoring rn(T)+1> is:
n(T) t

log L = I {log q(zk,zk+1,6,tk+1)-/t q(zk,6,t)dt}k=l k
(6.5.1)

Because of the integral in this expression, it is impossible,

in general, to group terms according to the state occupied (value of z^)
as was done in section 5.2. In most cases, this makes the likelihood

very difficult to deal with analytically. The first term can be

grouped conveniently in terms of the states i = 0,1 ... N, using the

following notation:

u time at which the jth change of state from i to
ij

i+1 occurs. i = 1 ... n. ..nJ i,i+l

d.. time at which the ith change of state from i to
ij

i-1 occurs. i = 1 ... n. . ,J i>i-l

q.ii+i(6,t) - qlwr'-Vi' "hen zk " 11 zk+i = 1+1- Vi

qi,i-l<e,t) " q(zk'zk+l'6'tk+l) "hen zk - 11 Vl " i"1' 'k+l

Then (6.5.1) becomes

N ni,i+1 ni,i-l
.)}log L = I { I log q i+1(0.u.J+ I log q± i_i <© »d-i H ■

i=0 j=l 1,1 1 1J j=l 1,1 1 1J

n(T) tk+l
' I ft q<z,,.e.t)dt (6.5.2)

k=l k k
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We will now apply these methods to some of the models mentioned in

section 3.5.

1. Model of section 3.5.1

For the first model in section 3.5, it was assumed that the

migration intensity functions were:

a (X2, t) = ap (t)

B(xlSt) = Bp(t)

where p(t) is any positive, integrable function in t. We then

have, using equations 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3 respectively

qi i+1(6>t) = (N-i)ap(t)
q. (e,t) = iBp(t)
1,1 1

q(zk,6,t) = [ (N-zk)ct+zk6]p (t)
6 = {a,B>{p}} where {p} is the set of

parameters necessary for

defining p(t).

and the log likelihood, (6.5.2), after simplification, is:

log L = u loga + d logB
N ni,i+l ni,i-l

+ I { I log p(u .)+ I log p(d )
i=0 j=l 1J j=l 1J

t n^T) rfck+i
-Na/0p(t)dt-(B~a) I zk p(t)dt.

k=l k

This cannot be dealt with further unless an explicit functional

form for p(t) is postulated. However, even for the simplest

functional forms, the likelihood proves analytically intractable
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for deriving estimates. Moreover, in any real situation,

one is probably unaware of the functional form of p(t) and

interest centres on a method of estimation that would reveal

the form of this function. Altogether, then, it seems that

step function estimates are not very useful in this situation.

More appropriate estimation procedures to deal with this

model are developed in the next chapter.

2. Model of section 3.5.2

a(xl5t) = ap(t)
3(x2,t) = a(1-p(t))

q± i+1(e>t) = (N-i)ap(t)
q. . , (e»t) = ia(1-p(t))

1, X— X

The log likelihood is, after simplification:

N ni,i+l ni,i-l
log L = (u+d)log a+ I { I log p(u..)+ £ log(1-p(d .))}

i=0 j=l ^ j-1 ^
N t

-Na/^p(t)dt-a £ ig1+2a£zk/tk+1p(t)dt
i=0 k k

For the system considered in section 3.5 and 4.3 p(t) was

—c t
taken to be e . If c is known, the likelihood is easily

maximized analytically, but if c is also unknown, the likeli¬

hood could be maximized using standard iterative procedures

in any numerical instance.
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6.6 Multi-dimensional models

The methods of deriving estimates from step function observa¬

tions can easily be extended for use with multi-dimensional models.

For the non-closed two dimensional models of section 4.2, this would

require that observations be made of the times of occurrence of each

birth, death and immigration, as well as the times of migrations. This

is not a very realistic requirement. However, certain types of

transitions may be observable (say, migrations) while the others are

not. The m.l.e. are thus of some interest in determining how such

information might be used.

The methods of section 5.2 were thus extended to the general

two dimensional system of section 4.2. The development is routine,

although it involves a more cumbersome notation, and will not be given

here. For the particular case with migration and death only (y^ = v~2 = v)
the m.l.e. are:

a = u/l Ij8±j
i j

3 = d/I I^ij
i J

where g is the time the system spends in the state X^(t) = i,

x^ (t) = j. Thus

a = u//Jx2(t)dt
@ = d//Jx1(t)dt

as in section 6.3. The m.l.e. of y is

y = D/]i £ (i+j )g
i J 1J

where D is the total number of deaths occurring in [0,T]. Thus if
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complete counts are made to supplement the observations u and d, say

at times tn = 0,t.., ... t = T, then a rough estimate of the integralU 1 n

is given by:

n-1

wt)dt = .z/vrWV
T

and similarly for /^X^CtJdt. D is then known as well since

D - X1(0)+X2(0)-X1(T)-X (T)
= N (O)-N(T)

If n is large, then an improved estimate of y can be obtained

using the fact that N(t) follows the death process (see for example,

Bharucha-Reid p. 85). Thus N(t^) has the distribution:

B{N(t.); N(0), exp[-yt.])}
J J

and hence the regression of log (N(t )/N(0)) on t passes through
J j

the origin and is linear with slope -y. The N(t.) however are highly

correlated if the tj+^-t. are small, and the assumption of homogeneity
of variance is violated as well. The regression estimate for y is thus

very inefficient, though approximately unbiased.

However, the distribution of N(t.)|N(t._-) is independent ofJ J J-

N(t ) k = 1 ... j-2 and has the distribution:
K.

B{N(tj) |N(tj_1) ; N(tj_1), exp[-y (tj-tj^)]}

Thus the likelihood of the observations N(tn) ... N(t ) is:u n

n N( t± ,) N(t ) N(t ,)-N(t )
L = n (N(t ) ) (expI-yAt^^]) (1-exp [-yAt^])

i=l i

where At^ =
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3 log L/3jj = 0 gives the following equation for y:

n At.exp[-yAt.J n
I {IN(t. )-N(t )] — p = J At .N(t. )i^1 i-1 i (1-expI-yAt.]) i

This may be solved iteratively using Newton's Iterativeprocedure, or

the method of Maximum Likelihood Scoring (Bailey 1961, A ppendix 1),

using the regression estimate for y as the initial value. From the

expected value of the negative second differential of log L, and

using E(N(tj)) = N(tQ)exp[-ytj], we find:
n (4t1)2exp[-p4t1]exp[-ut1_1] -1

as. var(p) = [N J (l-expt-p4t .]) ]1=1 1

If At^ = c, say, AAi, that is, observations are made at equal time
intervals, these expressions simplify, and we find

1
y = - ~ log Q

C

11-1
where = 1-[N(tQ)-N(tn) ]/ £ N(t±)

i=0

Q may also be shown to be the maximum likelihood estimate of Q = exp[-cy],

as. var(y) = (1-exp[-cf ] )
N(t0)c2exp[-cy](1-exp[-cny])

as. var(« =

N(t0)(l-Qn)
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CHAPTER SEVEN

ESTIMATION FROM COMPLETE COUNTS AT FIXED TIMES

7.1 Introduction.

In this chapter, we will produce methods of estimation which

are based on observations of the total numbers in each area at specified

times ... tn« In effect, this implies knowledge of the net

migration out of each area in each interval since X(t.) =

X(t^_^)+u(t^_2)-d(t^_^), where d(t^_^) is the total number of migrations
out of the area in [t. , t.), and u(t. ,) is the number into the area.i-l' ± i-1

It is evident that, as equilibrium is approached, such observations

will not be very informative with regard to the parameters of the model,

as the net migration may frequently be zero, or close to zero, and the

distribution of X(t) may be independent of some of the parameters altogether,

or may be a function of some function of the parameters, leading to

non-identifiability.

We will consider two types of experiments in this chapter.

In the first type (complete counts without marking), all individuals

are assumed to be indistinguishable, so that at time t_^, the experimenter
knows only the current location of the individual, but nothing of its

previous history. Thus, as time advances, unless the experimenter

deliberately causes disequilibrium in the system(by removing all

animals in one area, for instance, or by transferring individuals from

one area to another), the system inevitably moves towards equilibrium

and the observations become less and less informative. These estimates

then, can best be used in situations where the system begins in a

state of extreme disequilibrium (say, with all individuals in a single
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area at t ), and complete counts are made until the system begins to

approach equilibrium.

In the second type of experiment (complete counts with marking),

it is assumed that all individuals are distinguishable. Usually, this

means that the experimenter must mark or otherwise identify each

individual in the population, and keep a record of its location at

each t^. In fact, at each t^ it is only necessary to know the location
of each individual at the previous time and not its entire capture

history. Such experiments will be much more informative than the first

type and do not become less informative as time progresses, since at

each time t^, after the counts have been made, there are r (where r

is the number of areas) subpopulations, each distinguishable at t and

t.+^, and each in the state of extreme disequilibrium described above.
For the independence models of chapters 3 and 4, these subpopulations

act independently and so can effectively be considered as replications

of the migration system (with different initial conditions, if necessary).

The quadratic (density dependent) model of Chapter 3 cannot be considered

in this way, and will not be analysed for this type of experiment.

Often, it will be more convenient to estimate the (in

the notation of section 4.3) rather than the parameters of the markov

process. We have noted in section 4.3 that it is always possible, given

a numerical set of the Q.. with variances and covariances, to estimate
ij

the parameters of the markov process. Where estimates of the are

given, we will thus not be too concerned to give analytic means of

deriving estimates for the parameters of the markov process. As we

pointed out earlier, one of the difficulties in estimating the Q.. is
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that, if r and n are large, the number of parameters proliferates.

If, however, t.-t. ^ = constant i = 1 ... n, then the number of' i l-l '

will not increase with n (unless migration is time dependent).

Nevertheless, if r is large, it may be more convenient to estimate

the parameters of the markov process directly.

7.2 The Linear Model:

7.2.1 Estimates for a closed population using complete counts

without marking.

The model is defined by Q^l^ anc* ^21^ w^ere

Q11(t) = (a+B exp[-(a+B)t])/(a+8)
<?2i = a (1-exp [- (a+8) t]) Xa+B) (7.2.1)

The simplest estimates of Q and Q are given by the

moment estimates using complete counts at t-^ = t^+t and t^ = t^+2t.
Then if we observe X^(t^) = n^ and = n2' an<^ ^1^0^ = X10

E(n^) = x10Q11(t)+(N-x10)Q21(t)
E(n2|n1) = n1Q11(t)+(N-n1)Q21(t)

Removing expectations and solving, gives

(N-Xi0)n„—(N-n-,)n.
ffl = — —-

11 N(ni~xio)

«„ ■ VV'21 N(nrx10)

These estimates were found to be extremely poor, in most cir¬

cumstances giving highly inaccurate estimates, or inadmissible values

(GJ < 0 or Q > 1). As moment estimates are widely, and sometimes
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indiscriminately, used by biologists, it is of some interest to investigate

what conditions, if any, lead to acceptable estimates, using the

moment equations.

For the estimates to be reasonable, we will also insist that

admissible estimates of a and 8 should be obtained. These moment

estimates are:

. «u -nt „ „
6 108 <Qu Q2I)

a -

Kow,

and this quantity must be positive if estimates of a and g are to be

obtained at all. This will be the case iff n^ and n^ are in a
strictly monotone sequence (either increasing or decreasing).

Evidently, there is a high probability of this condition failing if

x^q or n^ is close to equilibrium. Moreover, if x^q or x^q is large,
the variances of n and n are also large, and if t is small, so that

12

E(|n2~n^|) or E(|n^-x |) is of the same order of magnitude as var(nj),
then, again, there is a high probability that the condition will fail.

Even if this condition does hold, there is no assurrance that

the estimates will be usefully precise, or even give admissible values.

The asymptotic variance of and can be derived using the standard

6-technique, but the expression is too complicated to be of any use

in examining the precision analytically. We will not give the expression

here, but only note that, like the estimates themselves, the variance
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"blows up" If = x An example will make clear the inadequacy

of moment estimates even when the condition of monotonicity holds.

For x^q = 500 X£Q = 1500 a=l 8=2 t = .05 a single simulation
gave n^ = 520 = 561. This gave estimates = 1.8 = -*25
(the true values are = .9071, Q ^ = .0464), and (3 = -10.9

d = -3.4. The asymptotic variances (calculated using the true values

for and Q2^) were:

2
as. var = (.475)

2
as. var = (»15)

It is evident that the best conditions for using moment

estimates are when x^q is 0 (or N) and n^ is observed just as the
system begins to approach equilibrium. This will, in fact, produce

a good estimate for (°r ^qq if = N), but the other estimate
will still be quite imprecise. For the case x^ = 0, we then have:

Qll = [Nn2~(N-n1)n1]/Nn1
Q21 = VN

var Q21 = |2 var(fll) = | Q21(l-Q21)
(Nn^)2 var = (2n^-N-NQ.^) 2 var n^+N2 var n2

+2N(2n^-N-NQ^) cov^n^)

but from section 3.3, we have var n^ = cov(n^n2); hence

(2n1-NQn)2-N2 x
var 4= [ 2~2 ]var nq + T var n2

N „i n1
An example where the conditions for a good moment estimate

should be close to optimal, is the model N = 250 x^q =0 a = 1
8=1 and t = .5. Here, E(n„) = 108.1, so the system is close to
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equilibrium by the time the second observation is made.

<^2^ = .316 and the estimates, from observations n^ = 76

Qu = -857

var(Qi;L) = (.10)2
*21 = -3°4

var(Q21) = (.05)2
B = .095

d = .202

Even in this situation, only the estimate for was adequate.

If the experimenter knows that a = B > then anc* only

one observation is necessary to form the moment estimate. The estimate

is then

hi = W-n1-x10)/(N-2x10)
var §u - U(!):11I,l-'S11)/(M-2x10)2

This estimate is unbiased and will be quite precise if N is large and

observations begin when the system is not close to equilibrium. This

appears to be the only situation in which the moment estimates can be

used with reasonable assurance.

We may hope to improve the precision of estimates for

Qll» $21 ^ taking multiple observations, say at times ••• •

The likelihood of the observation (X^(t^); r = 1 ... n} is then
n

L = n Pr (X(t ) | X(t ))
r=l r -1

where Pr(X(t^)|X(t^_^)) is the convolution of the two binomial dis¬
tributions (as shown in section 3.3);

Qu = .684

n2 = 118 are:
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B(x;N-X(tr_1), Q21(Atr))
B(x;X(tr_1),

where At = t -t , and Q, ,(t), (t) are as in equation 7.2.1. These
r r r-1 11 21

probabilities cannot be expressed in closed form, and consequently,

the likelihood proved to be entirely intractible for estimating a and

g. Even if At = c (constant) Vr = 1 ... n, in which case the

likelihood is a function of the parameters Q^^(c) and (§2^(c), it still
proved impossible to derive estimates (for and from the

likelihood. An approximation to the likelihood was derived by using

the fact (pointed out in section 3.3) that X(tr) is approximately
normally distributed. Pr(X(t^) | X(t ^)) was replaced by the probability of

X(t^) from the normal distribution with mean E(X(tr)|X(t ^))
(equation 3.3.4) and variance var (X(t^) | X(t^__^) ) (equation 3.3.5).
This expression, too, resisted all efforts to derive estimates for

a and g, or Q11(c), Q21(c).

We may, however, proceed using regression methods. The

distribution of X(t^)|X(t^_^) is independent of X(t^) i = 1 ... r-2,
and we have already noted that X(t^) is approximately normally dis¬
tributed. (If Atr is very small, the normal approximation will not
be very good. However if At^_ is sufficiently large that X(t^) - X(t ^) > 10
or so, the approximation is quite good). The only assumption of

standard regression theory that is not met is the requirement of

homogeneity of variance. The variances of the X(t^)|X(t ^) differ
for different r, and moreover, the variances are a function of the

parameters. This can be overcome in two ways: by transforming the

observations in some way that stabilizes the variance, or by using
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weighted least squares. Standard techniques are available for

selecting a transformation to stabilize the variance (e.g. see

Anscombe, 1948), but these require that the variance be expressible

as a function of the mean. As this is not possible for the linear

model, or the other models considered in this chapter, we will

not use this technique.

The weighted least squares technique for estimating a set

of parameters 6_, given E(X(tr)) = yr(0) and var(X(tr)) = vr(0), is
to minimize the weighted sum of squares

£{(x(tr)-yr(0))2/vr(e)}
r

This may be done iteratively, by first minimizing the unweighted sum

of squares:

I{(X(tr)-yr(0))2}
r

to give estimates of 0. First estimates of the variances may then

be obtained, and the weighted sum of squares may be minimized to give

improved estimates of 0. The process may be continued until suc¬

cessive estimates of 0 converge. For most of the models in this

chapter y(0) is a linear function of the parameters. When this

is the case, and the variances are known, except for a constant, it

is well known that the weighted least squares estimates of the

parameters are minimum variance linear unbiased estimates (by the

Markov theorem on least squares; the result holds even if the assumption

of normality is violated: see David and Neyman (1938)). However, the

variances, here, are not known except for a constant, but are

functions of the parameters. It would seem reasonable that the
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above iterative scheme should converge to estimates that are also

m.v.l.u., but no general proof of this is given in any of the standard

texts on regression or least squares theory. A proof of this would

be beyond the scope of this thesis (writer). Even less is known

of the properties of estimates obtained by this iterative procedure

when y(0) is not a linear function of the estimates. However, if

the properties of normality and independence hold, then the likelihood

of the observations is

L = n 1 exp{-(X(t )-y (0))2/v (0)}
r=l /2irv (0) r r

r

or

log L = - "l^log vr(0)-£{ (X(tr)-yr(0))2/vr(0)}
Minimizing the weighted sum of squares is thus equivalent to

maximizing the log likelihood, but ignoring the first term, in

log v (0). If this term does not make a large contribution to the

likelihood, relative to the second term, then the estimates from

weighted least squares will be approximately the m.l.e. and have

the asymptotic properties of m.l. estimates. However, the effect of

omitting this term from the likelihood for these models was not

investigated.

1. Estimates by weighted least squares when At^ = c.

let p. = X(t.)/N
l l

and let Q^Cc) = Q21^ = ^21

then, using the results of section 3.3, we have
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u«) - E(pr| P^) -

v(6) = var(p^j Pr_1) = —2 var(X(tr)|x(tr_1))
N

pr-l (1_pr-l)
—

—s—

Hence, the regression of on Pr_^ is linear. The least
squares analysis may be carried out iteratively as described

above. Each stage of the iteration is a linear weighted

regression, and this technique is described in many standard

texts (e.g. Draper and Smith (1966) p. 77). Once final

estimates are known, final values of the weights may also

be estimated. Derivation of the variances and covariances

for the regression coefficients for known weights is also

a standard technique. Use of the final estimates of the

weights in this derivation should give estimates for these

variances and covariances which are quite good. Then if

the estimate of the slope of the linear regression is b,

and of the intercept is a,

<«2i " =

QX1 = b+a
var (§21 = var a

cov(Q^Q2p) = var a + cov(ab)
var = var a + var b+2 cov(ab)

If c = At is small, probability that an individual

in A2 at time t is in at time t+c, may be very small, and
it may be necessary to constrain the regression to have a

non-negative estimate for a.
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If observations begin when the system is near equilibrium,

the slope of the regression will be close to zero. Also

= ($21 = a/(a+3) and this quantity may be estimated
from the value of the intercept, a, of the regression line.

(ii) When a = 3 and At = c
r

If a = 3 , Q21 = i-Q-Li and

E(pr|Pr_i) = (1-Qii)+(2Qii-1)Pr_i

var(pr|pr_1) = = constant Vtr
X(tr) X(tr_!>

Thus the linear regression of ——— on — gives the
N N

m.v.l.u. estimate of 1-Qn (the intercept) and hence of

(iii) When the At differ
r

If observations are made at irregular intervals, it is

preferable to estimate a and 3 rather than the set of

Q^CAt^). However, the y_^(0) are no longer linear functions
of the parameters 0 = {a,3) and so each stage of the

iterative procedure described above, will itself require

an iterative minimization of the weighted sum of squares.

Thus a great deal of simplicity is lost when counts are at

irregular intervals. The mean and variance of p^ are

y i (0 ) = a / (a+3 )+(pi_1~a / (a+3 ) ) e

vi(6) " ifaW2nc.2+p._1(B2-a2)]e.+c,8j
where e_^ = exp[-(a+3)At^].
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(iv) When a = 3 and the At^ differ
(p.-l/2)

Then E 7 T7i\ = exp[-2aAt.](pi_1-l/2) 1
p.-1/2 1-exp[-4aAt.]

var ( 1 , ■ „) = 1
pi-l 1/2 4N(pi_1-l/2)2

Thus an initial estimate of a may be formed by taking

6L = -b/2 where b is the slope of the linear regression of

log[ (p^-l/2)/(p ^-1/2) ] on A t^ constrained to pass through
the origin.

If the At^ do not differ greatly, the changes in variance,
with increasing i, will be due chiefly to changes in

2
(p ^-1/2) , which approaches 0 with increasing elapsed
time t^. Thus if the p^ have a wide range (i.e. p^ close
to 1 or 0 and pn close to 1/2), the observations give

decreasing information about a as i increases. The

weighted least squares procedure outlined above should

thus be used to give more weight to the earlier observations.

7.2.2 Estimates for a Closed Population using Complete Counts

with Marking.

1. When At = constant, r = 1 ... n.
r

Let n. be the number of individuals seen in A(A,)
i,x+l AB 1

at t. and in B(A„) at t.,,. Similar definitions of n. ..

1 2 l+l 1,1+1 AA
etc. are required. Let n., be the number in A at t., n.„1A 1 1B

the number in B. Then the likelihood of the observations is
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n-1
ll — HP (n . * I *1 A A ' ^ * > . . .n ) . I 1 n A ] ^ • ■ | 1 IXI • . % n. )

. ^ r 1,1+lAA 1,1+lAB 1,1+lBA 1,1+lBB1 iA lB1=0

(7.2.5)

but n- ■J.1U+n. .11 » -n = ni,1+1AA l,1+1AB IA

ni,i+lBB+ni,i+lBA nlB
n-1

. . L = IIP (n. , , n. n , n )
. _ r 1,1+lBA 1,1+lAA1 iA lB1=0

n-1
= II P (n. n. )P (n. ...... n ) (7.2.6)

Q r 1,1+lBA1 iB r 1,1+lAA1 iA

From 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 we have B(n. . , 1T,A ;n.r>» Qo-i)1,1+lBA' 1B 21

a"d B<"i,i+lAA:nlA' «XX>

Thus, log L is, omitting terms not including ^21
n-1

log L = J [ni,i+lBAlo8((521)+(niB"ni,i+lBA^lo8(1"<!!21)1=0

+ni, i+lAAlog ((511)+(niA~ni, i+lAA) lo§(1-^11) ]
(7.2.7)

The m.l.e. are, therefore:

n-1 n-1

^11 ~ ^ ni i+lAA^ ^ ^ r11
i=0 1>1+1AA i=0

^21 = ^ni,i+lBA^^niB^
The negative second differential of the log likelihood gives

_ 32log L = ~^ni,i+lAA _ I(n1A~ni,j+lAA)
3^1 ^IX ^XX'2

Taking expectations, using the conditional expectation

E(ni,i+1AA'niA^ ^llniA
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gives

~ 2 n-1

-EiT=E(ion-H^)
and since E(n^) = x^q

E(V *

the expectation of may be derived recursively and is:

, n m21 cn-l
xio(i^-)+n^y["+ o^r1

where c = (511_Q2i*

Since c is less than 1, and may be very close to zero, for

n even moderately large, c11 approaches zero, and

32log L
_ x] 0+'ln^21

a*2,
.J, ,..as. var(Q ..) =11 X10+Nnli!21

Similarly, since In-R = Nn-£n.iB L 1A

aS' VarW21> * Nn(l-fll11)-x10
as. cov(Q^1, Q21) = 0

Note that if At^ is very small, Q2^ and (1~Q-q) wiH be close
to zero, and the variances of the estimates may be large

even though N and n are large.

(ii) When At differ.
r

As in 7.2.1, we again estimate a and S, and again, we find

that a great deal of simplicity is lost when counts are at
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irregular intervals. The likelihood cannot be maximized

analytically, and maximazation must be carried out by some

iterative scheme. The log likelihood is

n-1

log L = I {n +1BAlog[a+ge(t.)]+n +1ABlog[e+ae(t.)]
i=0

■^i.i+lBB10® etl-e(ti)]+ni,i+lAAloS "U-eCt.)]}

-Nn log(a+3)

where e(t^) = exp-[(a+g)(t^+^-t^)]

If a = g this simplifies somewhat to

log L = lHn.jl+1BA+n.jl+1AB)log(l+e(t.))
+ (ni,l+lBB+ni,l+lM)log(1-e<tl>)}

where e(t_^) = exp-[2a (t^+B~t_^) ]

7.3 The Linear Model with Death

7.3.1 Estimates using Complete Counts Without Marking

The model of section 4.2 with no birth or immigration and

equal death rates has p.g.f.

1°(<!21rl+,»22r2+<:i-<«3)r3) 20
(equation 4.3.3 with = • T^e Probability of X^(t^),
X„ (t. ) I X., (t. .. ) , X„(t. .. ) is thus the convolution of two trinomial2 i 1 1 I-I 2 I-I

distributions, and cannot be expressed in closed form. The likelihood

of the observations (X (t^), X^(t ^) | i = 0 ••• n}, being the product
of n such probabilities, proved to be entirely intractible.
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However, it is possible to obtain regression estimates by

making use of the properties of this model given in section 4.3.2. As

in section 7.2, the estimation procedures are very much simpler if

counts are made at equal time intervals.

When At = constant, r = 1 ... n
r '

We may deal entirely with the > since

r = 1 ... n. The relations between the Q) and the parameters

y, a, g of the markov process, are given in section 4.3.3.

These lead to the following results:

Q3 = exp[-yt] where t = At^

^12 = "b^ll

^22 = (53~GJ21

We also have expressions for the mean, variance and covariance

of X^(t) and ^(t) in section 4.3.2, hence

E(X1(ti))+E(X2(ti)) = E(N(t±))
* Mu+V+VW

var(N(t.)) = var(X (t.))+var(X„(t.))+2 cov(X (t.)X„(t.))
1 J- -1- ^ 1 J- 1 * 1

= N(t1_1)Q3(l-Q3)

Thus the N(t_^) follow the death process. The m.l.e. for

Q3 was developed in section 6.6 for observations from the
death process, and so

n-1

Q = l-[N(t )-N(t )]/ I N(t.)
i=0

as.var Q3 = Q3(l-Q3)2/[N(tQ)(l-Q^)]•
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Moreover, we have

D(t±) = X1(ti)-X2(tjL)
.\E(D(t.)) = X1(t1_1)(2Q11-Q3)+X2(ti_1)(2Q21-Q3)
var(D(t.)) = var X1(t.)+var X„(t.)-2 cov(X1(t.)X9(t.))1 L 1 Z 1 X 1 Z 1

-H(ti_1)<l!3(l-<«3)+4((!!i1Q12-M!21(i!22)
= N c t±_1) Q3 C<e3-Q11)+A<52;L (q3-q21)

Thus the iterative least squares procedure outlined in

section 7.2 may be carried out using V>^(6) = E(D(t )) and

v_^(0) = var(D(t^)). Each stage of the iterative procedure
is a weighted multiple linear regression of the D(t^) on

X(t^_^) and X2(t^_^), and the method of deriving the
estimates of the coefficients = (2Q^-Q3) and b2 = (2Q2^-Q3)
is a standard technique (e.g. see Draper and Smith (1966)).

Once final estimates of b^ and b2 are obtained, the
variances and covariance of b^ and b2 can also be obtained,
and then

hi" <VV/2
hi " <»2^3)/2

Approximate variances of and Q2^ can be derived by
assuming to be constant. Then

A

var 4= (var b^)/4
var ^21 ^ ^Var
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7.3.2 Estimates Using Complete Counts with Marking

When At = constant r = 1 ... n
r

As in 7.3.1, the model may be parameterized in terms of

Qll» $21 anc* ^3* notation f°r the observations is as
in section 7.2. The likelihood is, again, of the form

7.2.5, and so

n-1
L = n ( niA - "i,i+lAA/m - .ni,i+lAB/1 m N6niA

i=0 ni, i+lAA' ni, i+lAB' iA^ll % ^11^ ( ^3)

( niB . .ni,i+lBB ni,i+lBA, m .6nil
ni,i+lBB' ni,i+lBA' iB^3 ^21^ ^21 ^ ^

where 6n.A = n^-n. ^ .^-n. .+1AB and similarly for 6n±B>
Maximization of the log likelihood gives estimates

«3 = 1-W0-\)/< I Ni>
i=0

where N. = n.,+n._
x lA xB

$H $3(Ini, i+1AA) / (I'n±>i+iAA^i, i+lAB)
= ^3 (^ni, i+lAA) 7 (^niA)

^21 = ^3^ni,i+lBA)/^niB)
The estimate of as the same estimate as that derived in

7.3.1 when counts are made without marking. Thus, as we

would expect, marking the animals contributes no information

for estimating the parameter of the death process. We then

have, as before:

r\

as. var Q3 = Q3(1-Q3) /[NQ(1-Q3)n]
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From the expectations of the negative second derivatives

of the log likelihood, we find (after simplifying using

the conditional expectations E(n. •,1AA|n-A) = n-AQ-M etc.):1 y !"t"XAhl 1A. H_A JL J_

as. var (?u - CQ3-<«;L1>/Q3E(
as. var - S21 (In. B )
as. cov = 0

as. cov (Q-q^) = (Q3-Q2i)/E(IniB)

The expectations E(In-Lg) can derived by finding
the expression for E(n ) using the recursion relations:

ILA

E(W " xio

EV - E<WVB(ni-l.»21
EfniP,) " E'ni-lA)<'l2+E'ni-lB'<®22

By routine finite difference methods, this gives

E(niB) C1^3 C2 ^11 ^21'

E(niA) = (Q„-Qn1) Q3~C2(Q11_(!J21):L
where c2 = [x10+x20 (I-Q3) ] / (Qn^rV

C1 = X20~C2
c„ c.

And summing, Etfn^) = ^0-^)+ (1-Q^+Q^) [1"^11^21^
c1(1-Q3) Cs n

E( niA} " (1-Q3)(Q3-Qn) " (1-Q11+Q21)[1"(Q11~Q21) ]
For n large, these expectations converge to values independent

of n, as one would expect, since the probability of all

individuals eventually dying off is 1.
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When the At differ:
r

The log likelihood, in a, 3, and p, may be maximized

iteratively. It did not prove tractable for deriving

analytic estimates. The log likelihood is:

n-1 -pA t.
log L = I { -MtiN(ti+1)+(N(ti)-N(ti+1))log(l-e X)

- (a +3 )A t. -(ct+3)At.

+ni, i+lAAlog (a^ 6 1)+ni, i+lBBlog(B^6
- (a 4B )A t.

+ ^ni,i+lBA+ni,i+lAB'>loS<'1~e ^

-N(ti+1)log(c,^)+ni>1+1BAlogc,+n._.+1log 6)

7.4 The Time Dependent Model

We will consider methods of estimation for the non-homogeneous

model of section 3.5 where the migration intensities are functions

of time:

a (x2,t) = ap (t)
3 (x^t) = 3p (t)

whereP (t) is some arbitrary function of time and p(t) >0 tE [tQ,t 3.

We will not assume any explicit form for p(t) but will try

to ascertain the form of the function by estimation. It was noted,

in section 3.5 that the p.d.f. of X^(t) for this model is identical
to that of the simple linear model, except that exp[-(erf- 3) 61] was

t~i~ (51
replaced by exp[-(a+3)/t p(t)dt = x(6t) (say). If 6t is small,
the integral is approximately equal to St p(6t/2) and hence, if we

can obtain estimates of xCAt^) At^ = tr+i~tr> r = 0 ... n-1, by making
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complete counts at times t^jt^ ... t^, then by plotting - log tCAt^)
r

against t = t +At /2, we will have a series of points that conform to

the function (a+3)p(t) except for errors due to estimation.

If we also estimate these variances due to estimation, then

least squares may be used to fit some suitable function for p(t) , or

to test any hypothesis concerning p(t) (such as p(t) = constant). This

idea, of estimating the x(At ) was first suggested by Pyke (1956) and

was applied to models involving one way migration only.

We shall estimate the x(At ) and its variance rather than
r

the log(x(Atr)), as this proves to be more convenient. If the At^
are all equal (say At = c Vr) then no generality is lost. The

estimates f(At ) then conform to the function exp[-c(a+B)p (t) ]

t = t +c/2.
r

7.4.1 Estimates from Complete Counts Without Marking.

The likelihood of the observations n„ = X_(t.) ... n = X.(t )0 10 n 1 n

is:

n

L = n it (n. |n )
i=l 1

n n-j n. . N-n. m i-i n.-i
= n Z( t )( 1 ) (ch-Bt.)J (cuax.) (B-Bx.) 1

• 1 • /-> j I* • • 1 1 1x=l j=0 j i-j
N-n.-n. +j

_

(B+ax.) 1 1 (a+B)
l

Evidently, this likelihood involves n+2 parameters (x^, i = 1 ... n,

a, B) and we have only n+1 observations. Clearly, estimation is possible

only in the case a = B when the likelihood reduces to:
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n n- n. t N-n. , n. ,+11.-2. N-n. ..-n.+2.
l - n l\rx)( 1-1 1 (i—tj) ^ 1 J

i=0 j-0 J ni-l 1 1

fci
where t. = exp[-2ct/ p (t)dtj1

i-1

t exp[-2acp(ti_^+c/2)]

n n.+n.
L = n K[(1-x^)/(1+T.)] 1 (1-T.) S

1=1 1

„ ,ni-lwN"ni-l, r(1"Ti)2Jwhere S = £ ( )( n ) [ -]
j=0 J i-j (1+r.r

(N )vnj/
It proved impossible to maximize this likelihood for the

t ^• An approximation for the likelihood was developed by noting that
the term S is in the form of the p.g.f. of a hypergeometric distribution

with mean n (n /N), and hence, if n /N is small, S could be
l l-l l-l

replaced by the p.g.f. of a binomial distribution with the same mean,

namely

n. , (1-t. )2 n.

S = t (l-n±_1/N) +— i—] 1(1+Ti)2
This was thought to be a reasonable procedure, since the

n^_^/N must be small [or l-n^_^/N must be small, in which case we may
consider n = X„(t )]. If n, ,/N is not small, the distribution will

l 2 i l-l

be near equilibrium, and as the equilibrium distribution is not a

function of x^, this type of experiment is not suitable for estimating
the Tj. Maximization of the approximate expression for the log likelihood

leads to a cubic equation for However, the equation permits

negative roots, and multiple positive roots, and, in several cases

tried, was shown to give completely inadequate estimates.
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Useful estimates may be derived, however, by using the moment

equation for = n_^/N, provided, again, that pi or 1-p^ is small for all
i. We then have

E (p. | P. .,) =7+ (p. - i)T± (7.4.1)i' l-l z l-l z 1

2
var(p.|p. ,) = var(n.)/Nl1 l-l l

= (1-t2)/4N

Removing the expectation sign from (7.4.1) and solving for gives

the estimate

t. = (p.-1/2)/(p -1/2)
i i l-l

Thus, so long as p, < 1/2 Vi or p > 1/2 Vi the estimates t will
i i i

all be positive. This will be the case so long as the system is not

close to equilibrium. Also

E(t.) = (E(pi|pi_1)-l/2)/(p._1-l/2)
=

Ti

so the estimate is unbiased, and

var(f . ) = var(p.Ip. )/(p. -1/2)2
l lI l-l l-l

= (l-x2)/4N(p. -1/2)2
l l-l

Again, notice that as the system tends to equilibrium, p. approaches

1/2 and the variances of the f > will tend to become large.
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Table 7.1

Counts without Marking from the model with p(t)dt = dt

N = 250 a = $ = 1 At = .1

exp[-2a/p1dt] = .8187

i 0 1 2 3 4 5

ni 0 16 32 52 71 76

*i - .8720 .8257 .8111 .7397 .9074

^ /A \s.e.(x ) - .031 .041 .051 .073 .062

Fig. 7.1

Plot of (with +2 s?e. (t^)) for
data of table 7.1.

1.0 -

*9 " I T T T
true value Vt g — - •—

.7 - I
fi = exp[-2ap(t)]

•6 -

.5 -

.4 -

0.5 .25 .45

t
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In table 7.1 we present an example of the estimates applied to data

which, in fact, came from the time homogeneous model (simple linear

model) with N = 250 a = 3 = 1. Counts of X (t ) were made at equal1 i

time intervals t = 0, .1, .2 ... .5. Hence the f are estimates of
i

the function exp[.2a] for t = .05, .15, .25 ... .45. In Fig. 7.1 the

estimated functional values are plotted against time. The parentheses

above and below each point denote the points two standard deviations

above and below each point. It is evident that the hypothesis

p(t) = constant is not inconsistent with the data, but the variances

of the estimates are large (and obviously tend to increase with time

as the system moves towards equilibrium).

7.4.2 Estimates from complete counts with marking

The likelihood of the observations n
. , , n , n ,

i,i+lAA i,i+lAB i,i+lBA
n i = 0 ... n-1 is given by 7.2.6 and from section 3.3 we have
i,i+lBB

the distributions

B(ni,i+1BA; niB'r(1-Ti,)
B(ni,i+1AA: niA-Cr+U-rHp)

where r = a/(a+3). Since we have 2n+2 observations and n+2 parameters

it is now possible to estimate a, g, and x^ i = 0 ... n-1 where
ti+l

TjL = exp[-(a+g)/t p(t)dt]
i

£ exp [-c (a+(3 )p (tH-c/2) ]

when t -t = c Vi.
i+1 i

It is easier to estimate only the n+1 parameters r and x^
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i = 0 ... n-1. This will not prevent us from investigating the form

of the function p(t).

The log likelihood of the observations is:

n-1

log L = J n, log[r(1-x.)]+n log[l-r+rx.]
jZ.Q i,i+lBA 5 i i,i+IBB i

+n- -_i_t a^1oS L d-r) Ci-x .) 3+n. log[r+(l-r)x.j]l,x+lAB i i,1+1AA

Differentiating w.r.t. r and setting equal to zero gives:

n-1 n n t n. n . ,, (1-t )
y j i,i+lBA _ i»i+lBB i_ 1»1+1AB + i.1+1AA i Q ^ ^2)

i=0 r (1-r+rx.) r+(l-r)T.

Differentiating w.r.t. x. and setting equal to zero gives, after some

rearrangement:

2 2
Ti[r (ni, i+lAA^i, i+lBB~ni, i+lAB~ni, i+lBA^+r (ni, i+lAB+ni, i+lBA"*]

+x .[2r2-r+l)(n. . ... +n. ,,T1A)-Nr]i i,i+lAB i,i+lBA

+[r(ni+1B+n1B)-Nr2-nBBj =0 (7.4.3)

These equations may be solved iteratively as follows: If

the system is in equilibrium, an initial estimate for r is r. . =
n

£ n /Nn. This value may then be used in (7.4.3) and the set of
i=0 lA
quadratic equations solved for the set of first estimates of x^• These
in turn may be used in 7.4.2, and Newton's iterative method may be

used to find a new value for r, the root of the equation 7.4.2. This

process can be repeated until successive iterations are in sufficient

agreement. It proved impossible to demonstrate analytically, that

7.4.3 and 7.4.2 always gave unique positive roots at each iteration,

or that the above process would always converge. No examples were
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attempted.

If a = 3» the likelihood simplifies considerably. Here

r = 1/2 and we have:

log L - jo(<"1>i+1BA+nljl+1AE)l°S(l-T1)
+ <nl, , i+lAA*lo8 U+T.»

Hence

t . = (n +n . -n -n. .,,_.)/N
i i,i+lM i, x+lBB x.i+lAB i,x+1BA

_E(ni,i+lBA+ni,i+lAB) E (ni,i+lAA+ni,i+IBB> -1
as. var t.'= [ 2 + ? -11 (1""T (1+r^)

but

hence

E(n- ..-I a "DI n • a ^ =n (l-x.)/2 etc.1,1+lAB1 1A 1A x

, E(n..+n.) E(n. +n. ) .
, ^ lr iA iB . iA iB -.-1

as. var (t . ) = ■=■[ — r— + J
1 2 a-Ti> (l+^i)

2

= 1"Ti
N

In table 7.2 we again give an example of the estimation

procedure for the time homogeneous model. The data of table 7.1 is,

in fact, taken from table 7.2, but ignores the information due to the

marking. The two sets of estimates are thus strictly comparable. It

can be seen immediately by comparing figure 7.1 with figure 7.2 that

there is no appreciable difference in the point estimates, but the

standard errors of the estimates, when individuals are marked, are

smaller and do not tend to increase with time. Thus, as the system

approaches equilibrium, one may still derive usefully precise estimates

of the if individuals are distinguishable.
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Table 7.2

Counts with Marking from the Model with

p(t)dt = dt

N = 250 a = 3 = 1 At = .1

i 0 1 2 3 4 5

niA 0 16 35 52 71 76

ni,i+lAA 0 16 30 47 64

ni,i+lAB 0 0 5 5 7

ni,i+lBA 16 19 22 24 12

ni,i+IBB 234 215 193 174 167

t
i

.872 .848 .784 .768 .848

s. e. (t ) .031 .034 .039 .041 .034

Fig. 7.2.

Plot of (with +2 s?e. (t^)) for
data of table 7.2.

1.0 -

.9 - T
true value Vt =L

• 8 '

.7 - -L
ti = exp[-2ap (t)]

. 6

.5 •

.05 .25 .45

t
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CHAPTER EIGHT

ESTIMATION FROM SAMPLING EXPERIMENTS WITH MARKING

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider the problem of estimating popula¬

tion sizes, survival rates and migration rates using multiple mark-

recapture samplings in two populations. We have already remarked, in

section 4.3, that the representation of migration models as convolutions

of multinomial distributions facilitates the determination of sampling

distributions when binomial sampling is assumed, and when animals survive,

migrate etc., independently of one another. Only this approach has

been taken in this cahpter. It should be noted however that there are

certain shortcomings of the method. First, populations subject to

density dependent growth or migration cannot be treated in this way.

More seriously, the number of parameters increases with the number of

sampling occasions. Thus, to a certain degree, one of the purposes of

multiple sample experiments is vitiated; the gain in precision of the

estimates is not commensurate with the additional effort expended in

taking more samples. However, the experimenter is still able to "monitor"

the population over an extended period of time, and to note changes in

population size or shifts in its distribution (over the two areas).

In section 5.4, the only extant, widely applicable methods of

estimation from sampling data have been described. The work of Chapman

and Junge (1956) and Darroch (1961) gives a thorough description of what

can be derived from a two sample experiment. Such experiments cannot

yield estimates of survival. To obtain information on survival rates,
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one must sample on at least three occasions. The only available estimates

for a triple catch experiment were given by Iwao (1963), but, as

pointed out in section 5.4, these estimates are invalid if animals

migrate more than once. Moreover, since Iwao does not explicitly

develop a model or sampling distribution, it would be difficult to derive

variances for his estimates.

It seems worthwhile, therefore, to develop a quite general

expression for the sampling distribution of the multiple mark recapture

experiment where samples are drawn simultaneously from two populations

on n occasions. As it turned out, this expression proves intractable

for deriving estimates in the general case, but it provides a complete

description of the experiment which is useful in determining the pro¬

perties of any estimates which can be derived by other means.

8.2 The n-sample Experiment on Two Non-closed Populations

This experiment, and the model used to describe it, is an

extension of the work of Jolly (1965). In that study, he developed a

likelihood-type expression for the following experiment: samples are

drawn from a (single) population at n consecutive sampling occasions.

The population need not be homogeneous (in the sense that all indivi¬

duals are subject to the same survival rates, capture rates, etc.), but

if the population is stratified (i.e. non-homogeneous), it is assumed

that individuals belong to one and only one stratum throughout the

course of the experiment. In fact, Jolly develops estimates only for

the case of a homogeneous population. In this chapter we shall also

assume homogeneity. At each sampling occasion each captured individual

is given a unique identifying mark (if it has not already been given
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one at a previous sampling occasion) and returned to the population.

Thus, by recording which individuals were captured on each sampling

occasion, the experimenter has a complete record of the capture

history of all the animals taken in the course of sampling. It turns

out that it is not necessary to know complete capture histories to

estimate survival rates, population sizes, etc., but simply to know,

for each animal observed at time j, the most recent time i (i < j)

that the animal was captured. It will be shown that the same is true

when migration occurs, with the added proviso that a record is made

of where the individual was last captured (either on population A or

population B) as well as when.

In Jolly's experiment, the sampling times are designated by

t = 1, 2, ..., n but there is no restriction that these times be

equally spaced. It is assumed that sampling is with replacement or

that the population is sufficiently large that the binomial approximation

for the hypergeometric distribution is applicable. Losses on capture

are allowed for, to take account of the probability that an animal dies

before it can be returned to the population. These features will also

be incorporated in this chapter. With the added assumptions of

homogeneity and independence with respect to survival and capture

probabilities, Jolly proceeds to develop a likelihood expression for

this experiment as follows: the sample observations at sampling time

t = j are conditional upon a certain structure of the population at the

time the jth sample is taken. This structure is defined by a number

of unobservable random variables; the population size, the number of

unmarked individuals in the population, the number of individuals

having each possible class of capture histories. The probability of

the observed sample, given this structure can be written down, and,
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given the sample observations and the structure at time j, the probab¬

ility distribution of the structure at time j+1 can be determined. The

product of these two expressions, multiplied over j = 1, n then

gives the joint distribution of the sample observations and the unob-

servable random variables. The true likelihood of the observations,

then, is this product summed over all possible values of the unobser-

vable random variables. As- this procedure of summation makes the

likelihood expression entirely intractable for estimation purposes, Jolly

proposes that the unobservable random variables be considered as para¬

meters and that estimates be formed by treating the joint distribution

as a likelihood. By doing so he is able to derive a number of relation¬

ships among the estimates of the parameters and unobservable random

variables at times j and j+1 which are functions of the observations.

This set of relations can then be solved recursively to give estimates

in terms of the observations only.

We shall now extend this method to the similar situation

where sampling is carried out simultaneously on two populations A and

B at times t = 1, 2, ..., n. Animals are subject to stochastic death.

The probability that animal survives to t = j+1 given that it is alive

at t = j in population A may differ from the probability that it

survives to t = j+1 given that it is alive at t = j in population B.

An individual may migrate in either direction between the two populations,

and may do so more than once between j and j+1. Animals may be "lost

on capture" and sampling is assumed to conform to the assumptions of

the binomial distribution. The assumptions of independence and homo¬

geneity apply to all these stochastic events. As in the work of Jolly,

births are most readily accounted for by incorporating them in a

deterministic fashion: a number of new individuals, of fixed but
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unknown size, enters each of the populations between j and j+1, and

these new individuals are assumed to be indistinguishable from the

unmarked individuals already present.

It might be pointed out that a much more parsimonious parame¬

terization of this model is possible. Seber (1965) developed a model

similar to that of Jolly without introducing the unobservable random

variables into the likelihood expression. This nevertheless yielded

identical estimates. The same might be done here, but the introduction

of the extra parameters elucidates the structure of the system and the

resulting sampling distribution.

8.2.1 Notation: The complete notation required for this chapter is

given below, and is consistent with the unified notation suggested by

Cormack (1968).

Let j = 1 ... n i = 1 ... j-1 x = A or B y = A or B

where n is the number of sampling occasions.

Parameters:

: number of individuals in population x at time of first sample.

B. : number of new individuals, entering the populations for the
j x

first time between t = j-1 and t = j and which are in popula¬

tion x at t = j .

Qjxy : prob (an animal, alive in x at t = j is alive and in y at t = j+1)
V : - v+ v-

= prob (an animal, alive in x at t = j is alive (in A or B)

at t = j+1).

p. : prob (an animal, alive at t = j is captured in the jth sample).
J x
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n, : prob (an animal, captured from x at t = j is released; i.e.
3 x

does not become a "loss on capture").

Unobservable Random Variables

number of individuals, alive in y at t = j that were last

captured in x at t = i.

number of unmarked animals alive in y at the time the jth

sample is taken.

jv1 V= U. + M . = U. + ) ) M. .

jy -i-y jy ^ x4,b ^
= total number of individuals alive in y at the time the jth

sample is taken.

Observations

m.. : number of individuals, caught in y at t = i that were last
ljxy

captured in x at t = i.

= number of the M.. taken in the jth sample.
ijxy

u. : number of unmarked animals taken in the jth sample from
jy

population y.

n. : total number of animals taken in the jth sample from
jy

population y.

s. : number of animals out of the n. that are released back into
jy jy

population y after the jth sample is taken.

8.2.2 Development of the Joint Distribution

The joint distribution of the sample observations and the

unobservable random variables can now be derived. The structure at

time j is given by the M^jXy anc* the U (i = 1, ..., j-1
x, y = A or B) and we need to develop the joint distribution of the

M■
• • •

ijxy

U. :
jy

N.
jy
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observations at t = j and the structure at t = j+1 given the M.
ijxy

U. and the parameters.
jy

Consider first what may happen to a member of M.. between
ljxy

j and j+1. It may:

1. be caught in population y in the jth sample in which

case it next appears, if at all, in M ^ (k > j)*
2. not be caught and survive to become a member of

Mij+lxA °r Mij+lxB*
3. not be caught and die or emigrate permanently

between j and j+1.

If the individual is caught (1.), then he becomes a member of m..
ijxy

If 2. or 3. occur, the individual is one of M.. - m.. individuals
xjxy ijxy

who will subsequently become a member of M..,, . or M..,, „ (2.) or
xj+lxA xj+lxB

disappear from the system altogether (3.). The distribution of these

uncaught individuals causes some difficulty. The an^ fcbe

^ij+lAB §rouPs can both be made up of individuals who were members
of either the M.... - m.... or the M.- m..individuals that

xjAA ljAA ljAB xjAB

were not caught at j but were last seen in A at t = i. Similarly both

M. and M. may be made up of individuals from either the
xj+IBA IJ+IBB r

M. - m. or the M ~ m.-™.*xjBB xjBB xjBA xjBA
Consider the case of the M. . ,, . , and the individuals.

xj+IAA xj+lAB
Each of the M. - m. individuals may fall into exactly one of the

1J r\/i IT

following classes, with probabilities as indicated:

x, survive in A to join M.(prob. = ® . . .) .1 J xj+IAA r jAA

y± survive in B to join M ^ (prob. = QjAB)-
do not survive to t = j+1 (prob. = 1 -
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Thus (x^, y , z^) has the trinomial distribution which may be indicated
by

<V Zl> % "¥l! "iJAA - mijAA- V "jab5

Similarly, the ~ mijAB Partiti°ne<^ into (x^, y2 > z^)
with probabilities conditional on M. and m..

ijAB ljAB

x2 : survive in A to join M +JLAA (prob. QjBA).
y2 : survive in B to join M_+1AB (prob. QjBB)«
z „ : don't survive to t = j+1 (prob. 1 - Q.„. -

z j-ba j bb

and so (x2, y2, % T(x2y2; M. jAB - QjBA, Q.^). Thus the
joint distribution of the M...... individuals with the M.....„lj+lAA IJ+LAB
individuals (and the remaining M. - m. + M. - m. -

1j aa 1j aa 1j ajd 1j ad

M. - M.that don't survive) is distributed as (x, y, z)lj+lAA lj+lAB ' J '
where x = x^ + x2> y = y^ + y2> z = z^ + z2; that is (x, y, z) is the
sum of two independent trinomially distributed (vector) variates:

this will be written

PT^Mij+lAA' Mij+1AB' MijAA mijAA' ^jAA' ^jAB' MijAB mijAB' ^jBA' ^jBB^

where PT(a, b; p^ p2, N2 r^ r2) indicates the probability of
(a, b, N + N2 - a - b)

a b / N \ N-m-n / N N
= \ \ {im,n,N1-m-n)p™p2(l-p^-p2) }{\a-m,b-n,N2-a-b+m+n/r^

m=0 n=0

b-n
m

r2
N -a-b+mfn

(l-r;L-r2) Z } (8.2.0)
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which can readily be seen to be the distribution of the sum of two

independent trinomial vector variates.

Similarly, the joint distribution of M„+^BB an^ ^ij+iBA
individuals is:

PT<'Mij+lBB' Mij+1BA' MijBB mijBB' ^BB' ^BA' MijBA mijBA' ^AB' ^AA"*

If we then write B(r; N, p) to indicate that r has the

binomial distribution:

prob(r) = (^)pr(l - p)N r

we may then write down the joint distribution of numbers in each group

of marked individuals in the jth sample, and the structure of the

populations at time j+1 with regard to marked individuals; this dis¬

tribution is:

j_1
i

n P(m. . , M. p. , <5. , M. . )
i=1 ijxy ij+lxy jx J xy ljxy

j-l
=

.f1B(mijAA; MijAA' PjA}-B(mijBB; MijBB' PjB)
. B (mijba; MijBA' PjA),B(mijAB' MijAB' PjB)

•PT(Mij+1AA' Mij+1AB' MijAA ~ "ijAA' ^jAA' ^jAB'
MijAB ~ mijAB' ^jBA' ^jBB^

.PT(M_+1bb, Mi:-+1BA; MijBB ~ mijBB» ^jBB' ^jBA'
MijBA mijBA' ^jAB' ^jAA^

(8.2.1)
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The joint distribution of the unmarked animals in the jth

sample and in the two populations at time j+1 is similar. However,

the new entries t^iat enter the population between t = j and

t = j+1 must be accounted for. We thus have

P<Ujx' VlJV' Vlx- Pjx> l'jxy)
" B<V V PJA)'B(uJB; UjB' V

,3PT(Uj+lA " Bj +1A' Uj+1B ~ Bj+1B' UjA " UjA' ^jAA' ^jAB' UjB ~ UjB'

^jBA' ^jBB^ (8.2.2)

Finally, the distribution of the n animals captured in x

is:

P(5jx' Mjj+lxyl V "W njx}
B ^ S

jA' nj A' njA^'T<-Mj j+lAA' Mj j +1AB' SjA' ^jAA' ^j AB^

'B^SjB' njB' PjB^ *T^Mj j+IBB' Mjj+1BA' SjB' ^jBB' ^jBA^ (8.2.3)

The product of the three terms (8.2.1), (8.2.2), (8.2.3)

completely defines the joint distribution of the sample observations

at time j and the structure at time j+1, given the structure at time

j, for j = 2, ..., n. For j = 1, the distribution is:
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P1 B(nlA' N1A' PlA^'B(nlB' N1B' P1B)
'PT(U2A ~ B2A' U2B " B2B' N1A ~ nlA' ^1AA' ^1AB' N1B ~ nlB' ^1BA ^lBB'*

•B(S1A; niA' niA),T(M12AA' M12AB; S1A' ^lAA' ^1AB^
"B(S1B' nlB' P1B^'T<-M12BB' M12BA' S1B' ^1BB' ^lBA^

Thus the entire joint distribution is given by:

n j-1
L = P . II {[ II P (m. . , M. Pl , Q. , M. . )]

j = 2 i=l ij+lxy lx jxy ijxy

.P(u. , U... U. , B , p. , Q. )
J x j+lx jx' j+lx' J x jxy

.P(s. , M. In. , Q. , n. )} (8.2.4)
jx jj+lxy1 jx' Xjxy' jx

The formation of estimates is accomplished by finding the

values of the unobservable random variables and parameters which

maximize L. For continuous parameters, log L is differentiated with

respect to the parameter and set equal to zero, and for discrete

parameters (including the unobservable random variables), say N, the

first difference of log L, log L(N) - log L(N-l) is set equal to zero.

This system of equations must then be solved to give parameter estimates.

At first glance, this might appear to be an impossible task, especially

as L contains terms of the form PT (a, b) (see equation 8.2.0) which

are not expressible in closed form. If births are assumed to occur,

then the parameters B. , , B>T, enter into the limits of the summation
jA jB

of the expression PT(a, b), and this does seem to make the expression

L entirely intractable for forming estimates. If no births occur,

however, some progress can be made, although the task of deriving

estimates for the general case involves extremely torturous algebra

and is perhaps impossible.
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The method used was as follows:

If equation (8.2.0) is written

PT(a, b; 1^, p^ p2> N2, r^

a b

I I T(m,n; p^ p2).T(a-m, b-n; N2, r^ r2)
m=0 n=0

and if

a b

R(a, b) = J £ mT(m,n).T(a-m, b-n)
m=0 n=0

a b

S(a, b) = 1 £ nT(m,n).T(a-m, b-n),
m=0 n=0

then it is easy to show, by differentiation and a bit of combinatorial

juggling that:

8 log PT
= N1 (1 P2} . P1 q, , v

9pl (1-pl"p2) (1-pl"p2)pl ' (1-pi-p2^pi

Similarly, expressions (which also include terms in R(a,b) and S(a,b))

were derived for the derivative of log PT with respect to p2, r^ and

r2 and for the difference of log PT with respect to N^, N , a and b.
Expressions for the differentials and differences of a general binomial

or trionmial distribution are also easily derived. These formulae

were then applied in forming the differentials and differences of log L.

Setting these expressions equal to zero, gives a series of equations

from which the difficult terms of the form R(a,b) and S(a,b) can be

eliminated. This leaves a reduced set of equations with no terms
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involving summations, but it was not clear if enough independent

equations remained to derive estimates. It would be pointless to

give a detailed description of this process, but some results can be

reported. The equations resulting from differentiation of log L by
jBB

Q , Q.at,5 Q-t,. lead to the following relations among the estimates:J "A J A_D J DA

<wv - v+ sj A' + «wv - >+ v ■ Vib <8-2-5)

Q...(N.. - n. + s ) + Q (N - n.n + s ) = N (8.2.6)
3 AA jA JA JA jBA JB JB JB J+IA

L
gives p. = n. /N. (8.2.7)

9PAY jx JX JXJ A

8 log L ^veg _ s / (8.2.8)
jx jx jx

The equations resulting by differencing log L have proved to be more

difficult to deal with and, as yet, I have not been able to eliminate

the terms involving summations from these equations.

Before leaving the problem of the general "likelihood"

expression, it should be noted that the expression L is a function of

the m.. and u. only. That is, the joint distribution is given in
ljxy jx

terms of the observation of when and where each individual in the sample

was last sighted. The observations do not make use of capture history

previous to the most recent sighting. However, it should be noted that

if an individual is captured r times, it enters into exactly r of the

observations (m.. ,u. j = 1 ... n i = 1 ... j-1 x, y = A or B}.
ijx,y jx|J

Thus, in fact, the entire capture history of each individual is accounted

for, and the (m,, , u. } (or equivalently, the (m.. , n. }), are
ijx,y jx •7' ij xy jx
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jointly sufficient for estimating the parameters w jl unc muuci,

8.3 Estimates from a Triple Catch Experiment

Although it was not possible to derive estimates for the

general n-sample experiment of section 8.2, it was noted that the

relations for the estimates given by equations 8.2.5 - 8.2.8 could be

deduced directly from moment equations: that is, setting observations

equal to their expectations. It therefore seems reasonable that such

moment equations, if they will yield estimates, should give estimates

that are similar to those that might be derived by maximizing the

expression L (8.2.4).

The moment equations can be manipulated to give estimates for

the triple catch experiment (i.e. n = 3). We considered the simplified

case, however, where no births and no "losses on capture" occur.

It is useful to have the complete expression for L for the

particular case discussed here, as this facilitates writing down the

expectations and in examining the variances and covariances of the

observations. For n = 3, B.. = 0 n. = s. V i8.2.4 becomes:
jA jx jx

,B(nlA' N1A> PlA),B(nlB' N1B' p1B^

,T(M12AA' M12AB' nlA' ^1AA' ^lAB"*

,T(M12BA' M12BB; nlB' ^1BA' (51BB)
■PT(U2A' U2B' N1A nlA' ^1AA' ^1AB' N1B nlB' ^1BA' <51BB)

,B(m12AA' M12AA' P2A),B(in12AB; M12AB' P2B)
B(m12BA' M12BA' P2A),B(ml2BB; M12BB' P2B)

,B(u2A' U2A' P2A)"B(u2B' U2B' P2B)
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'T(M23AA' M23AB' n2A' ^2AA' **2AB^
'T^M23BB' M23BA' n2B' ^2BB' ^2BA^
•PT(M13AA' M13AB' M12AA ~ ml2AA' <?2AA' ^2AB' M12AB ~ m12AB' (?2BA' (52BB)

•PT(M13BB' M13BA' M12BB " ml2BB' ^2BB' ^2BA' M12BA ~ m12BA' ^2AB' (52AA)
.pt(U3a' U3b; U2A " U2A' <52AA' ^2AB' U2B ~ U2B' ^2BA' ^2BB^

*B(m23AA; M23AA' P3A)'B(m23AB' M23AB' PlB^
'B(m23BA; M23BA' P3A"*'B (m23BB' M23BB' P3B)
•B(m13AA; M13AA' P3A)'B(m13AB' M23AB' P3B)
*B(m13BA' M13BA' P3A)'B(inl3BB; M23BB' P3B)
,B(u3A; U3A' P3A),B(u3B' U3' P3B-* (8.3.1)

Equation 8.3.1 thus gives the following joint distribution:

Prob(sample at t = 1)

•Prob(structure at the time of the 2nd sample)

.Prob(sample at t = 2)

.Prob(structure at the time of the 3rd sample)

.Prob(sample at t = 3)

and the distribution of any of the unobservable random variables, or

the unconditional distribution of any of the observations can be

deduced from this expression. (For example, the joint distribution of

^2A' ^2B Ps £iven ky the distribution of the sum of groups which make
up the structure at the time of the second sample; the distribution is

clearly
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P(M12AA + M12BA + U2A' M12AB + M12BB + U2B*
= PKN2a, N2b; N1a, Q1aa, Q1ab, N1b, Q1ba, Q1bb))

The following (conditional) expectations can also be deduced:

nlA N1AP1A

nlB = N1BP1B

N2A = N1A«1AA + N1B*1BA

N2B = nIA^IAB + N1B<51BB

n2A = N2AP2A

n2B = N2BP2B

m12AA = nlA<5lAAP2A
= N1AP1A^1AAP2A

ml2BA = nlBQlBAP2A
= N1AP1B^1BAP2A

m12AB = nlA^lABP2B
= N1AP1A^1ABP2B

m12BB = nlB^lBBP2B
= N1BP1B^1BBP2B

m23AA = n2A^2AAP3A

m23BA = n2B<?2BAP3A

m23AB = n2A<5!2ABP3B

m23BB " n2B<5!2BBP3B

m13AA = nlA<5lAA(1"'P2A)(52AAP3A + "lA^lAB (1_P2B)<52BAP3A
ml3BA = nlBfl5lBA(1_P2A^2AAP3A + "lB^lBB (1_P2B)<5!2BAP3A
m13AB = nlA^lAB(1"P2B)(?2BBP3B + nlA^lAA(1_P2A)(!}2ABP3B
ml3BB = niB(i}lBB(1"P2B)<52BBP3B + nlB^lBA(1_P2A)<52ABP3B

8.3.2)

8.3.3)

8.3.4)

8.3.5)

8.3.6)

8.3.7)

8. 3.8a)

8.3.8b)

8.3.9a)

8.3.9b)

8.3.10a)

8.3.10b)

8.3.11a)

8.3.11b)

8.3.12)

8.3.13)

8.3.14)

8.3.15)
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These equations can then be manipulated to derive moment estimates for

the parameters, as follows:

Use 8.3.4 in 8.3.6 to give

n2A = N1A<51AAP2A + N1B^1BAP2A
= m12AA/plA + ml2BA/piB

(using 8.3.8b and 8.3.9b)

similarly, using 8.3.5 in 8.3.7, and then 8.3.10a and 8.3.10b to give

n2B = m12AB/plA + m12BB/plB

This pair of equations can then be solved to give estimates and P^g*
and hence, N,. and N,_.1A IB

Next, the last four equations (for m _ ... m ) can be1JAA

expanded so that each is the sum of four terms. Then using 8.3.12 -

8.3.15, replace Q2AAP3A> ^2BAP3A' ^2ABP3B' ^2BBP3B by m23AA/n2A'
m23BA^n2B' m23AB/'n2A' m23BB^n2B resPectively• Similarly, using 8.3.8a -

8.3.11a, replace Q1AAP2A> \BAP2A etc., by n^/n^, ™12BA/*1B etc.
After simplification this leaves the following two equations.

n2An2Bml3AA + n2Bml2AAm23AA + n2Aml2ABm23BA

nlAn2Bm23AA^lAA + "lA^A^BA^lAB

n2An2Bml3AB + n2Am12ABm23BB + n2Bml2AAm23AB

= nlAn2Bm23AB(5lAA + nlAn2Am2 3BBQ1AB
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and a similar pair of equations (in fact, the same equations with A

replaced by B and vice versa) for Q1T)T, and Q1T,..IBd ±DA

The entire set of estimates can now be given.

Let |M..I be the determinanti
1:) i

• A A m. • AT>IJJAA ljAB

m- ' T> A m- * T> r>

1J BA 1J BB

then

PlA - lM12l/ n2A ml2BA
n2B m12BB

^1B 'M12'/ ml2AA n2A
m12AB n2B

N1A "lA^lA

®1B "lB^lB

^lAA ^n2A
ml3AA m23BA
m13AB m23BB

+ m12AA'M23')/(nlA'M23')

^1AB (n2B
m23AA ™13AA
m23AB "^AB

+ m12AB'M23')/(nlA'M23')

= expression for with A and B interchanged

= expression for with A and B interchanged

N2A " N1A<*1AA + NIB«IBA
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^2B ^lA^lAB + ^lB^lBB

Estimates of the ^xy are not availat>le from this experiment, nor are
estimates for N_., NOT, or p„A, pori; however3A 3B r3A 3B

<52AAP3A = m23AA/n2A
^2BAP3A = m23BA/n2B
^2ABP3B = m23AB/'n2A
^2BBP3B = m23BB^n2B

8.3.1 Accuracy and Precision of the estimates.

A proof that these estimates maximize the expression (8.3.1)

was not attempted. Nor were expressions for the asymptotic variances

and covariances of the estimates derived. This latter problem is tedious

but not difficult: the variances and covariances of the (m.. , n. } must
ijxy J*

be determined. The standard delta technique (cf. Darroch (1959) or

Seber (1962) Appendix 1) can then be used to derive the asymptotic variances

and covariances of the estimates. Derivation of the variances and co-

variances of the {m.. , n. } is done by repeated application of rules
ijxy jx

for conditional variance and covariance of the variables, all of which

have marginal distributions which are either of the binomial form, or

the sum of two or more binomials. The parameters of the appropriate

conditional distribution are easily determined by examining the

expression 8.3.1. For example, ra23^ ^as a binomial (marginal)
distribution conditional on n^^ with parameters B(n2^> ^2AAP2A^'

in turn has a marginal distribution which is the sum of two

independent binomial distributions with parameters B(N^,
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and B(N., Thus, the unconditional variance of ru... isIB iBA /A 13AA

Var(m23AA'NlA' N1B)

N1A<52AAP3A<51AAP2A(1 <Q2AAP3A<!!1AAP2A)

+ N1B<^2AAP3A<51BAP2A(-1 Q2AAP3A^1BAP2A^

Similarly m23^ anc* m23AB ^ave a j°int trinomial distribution conditional
°n n2A' S°

COv(m23AAm23ABlNlANlB)

"N1A^ 2AAP 3A^ 1AAP 2A^ 2ABP 3BQ1AAP 2A

"V 2AAP 3A^ IBAP 2A^ 2ABP 3B^ IBAP 2A

However there are 171 such expressions to be determined and none of

the covariances appear to be zero!

To determine if these estimates were reasonably unbiased,

and to discover how intensively the experimenter must sample to get

adequate precision, the experiment was simulated on the computer and

estimates were formed from the simulated data. The results of this

study are given in tables 8.1-8.3. A flow chart for the method of

simulation is given in figure 8.1.

8.3.2 Explanation of Tables and Simulation.

The basis of the simulation is made clear by the flow chart,

figure 8.1. In the main part of the simulation a stochastic realization
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of a single capture history is generated. This capture history is

recorded as M(a, b, c) where

M(l, 1, 1) => never captured

M(l, 2, 1) => captured in A at t = 2

M(l, 3, 2) => captured in B at t = 2 and in A at t = 3.

etc.

After capture histories have been generated, the appropriate

sums are calculated to give the statistics {m.. , n. }, from which
ljxy' jx

estimates are calculated. This "experiment" was then simulated several

hundred times to give an idea of the variances of the estimates.

Several such sets of simulations were performed, using a different set

of parameters for each set of simulations. The results of four such

sets of simulations are reported in tables 8.1 - 8.3.

Table 8.1 simply lists the parameter values used in each set

of■simulations. To maintain comparability, migration and survival rates

were kept constant in all sets. In the first set a small population

was considered, but with high sampling intensities. In set two, the

same population sizes were used but combined with a more moderate

sampling intensity. In sets 3 and 4 the population sizes were increased

by a factor of 2 and 4, and the same fairly low sampling intensities

were used. The survival rates were chosen more or less haphazardly

for these four sets of simulations. It happens that the probability

that an individual, alive at time i, survives to time i+1 is the same

regardless of the location of the individual at time i. That is,

•Ci » = Qit. = -925 and ffl„, = ffiOT, = .850. Also, the conditional probability1A IB 2A vB
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that an individual is in the same population at t = i and t = i+1,

given that it survives, is approximately the same for i and i+1. That

iS> "lBB/ISlB * "WW "WlA ? ^2AA/(^2A' TheSe restrictions
not necessary for the development of the estimates, but were imposed to

reflect what might be a realistic situation (namely, a migration system

near equilibrium. The decreased survival rate between t = 1, 2 and

t = 2, 3 would result by allowing more time to elapse between sample 2

and 3 than between 1 and 2). Several further sets of simulations were

carried out where these restrictions did not prevail, and results

consistent with those for these four sets were noted. In particular,

all such simulations supported the 'rule of thumb' proposed at the end

of this chapter.

It was expected that the precision of the estimates would be

related to the expected values of the {m.. , n. , N. }. Therefore,
ljxy jx jx

in table 8.2 we list these expected values. It was found that when

the size of the populations was small, precision was poor even at very

high sampling intensities. Thus the expected values of the N must

be considered when relating precision to the choice of parameters, since

a very low survival rate may reduce the population to such a low level

that very poor estimates result. If approximately constant effort is

expended by the experimenter at each sampling occasion . (so that the ■

p. stay roughly constant for all j) then sharp decreases in the n.
Jx Jx

for increasing j will indicate this low survival rate. Such informa¬

tion could be used to improve the estimates, since the estimates of

Qm.sPn. etc., are much more precise than the separate estimates for12AA 2A

Ql2AA an^ ?2h etc* However, in this case the model and estimates should
be re-derived to incorporate effort explicitly.
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The results of the simulations are summarized by giving means

and standard deviations for the estimates over 500 simulations for each

set. The estimate of N,. and N,„ was not formed, because at low sampling1A IB

intensities p and p were frequently zero. By estimating 1/N one1A IB 1A

avoids this problem of infinite bias. Very frequently (particularly in

set 2) inadmissable estimates of probabilities (negative or greater than

1) resulted. Normally, the experimenter would reject such estimates, or

take 0 or 1 as the estimate. For the purpose of the simulation however,

this was not done as this introduces bias and reduces the variance.

The estimates for the second set are thoroughly bad. More

often than not, parameter estimates gave inadmissable values, and the

variance of the estimates is so large as to render them thoroughly mean¬

ingless. Note however, that the expected capture histories are very

low. In most of the simulations, one or more of the m.. was zero.
ijxy

Nevertheless, the estimates of ^2AA^3A etc*' are luite precise and unbiased.
The same was true of the etc*> although these figures have not

been given in table 8.3.

The best estimates were obtained in set 4 and set 1. The esti¬

mates are not percetpibly biased, and the precision is good enough that

estimates in these cases can be considered to be trustworthy. Note that

the expectations of the m^jXy are reasonably large; all greater
than 5 and most are greater than 10. In none of the simulations did a

zero observation occur.

It seems therefore that in general, the precision is not merely

dependent upon sampling intensity, but improves with increasing population

sizes. It seems that the m.. should all have expectations of 5 or more
ijxy —

if good estimates are to result. An ad hoc rule of thumb (based on these,

and several further sets of simulations, not reported here) seems to be

that if all the observed m^jXy are greater than 5, reasonably good
estimates are obtained.
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Table 8.1

Parameter Values Used in Simulations of the Triple-Catch Experiment.

Parameter Value in Simulation Set

1 2 3 4

nia 250 250 250 1000

a/v .004 .004 .002 .001

p1a .60 .20 .20 .20

nib 200 200 400 800

(1/nib> .005 .005 .0025 .00125

p1b .55 .15 .15 .15

^1aa . 773

^1ab

^lba

.152

.303
for all sets

^1bb .622

p2a .65 .25 .25 .25

p2b .60 .20 .20 .20

^2aa .738'

fl}2ab

^2ba

.112

.280
for all sets

^2bb .570

p3a .70 .30 .30 . 30

p3b .65 .25 .25 .25
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Table 8.2

Expected Population Sizes and Capture Histories

(for explanation and discussion, see text; for

parameter values, see table 8.1)

1

Simulation

2

Set

3 4

nia 250.0 250.0 500.0 1000.

nlA 150.0 50.0 100.0 200.

nib 200.0 200.0 400.0 800.

niB 110.0 30.0 60.0 120.

N2A 253.85 253.85 507.70 1015.

m12AA 75.37 9.66 19.32 38.

m12BA 21.66 2.27 4.54 9.

n2A 165.0 63.46 126.92 253.

N2B 162.40 162.40 324.80 649.

m12BB 41.05 3.73 7.46 14.

ml2AB 13.68 1.52 3.04 6.

n2B 97.44 32.48 64.96 129.

N3A 232.81 232.81 465.62 931.

m13AA 22. 75 6.93 13.86 27.

m13BA 11.39 2.73 5.53 11.

m23AA 85.24 14.05 28.10 56.

m23BA 19.10 2.73 5.46 10.

"OA 162.97 69.84 139.69 279.

0

0

0

0

40

65

09

85

60

93

08

92

24

71

05

20

91

38
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Table 8.2 continued ...

Expected Population Sizes and Capture Histories

(for explanation and discussion, see text; for

parameter values, see table 8. 1)

1

Simulation

2

Set

3 4

N3B 121.0 121.0 242.0 484.0

m13BB 10.99 2.31 4.64 9.27

m13AB 6.33 1.68 3.36 6.71

m23BB 36.10 4.63 9.26 18.51

m23AB 12.01 1.78 3.55 7.11

78.65 30.25 60.50 121.0



Table8.3

MeansandS.D.ofParameterEstimates Over500Simulations
(forexplanation,seetext).

SIMULATIONSET

TrueValue
ofParameter

r=l mean

1

S=1 s.d.

r=l mean

2

s=o s.d.

r=2 mean

3

s=0 s.d.

r=4 mean

4

s=0 s.d.

1/N1a=1/250r1A

.00404

.00038

.00556

.0144

.00238

.00317

.00112

.00089

p..= .4s+.201A

.605

.067

.276

.769

.237

.307

.223

.170

1/N1B=l/200r

.00502

.00060

.00657

.0106

.00446

.0370

.00131

.00042

plB"-4s+-15

.555

.074

.198

.336

.255

.196

.156

.052

<W= '773

.773

.778

.072

.728

1.48

.252

.773

.158

qIAB= -152

.153

.063

.285

2.19

.136

.260

.151

.135

QlA= -925

.931

.050

1.013

.924

.927

.204

.924

.127

^IBB= -738

.627

.100

.938

4.35

.708

.471

.657

.260

.300

.090

.284

2.32

.261

.325

.282

.193

QlB= .925

.927

.062

.966

2.56

.970

.295

.939

.176

N*=253.85r (9.27r)

254.5

27.25

187.7

757.9

499.5

184-4

998-4

230.1i

p2A= -4s+-25

.653

.073

.305

.912

.302

.469

.272

.084



Table8.3continued
MeansandS.D.ofParameterEstimates Over500Simulations

(forexplanation,seetext).
SIMULATION
SET

TrueValue
ofParameter

r=l mean

1

S=1 s.d.

r=l mean

2

s=0 s.d.

r-2 mean

3

s=0 s.d.

r=4 mean

4

s=0 s.d

N*=162.40r (8.82r)

163.6

26.36

258.8

1291.0

351.6

235.7

676.8

264.4

P2B= "4s+'20

.611

.099

.286

1.837

.219

.569

.247

.356

s=l

s=0

W3A*-5166
.2214

.515

.039

.221

.048

.223

.036

.223

.026

<«2ABP3B"-0728
.0280

.071

.021

.028

.022

.029

.017

.028

.012

^2BBP3B=*3205
.1425

.371

.050

.140

.061

.141

.046

.143

.030

lI)2BAP3A=*1960
.0840

.195

.041

.084

.049

.084

.035

.084

.025

*ExpectedPopulationSizes. Thestandarddeviationof this(unobservable)random variableisgiveninbrackets.

tsj
u>

Ln
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FIGURE 8-1
SIMULATION OF TRIPLE CATCH EXPERIMENT

FLOW CHART
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